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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS: 
JOHN T. GILMAN. Kdilor, 
PUBLISHED AT 82} EXCHANGE STREET, BY 
N. A. FOSTER & GO. 
The Portland Daily Press is published at 
$8.<>0 per year in advance. ,, 
The Maine State Press is published every 
Thursday morning, at $2.00per annum, in advance; 
$2.25,11 paid within six months; and $2.50, it pay- 
ment be delayed beyond six months. 
Business Cards. 
CHAS. W. LUCY'S 
WEDDING CAKE! 
-TI1E- 
OHOICEST TO BE HAD IN THE CITY, 
can be found constanlly ou band, or made to order. 
AH orders promptly attended to at 
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST., Portland, Mo 
December 19. dti 
HENRY P. yVORCESTER, 
GENERAL 
Commission & Forwarding Merchant 
Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold on 
Northern account. 
Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf, 
Norfolk, Va. 
Consignments solicited. 
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell & 
Senior: Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.; 
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me. no28dttm 
~ 
J. EDWARD GOVE & CO., 
PRODUCE 
Commission Merchants, 
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN 
Butter, Cheese, Kg-gs, Lard, Beans. 
DRIED APPLES, &c. 
Ko. 3 Lime Street, Portland, Me. 
Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds 
of Produce. sep20tllyr 
BOSS & TAJ JEN Y, 
PLASTERERS, 
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL 
STU000 AND MASTIO WOEKEES, 
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts., 
PORTLAND, ME. 
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt- 
y attended to. Orders from out ol town solicited. 
May 22—dtt 
J« fii. PICKETT, 
Dealer in Photographic Goods, 
Min’ors uitd Engravings. 
M Auaf*9turer of Mirror A Picture Frame*. 
No. 2SMARKET SQUAKE, 
Jmnel2tf Portland, Mi. 
Deerins, Milliken & Co., 
Successors to G. L. Storer Co., 
JOBBERS OF 
Dry Goods, Wootens, 
And Gents’ Furnishing Goods ! 
Manufacturers ol and Dealers in 
CLOTHING AND CLOAKS, 
Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for 
State of Maine. 
88 ndd 60 Middle St., PORTLAND. 
Sept 7—dtf 
CHASE, CRABI & STURTEVANT, 
GENERAL 
Commission Merchants, 
Wldjcry’s Whart, 
Portland, Me. 
octlGdtt 
JDAJSLA& CO., 
' 
Fish and Salt, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Luther Dana, Woodbury S. Dana, 
une Xdti John A. S. Dana. 
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER, 
Fresco and Banner Painter, 
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET. 
Portland, Maine. 
Work executed In every pari ol the State. 
juneldtf 
WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD, 
COUNSELLOR AT LAW, 
Holleitor ol' Patents, 
So. 103 Middle Street, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Aug 28—dtf 
WILLIAM A. PEARCE, 
P L U M B E R! 
MAKER OF 
Force Pumps and Water Closets, 
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET, 
PORTLAND, ME. 
Waim. Cold and Shower Baths, Wash 
Bowls, Brass & Silver Plated Cocks. 
I.YVERY description of Water Fixtures lor Dwel- ls ling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops, 
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all 
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All 
kinds ol* JOBBING promptlv attended to. ('onstant- 
lv on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER 
PUMPS ol all descriptions. aprOdtl 
C. P. KIMBALL, 
MANUFACTURER OF 
CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS, 
PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.) 
PORTLAND, ME. 
Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass, 
juneltf 
DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00., 
Importers and Jobbers oj 
Dry Goods and Woolens. 
Arcade IS Free Struct, 
F. DAVIS, 
i.*. ?.* 25K2: PORTLAND, mb 
12. CHAPMAN. novh’Codtf 
Dress & Cloak Making, 
--AT— 
No. 27 Free St., 
Mrs. M. Hutchins & Co. 
Dec 27-dlf 
DAVIS~& butler7~ 
Counsellors at Law, 
PORTLAND, MAINE, 
Woodbury Davis,) 
Moses M. Butler. ) Office 59 Exchange St. 
Dec 7—dtf 
WARREN’S IMPROVED 
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT 
COMPOSITION. 
— AKD — 
Gravel B o oling 
FOR FLAT ROOFS. 
Ei HERSEV, Agent, 
jan26dti No 16 Union Street. 
JOHN F. ANDERSON. 
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER 
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK, 
melt 17 d&wtt' Temple Street. 
Colored Photographs ! 
FtOM Locket to Lite Sim, by the best of Artists. All coloring done In my estabishim nt where 1 
kec* constantly employed a number of colorists ( all 
and examine specimens at my Photograph Exhlbi- 
Uon Rooms. 
a> m ]\foKEXVEV, 
284 CongTess St., opposite Treble House, Portland, 
pet 3—cod*eow3m 
Clothing. 
LOOK AT THIS! 
GREAT PRICES GIVEN 
-FOE- 
Second-Hand Clothing, 
Of all descriptions, by 
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street. 
Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in 
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth fug bought and sold. sepUJOdtl 
NEW STORE, NEW STORE! 
W. F. CHISAM, 
Mei'chant rJT Jiiloi*, 
HAS nik.nod a FIRST CLASS CLOTHING STORE, at 
No. 96 Exchange Street9 
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BER 
IJY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES 
Woolens, Foreign & Domestic, 
which will be manufactured into Garments which ; 
cannot be surj>asHed for style and make in the city. 
Also a Fine asssortment of 
Gents’ Furnishing; Goods. 
Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING— 
Cutting done to go out ot the Store. 
By strict attention to wants ofeustomersand prices 
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited. 
Remember the place 
No. 98 Exchange Street, 
Nearly opposite Pest Office. 
Portland, Nov. 9th, 18G5.nolSti 
Shirt Patterns?, 
CUT FROM MEASURE, 
By CHARLES CU8TI8 & CO. 
May 3—dtt Mobtok Block. 
The best of french, enulish and AMERICAN 
1J A N T o o on s, 
At A. D. « EE VES>. Tnilor, 
Nov 1—dtf No. 98 Exchange St. 
A FINE ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK, CASSIMERE, and 
FANCY VESTINGS, 
At A. ». REEVES*, Tnilor, 
Nov 4—dtf MS Exchange St. 
QENTLEMEN, get your 
OVERCOATS 
At A. D. REEVES’, Tailor, 
Nov 4—dtl 98 Exchange St. 
331 
Congress 
St, 
Port laud, 
Maine. 
i 
L. B. FOLLETTE, 
HOSIERY AND GLOVES, 
HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS, 
Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
Dec 1— d3m 
Portland Freedinen’s Aid Associa- 
tion. 
ARRANGEMENTS have been made with GEO. R. DAVIS, Esq., whereby contributions 'of 
Clothtng for the use of destitute Freedmen are to be received by him at the Bookstore ot Messrs. DAVIS 
BROTHERS. No. 53 Exchango Street, and forward- 
ed to such points as may be reported most in need of 
such supplies. 
Contributions of Clothing and Money are respect- 
fully solicited: the former to bo sent as above, the 
latter to JAMES T. McCOBB, Esq., Treasurer ot 
the Association. 
GEORGE F. TALBOT, Secretary. 
Dec 30,1865—3wd&w 
For Sale. 
THE Stock and Fixtures ot a Grocery and Provis- ion Store, with a good run of mostly cash trade. 
Location one of the best best in the city, it being a 
comer store. 
For particulars enquire at lhi3 office. 
Dec 25, lSCS-d&wtf 
£££■) A YEAR made by any one with VrVJv/$15—Stencil Tools. No experience 
| necessary. The Presidents, Cashiers, and Treasur- 
ers of three Banks indorse the circular. Sent free 
I with samples: Address the American Stencil Tool 
Works, Springfield, Vermont. oc5d3m 
H. A. HALL 
HAS just received on consignment a Bankrupt Stock of RUBBER OVERCOATS which be is 
permitted to sell at $3.00 each. Any person in wont 
should call immediately at his 
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM, 
147 Middle St. 
Nov. 8—dtf 
Portland & Rochester Railroad Co. 
ALL persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and Rochester R. R. Coy are requested to call at the office of the Company, No. 64 Middle St., and ex- 
change their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Re- 
ceipts for certificates ot Stock. 
LEWIS PIERCE, 
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co. 
Dec 4, 1865. dc5tf 
Special Steamboat Notice. 
The Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK 
J££££airZjCwill make her last trip for the season 
January 4th, 
C. C. EATON. 
Dec 27—dtd 
Christmas and New Year. 
IF you want good articles for Presents, call and look at tne Italian, Turkish and other Chairs, Fancy 
Tables, Camp Stools, and a host ol Brackets, &c., 
&c.f at BURROUGHS & HUDSON, 
dc21dtf 4 Free St. Block. 
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION 
—OF THE— 
MASSASOIT INSURANCE COMPANY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., 
ON the First day of November, 1865. In conform- ity with the laws of the State ot Maine: 
Capital Stock, $200,000 00 
Assets of the Company, includ- 
ing surplus over Capital, 50,023 06 
-$250,023 06 
Cash on hand, 1,358 04 
Amount of cash in hands of Agents and 
others in course of transmission, 10.051 G9 
63,000 7-30 U. S. Bonds, 82.625 00 
Bank and Railroad Stocks. 
Par val. MJct.vaf. 
140 shares Agawam N. Bank, Spring- 
field $14,000 $14,405 
22 shares Chicopee N. Bank, Spring- 
field, 2,200 2,410 
33 shares Howard N. Bank, Boston, 3,300 2,900 
37 slnnes First N. Bank, IS. Hamp- 
ton, 3,700 3,700 
30 shares Ka<lley Falls N. Bank, Hol- 
yoke, 3,000 3,675 
26 sliares John Hancock N. Bank, 
Springfield, 2,600 2,600 
45 shares First N. Bank, Mon son, 4,500 4,500 
shares No. Hampton N. Bank, 
No. Hampton, 800 800 
51 shares Pynchen N. Bank, Spring- 
field, 5,100 5,400 
162 shares Second N. Bank, Spring- 
field, 16,200 20,155 
10 sliares Merchants Em. N. Bank, 
New York, 500 500 
5 sliares Mechanics N. Bank, Wor- 
cester, __ 500 500 
80 shares Second N. Bank, New Ha- 
ven, 8,000 10,000 
15 shares Atlantic Bank, Boston, 1,500 1,500 
$66,500 $73,045 
88 shares Western Railroad, $8,800 $11,792 
I 25 shares Boston & Worcester R. R., 2,500 3,300 
100 shares New York C. Railroad, 10,000 10,150 
$221,30 $250,24 
Interest accrued and unpaid, $4,716 90 
Debts to the Company secured by mortgage, 49,930 00 Loans on collator.; 1 security, 2,000 00 Bank Stock as per schedule, 73,045 00 Railroad Stock as per schedule, 2r,?42 00 
Office, Furniture, Li rary, Ac., 1,054 43 
$250,023 06 
Losses adjusted and not due. $30,167 45 
losses adjusted and resisted, 2,000 00 
Greatest ain’t insuredintone risk, 15.000 00 
ABIJAHW. CHAPIN, President. SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary. 
State ohIMassaciiusettp, Hampden c<>., 88.: 
Springfield, Nov. lf 1865# 
Stamp. Vf Then appeared Abijali W. v uapin, Pres- 
ident, aiuipanford J. Hall, Secretary, above named, 
and made with that the foregoing statement is true. 
Before ml, WM. CONNER, JR., J us. of Peace. 
E. WEBSTER & SON, Agents, 
decl8d3wrt)d No. 74 Middle Street. 
50*Active Agents Wanted! 
To Canvass for the popular and only authentic 
History of G«n. Grant and his Campaigns, 
By Col. Oof fie. 
Address, or call on 
C* 11. DA VIS, General Agent, 
| Up Staiis) 
Junction of Middle and Free Streets. 
dec29dlw# 
HF* If you are In want of any kind ot PRINTING 
call at the Daily Press Office, 
Annual Meetings. 
Canal National Bank. 
THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders of The (’anal Nat ional Bank of Portland,” for the 
election of seven Directors, and for the transaction of 
any other business t hat may legally come before them, 
will bo held at tlieir Ban iiig House on Tuesday, the 
9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M. 
declldtd B. C. SOMEBBY, Cashier. 
Merchants’ National Bank 
OF PORTLAND. 
THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Shareholders in this Bank will be holden at the Bank, on Tues- 
day, January 9,1866, at 10 o’clock A. M.. for the pur- 
pose of electing Directors for the ensuing year; de- 
ciding whether they will increase the capital stock of 
the Bank; change the par value of the shares to $100 
each, and for the transaction oi any other business 
that may legally come before them. 
Per order: 
declldtd CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier. 
Casco National Bank. 
THE Annual Meeting of tlic Stockholders of “The Casco National Bank of Portland,” for the elec- 
tion ol seven Directors, and for the transaction of any 
other business that may legally come before them, 
will be held at thei Banking House on TUESDAY, 
the 9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M. 
E. P. GERRISH, Cashier. 
Dec 8.1866. dcOdlrn 
Second National Bank. 
THE Annual Meectinz ol the Stockholders of the Second National Bank will be held at their Bank- 
ing Room, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of January 
next, at 3 P. M.. for the choice of five Directors, and 
lor any other business that may legally come before 
them. 
W. H. STEPHENSON. Cashier. 
Dec 7,1866. dcfldtd 
The National Traders Sank. 
fpHE Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified X that their Annual Meeting will l*e held at their 
Banking Room, on TUESDAY, the 9tli day of Janu- 
ary next, at 3 o*clock I*. M, to choose five Directors 
for the ensuing year, and to act on any other busi- 
ness that mav legally come before them. 
EDWA RD GOULD, Cashier. 
Portland, Dec 6, 1866. —dtd 
Cumberland National Bank. 
TIIE Stockholders of the Cumberland National Bank of Portland are hereby notified that there 
will be a meeting of the Stockholders, at their Bank- 
ing Boom, on Thursday, the 18th day of January, 
1860, at 3 o’clock P. M., lor the choice of Directors 
and the transaction or any other business that may 
come before then*. 
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier. 
Dec. 16,1866.—dclSdlm 
Notice. 
THE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the Dirigo Insurance Company will be held at their 
office 28 Exchange Street, on WEDNESDAY, the 3d 
clay of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the 
choice of Directors for the ensning year, and for the 
transaction of any other business that may then be 
brought before them. 
JEREMIAH DOW, Secretary. 
Portland, Dec. 23, 1865.—dtd 
Notice. 
The p oprietors of Union Wharf Corporation are hereby notified that their Annual Meeting will be 
holden at the Counting Room of the Wharfinger, on 
said Wharf, on the first Tuesday, being the Second 
day of January, at 3 o’clock. P. M., to act on the fol- 
lowing articles, viz.: 
First—To choose a President. 
Second—To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year, and such other officers as may be deemed necessary. 
Third—To receive and allow accounts against the 
Corporation. 
Fourth—To make s ’di change in the By-Laws as 
may be deemed expedient. 
Fifth—To authorize the Committee to petition the 
Legislature for an amendment of the Charter so as to build a wall and platform around the wharf. 
Sixth—To appropriate any funds necessary for re- 
pairing the wharf, or for other purposes, and general- 
ly to act on all matters which may be considered ne- 
cessary ior the interest of the proprietors. 
JOSEPH H. WHITE, 
Clerk of Un.on Wharf Corporation. 
Portland, Dec. 26,1864. dc27d7d* 
! 
Wants, Lost and Found. 
Boarders Wanted. 
A GENTLEMAN and his wife; also six or eight single gentlemen can he accommodated with 
pleasant rooms and good board at No. 14 Mayo St. 
Dec 30—dlw* 
Wanted, 
BY a single gentleman, a pleasantly furnished room, with board. A private family where there 
are no other boarders preferred. Must be within ten 
or fifteen minutes walk of the Post Office. Good ref- 
erences given and required. Address 
dec30 d3t* v “J. W. R.,” fcress Office. 
Wanted. 
A SITUATION in a store by a young man that can come well recommended; pay not so much 
of an object as a permanent situation. 
Apply to or address A. C. D., No. 11 Cross St. 
Dec 28—dlw* 
Agents Wanted, 
EITHER Ladies or Gentlemen. Remember that WM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements 
to returned Soldiers, and others, than any other house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engrav- 
ings and Books by subscription. 
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO., 
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732. 
Oot 14—d&w3m 
Business Wanted. 
ALIGHT, respectable business wanted—one that would give out ol door exercise preferred. Those 
answering will please sta'okiud of business, profits, 
amount ol capital necessary, and all other needful In- 
formation. Address WILLIAM GAlIDNEli, 
decl9 dlw* Box 368 P. O. 
Lost! 
A CHECK drawn by Mathews & Thomas, on Canal National Bank, dated Oct. 2Gth or 27th, 
for One Thousand Dollars. Payment has been 
stopped. All persons arc cautioned against receiving 
the same. The finder shall be suitably rewarded by 
returning it to 
W. W. THOMAS, 
At Canal National Bank. 
Nov 23—dtf 
Wanted. 
AN Agent in every town in the State of Maine to sell a new, convenient and useful patented arti- 
cle. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing lot a rare chance 
to make money should call on, or addresss, 
J. HANKERSON & CO., 
130 Middle Street, 
Nov 23—dtf Portland, Maine. 
Tenement Wanted. 
WANTID a tenement suitable fbr one or two small families, with good water privileges. 
Please address Tenement, Box 1503. 
Oct 10—dtf 
Wanted. 
Vessels to load deals at St. John, N. 
B., for English and Irish Ports, at high- 
est rates of freight. 
Also, 
To load lumber at same place for Galves- 
ton, Philadelphia and Richmond. 
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE, 
No. 4 Central Wnarf. 
Aug. 29—dtl 
Wanted. 
A LOAN of $2000 fora term of years at the usual rate of interest. Satisfactory security given. 
Address H. P., Press Office. 
Dec 27-dlw* 
Stone-Cutters Wanted. 
WANTED Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cut- ters to cut abutment and pier stone. 
Apply to JAMES ANDREWS, 
Doc 27—dtf Biildeford. 
Wanted. 
TWENTY-FIVE active young men to apply Pom- roy’s Patent Heat Regulator. 
Applv at No. 74 Middle St, Room No 4 Up Stairs. 
Dec 27—dlw* 
$100.00 Reward! 
STOLEN or taken through mistake from Commer- cial Wharf, 
Three Hlids. Cienftiegos Molasses, 
No. 55, Gauge, 149. 
No. 31, Gauge, 145. 
No. 104, Gauge, 143. 
Whoever will give information where the property 
can be found, will receive the above reward by ad- 
dressing 
THOS. LYNCH, or 
BRIGGS & CRESSEY. 
Dec 14—dlf 
NOTICE EXTRAORDINARY 
Use Pomroy’s Patent HEAT REGULATOR, 
And Save One-fourth of your Fuel* 
Sold exclusively by 
J. M. Dickey <2 Co., 7& Middle St., 
Room No. 4, Up Stairs. 
Dec 27—(llw* 
_ 
Reflect / Reflect ! Reflect! 
DO you wish to pave money ? If so ECONOMISE. And to do so to the best advantage, procure im- 
mediately one of A. E. ELMER’S 
Patent Heat Controllers! 
They can be applied in less than five minutes to 
ANY stove. It is the best article in the market, 
and is warranted to Have one-fourth the ftiel com- 
monly used for cooking or warming purposes. 
ty’Call and examine tor yourselves and be satis- 
ine, 
9 
Miscellaneous. 
The Eye, Ear, Catarrh 
-AND- 
THRO A T ! 
MRS. MANCHESTER, 
THE INDEPENDENT 
CLAIRVOYANTI 
Electric Physician ! 
From 618 Broadway, New York, lias returned to 
Portland, and can l>3 consulted at her office, No. 11 
Clapp’s block. 
A Clear Case op Clairvoyant Sight. 
Dear Madam.—Permit me to tender you my sin- 
cere thanks tor the cure you have effected on my 
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick 
last January in a very singular manner. We called 
in six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the 
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like 
it—and came to the conclusion they could not teM 
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we 
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in 
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs. 
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symp- 
toms. She immediately examined her case and told 
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she 
drank it, and that it has been growing, and from the 
best of her Judgement she should think it ten or 
twelve inches long. I gave the child her prescription 
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive 
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be 
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved, 
that all may see for themselves that this statement is 
really so. I am confident that the child could not 
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and 
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her 
skill. MARY RAY, 
GEORGE W. RAY. 
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,1866. dcl2tf 
STATEMENT 
Of the condition of the 
NATIONAL INSURANCE CO., 
OF BOSTON, MASS., 
Oil the First day of November, 1865* 
Incorporated June 18, 1865. 
Amount of Capital,.§300,000 
Amount of Capital actually paid in, 300,000 
Number or Shares and par value, 10,000—§30 
ASS ETS. 
Amount of Cash on hand, 1,033 09 
Amount of Cash deposited in Hamilton 
Bank, 20,5S3 93 
Amouut of Cash in hands of Agents, 1,M7 54 
Amount ofloans on Ileal Estate secured by 
Mortgage, 68,000 00 2142 Shares Hamilton Bank, Boston, par $100, 
market value, 113, 242,046 00 
170 Shares Shoe and Leather Dealers Bank, 
par 100, market value 130, 22,100 00 
237 Shares State Bank, Boston, par 100, mar- 
ket value 103j{, 24,559 12 
184 Shares Webster Bank, Boston, par 100, 
market value 101, 19,136 00 
150 Shares Bay State Bank, Lawrence, par 
75, market value 73, 10,950 00 
80 Shares Atlas Bank,Boston, par 100, mar- 
ket value 103, 8,210 00 
70 Shares Market Bank of Boston, par 100, 
market value 103, 7,210 00 
66 Sliares Shawm ut Bank, Boston, par 100, 
market value 100, 6,690 00 
187 Sliares Boston and Maine Railroad, par 100, 
market value 11G, 21,692 00 
160 Shares Boston and Providence Railroad, 
par value 100, market value 125, 20,000 00 
70 Shares Boston and Worcester Railroad, 
par 100, market value 128, 8,9G0 00 30 Shares Port. Saco and Ports. Railroad, 
par 100, market value 95, 2,850 00 $15,000 U. S. 6s 81. Registered Bonds, par 
15,000, market value 15,900, 15,900 00 
$10,030 U. S. 6s 81, Coupons, par 10,000, mar- 
ket value 10,C«2 50, 10,6G2 5 0 
$15,000 U. S. 5-20 Bonds, par 15,000, market 
value 15,150, 15,150 00 
$11,200 LT. S. 7 3 10 Bonds, par 11,200, mar- 
ket value 10,867, 10,867 00 
$10,000 City of Boston, par 10,000 market value 10.600, 10,600 00 $100 Bond, Town of Brunswick, par 100, 
market value 100, 100 00 
Amount loaned on collateral securities, 27,300 00 
Amount Premium Notes on haqd for Marino 
risks, 27,991 64 
Amount Loan to Suffolk Bank, Boston, 4,753 20 
Amount Premium Notes due and unpaid, 744 25 Amount Loaned on personal security, 57,300 00 
Total Assets. $607,201 54 
LIABILITIES. 
Am't of Losses which have not been settled, 33,000 00 
Amount Dividends declared due and unpaid, 2,4C6 00 
Amount Premiums undetermined, 102.630 CO 
$138,096 60 
A. H. BEAN, President, GEO. W. KUHN, Secretary. 
State of Massachusetts, I ao 
County ol Suifol k. ) BS* 
[Stamp.] Dec. 14, A. D. 1865. 
Then personally appeared Aaron H. Bean, Presi- dent and George W. Kuhn, Secretary, of the Nation- 
al Insurance Company ot Boston, and severally made 
oatli that the foregoing statement by them subscribed 
is true. Before me, 
CHAS. B. F. ADAMS, 
Justice of the Peace. 
JOHN HOW, Agent, 
96 and 98 Exchange St*, 
Dec. 18—d3w. Portland. 
BRADBURY & SWEAT, 
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, 
OtHcr UT Middle Street, 
”!d!m.EbAweatY’} PORTLAND, ME. 
Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of 
January, and will attend to any business entrusted 
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims, 
or any of the Departments. dc20tf 
Hags Flour and Meal! 
1.0 1-4, and 1-8 BAGS EXTRA FLOUR. Ami* Superior Yellow Meal tor Table Use, for 
sale by 7 CHASE BBOTHEES, 
Head Long Wharf. 
Dec 14—TS&T tl 
A. N. NOTFS & SON, 
No. 35 Exchange Street, 
PORTLAND MAINE, 
Manufacturers of and Dealers In 
FURNACES, RANGES, 
(boking, Offioe and Parlor Stores, 
And WORKERS OF HEAVY IRON. 
PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and 
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet 
Iron, in quantities to suit. 
Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated 
Magco Furnaces and Stoves. 
53T“ Orders from the Country respectfully solicit- 
ed. Job Work done to order. aug9dti 
t7 B. MARSHALL & BRO., 
Commission & Lumber Merchants, 
• DEALERS IK 
West India, Rio, and Sliip Lumber. 
With our facilities tor getting Lumber and from 
our long experience in the business, we believe we 
can dely all competition in filling Ship orders. 
Consignments, Orff rs and Agencies solicited. At- 
tention given to receiving and forwarding goods to 
and from the interior. 
Savannah, Ga., Dec. 2,1865. 
References—Brigham & Baldwin, N. A. Har- 
dee, Ervin & Hardee. E. C. Wade & Co., Savannah: 
Fling & Drew, Portland. do4dtf 
Great Inducements 
FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD. 
rpiIE subscribers offer for sale a large quantity ol 
X desirable building: lots in the West End of the 
city, lying on Vauglian, P.ine, Neal, Carlton. Tnbmas, 
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monu- 
ment, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets. 
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years, 
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will 
build houses of satisfiictory character, they will ad- 
vance, \f desired, one fourth oj the cost qf budding, on 
completion qf the house. From parties who build im- mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED. 
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten 
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans 
may be seen, and full particulars obtained. 
J. B. BROWN & SONS. 
Portland, May 8, 18G5. uaay4tf 
Copartnership Notice. 
mHE Copartnership hereto ore existing under the 
1 naineofS. K. .IACKSON <& SON, 
will be continued after tliia date under the style of 
PEBKINS, JACKSON & CO., 
Wholeeale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL 
and WOOD, Sawyer’* Whari, foot of High Street. 
Dec 21, 1865—dtf 
Dry ana Fancy Goods. 
W. R. HOWARD, 
166 Middle Street, 
WOULD respectfully announce to the Ladies ol Portland that he will sell for the 
NEXT TEN DAYS, 
HOOP SKIRTS, 
Hand-Knit Breakfast Shawls, 
AND 
Fancy Goods ! 
AT COST l 
TO MAKE ROOM FOR HOLIDAY GOODS. 
Hoop Sk}rts made from Washburn and Moon's 
best wire, at cost for a few days only. Fpncy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit 
everybody. 
Don’t forget the number, ICG Middle Street, 
next above Hay’s Drug Store. 
Not to—Jtl 
" • R- HOWARD. 
ALL BIGHT A GAIN! 
MERRILL & SMALL 
WOULD inform their friends and the Trade gen- erally that their spacious store, laUjJy damaged by fire, is again in complete repair, and are now pre- 
pared to show a 
New and Complete Stock 
FANCY^GOODS, 
Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns, 
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings, 
HEAD NETS, 
Beltings, Belt Clasps, die., die. 
For variety and comprehensiveness we think our 
stock eaual to any in our largest cities, and will be offen d to the trade upon such terms as will secure 
their patronage. 
Fancy Goods Headquarters, 
145 Middle St., Portland. 
Aug. 26—dtf 
DRY GOODS! 
New Lot Just Received l 
DRESS GOODS I 
Cloaks, Shawls, Cassocks, 
ALL WOOL BLANKETS, 
BALMORAL SKIRTS, 
Gents’ Under-Shirts and Drawers, 
Plain and Fancy Flannels, 
CHINCHILLA AND BEAVER CLOTHS, 
Yery Cheap I 
AT EASTMAN BBOTHEBS, 
129 Middle Street. 
EASTMAN BROTHERS. 
Dhc 14—du 
ATLANTIC 
Mutual Insurance Company 
61 Wall St, cor. William, NEW YOEK. 
January, 1866. 
I&Bures Against Marine and Inland Kayi 
g&tion Risks. 
The whole profits of the Company revert to the 
AbsUB'kd, and are divided Ahnually, upon the Premiums terminated during the year; and for which 
Certificates are issued, bearing interest until re- 
deemer). 
The Dividends in the Years 1863-4 and 6 were 40 
per cent each. 
The Profits for 22 Years amount to the 
•nmol *19,691,020 Oi which here has been redeemed by CMh, 12,663,780 
The Company has Assets, over Sieve* Mill io 
Dollars, viz:— 
United States and State of New-York 
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks, #4,974.700 Loans secured by Stocks aud otherwise, 2,137 960 Premium Notes and Bids Receivable, 
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and 
other securities, 3,140,630 United States Gold Coin, 441,890 
Cash In Bank, 288,430 
#11,133,600 
Tunrin: 
John D Jones, Wm Sturgis, Jr, Charles Dennis, Henry K Bngert, W H H Moore, William K Dodge, 
Henry Cnii, Dennis Perkins, Wm c Ptckersgill, Joseph Gsilnrd, Jr, Lewis Curtis, J Henry Burgy, Charles H Russell, Cornelius Grinnell, Lowell Holbrook, C A Hand, R Warren Weston, Watts Sherman, 
Royal Phelps, B J Howland, 
Caleb Baretow, BenJ Babcock, 
AP Pillot, Fietcb r Weslray, 
Dai tel S Miller, Rob B Mfntorn, Jr, Joshua J Henry, Gordon W Burnham, 
teorge G Hobson, Frederick Chaunocy, David Lane, James lew, 
ones Bryoe. Chas H Marshall. 
John D Jones. President. 
Charles Dennis, Vion-President. 
W. H. H. Mocks, 2d Vioe-Proe’t. 
J. H. Chapman, Aoting Secretary. 
Applications received by 
J. W. HUNGER, 166 For# St. 
FobHedlm llmeodfcvWw PORTLAND. 
S O VTIIi It N PINE! 
BRADFORD & RENICK, 
COMMISSION MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway, New York, execute orders lor Southern Timber of any 
required dimension with despatch, and on the most 
lavorable terms. Shipments wade directly to all do- mestic and foreign ports. They are also prepared to t'urai.-h Oak and Northern line Timbev, hewn or 
sawn to order. ocl2d3m 
PIANO FQRTEST 
Th® undersigned begs leave to an- 
nounce that they are manufacturing and 
• CLkeep constantly on hand 
Piano Fortes, 
with all the modem improvements, which they can 
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the 
same quality. We have made arrangements, also, to keep an assortment of New York aud Boston Piano 
Fortes, among which are 
Steinway & Sons, of New York. 
AH instruments sold by us are warranted to give satisfaction. 
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced Tuners. CALVIN EDWARDS & CO. 
March 8—d&wtt 
PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY, 
No. 36 Hanover St. 
LINEN of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED without Injury to the finest fabrics. 
GENTS’ TaI^EIST 
Got up in the Best Possible Manner, 
At Hllort Notice, 
And Sati.iacti.il Guaranteed in all Caere. 
C. PARKER. 
N. B.—Special attention paid to cIoasingBed and Mattress Ticks. 
Nov 4—dtf 
W. C. COUI3, 
HAVING purchased the Retail Business of Messrs. PEARSON SMITH, together with their City Carts, intends to carry on the 
BAKING BUSINESS ! 
At No. 12 Willow Street. 
Where he hopes that by strict attention he may be lavo ed with the patronage of their former custom- 
ers. 
He would also respectfully invite all others wish- 
ing Bread to give him a call, as no pains will be 
spared to till all orders for Bread with neatness and 
dispatch. Portland. Dec 12, 1865. dcl4tf 
3000 Yds. Poplins and Thibets, 
MARKED down and to be sold at bargains. 
.. 
C. K. BABB. 
novH distf No. 9 Clapp’s Block. 
BETTER HURRY UP 
And get a supply of those 
XT nder-Flannels, 
Selling so LOW by 
P. MORRELL & CO., 
_ 
M 113 Exchange St. 
Pec 6—dtf 
'*■=".i 
Boots and Shoes, 
fn T. E. Moseley & Co., 
BOSTON, 
INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR 
Large and Well Selected Stock 
BOOTS AND SHOES, 
To which we are 
Constantly Making Addition* 
FOR 
Ladies,Misses & Children 
We have all the 
MOST APPROVED STYLES, 
Sack as are Said in New Yark ar Phil- 
adelphia. • 
FOB 
GENTLEMEN & BOYS, 
We also have a great variety of 
Calf and Patent Leather 
BOOTS AND SHOES, 
Double und Single Soles, 
# 
BALMORAL BOOTS, 
Buckled Boots and Shoes, 
Oxford Tic*, tie., tie. 
We also Manufacture to Order in 
the best possible manner for La- 
dies, Gentlemen, Misses and 
Children. 
WE HAVE CONSTANTY FOE SALE 
A LARGE STOCK 
FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES. 
-A.11 Our Goods 
BOUGHT FOR CASH, 
AND WE SELL THEM AT THE 
Smallest Possible Advance, 
So that a!l who bay our goods are sure of getting 
Full Value 
FOB THFIB MONEY ! 
We Invite all who are visiting Boston to call at our 
Store* and assure them they will never be urged to 
buy. 
ONE PRICE. TERMS CASH. 
THOMAS E. MOSELEY & CO, 
SUMMER STREET, 
(Comer qf Hawley), 
b o s t o nsr 
Oct 23—cod3mos 
B. H. J ONE S, 
Manufacturer and Dealer in 
Boots, Shoes & Rubbers, 
No. Ill Federal St., 
PORTLAND, MX. 
CUSTOM WORK, 
For Ladies and Gentlehes, from the very beet 
stock to be found tn the metropolitan and foreign 
markets, made to order, and warranted to give en- 
tire satisfaction. 
All First; Class Soots Made 
With Fair Stitch. 
None hut the best workmen employed, and the 
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, re- 
gardless of expense. 
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience 
in manufifoturing custom work in this city, hat 
charge of the manufacturing department. 
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establish, 
ment, and all work ready for delivery when prom- 
ised. 
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice. 
nov20eodtf 
BUCKLEY &_BANCROFT. 
SINCE the recent fire at our old stand, over tin Worcester Passenger Station* we have taken tin 
large and beautiful Halls over the 
Boston and Maine Passenger Station 
Haymarket Square. 
where we have opened with a new and fresh stock o 
goods. 
Our stock, mostly manufhetured by ourselves, ii 
the most fhlthful manner, of the Latest Designs,.mm 
prising DRAWING ROOM, LIBRARY, DINI Nt ROOM and CHAMBER 
F larxiiture ! 
In every variet r, cannot fail to command thelavor oi 
all in want of Furniture whether in regard to Qual- 
ity* Style or Price. 
Every article warranted as recommended. Grate- 
ful for the liberal patronage of the last Twenty years, 
we hope for the continuance of the favors of our old 
friends and the public. 
Boston* September 30* 1865. ocl8d3moa 
Is open Day and Evening. for a full and tborougt 
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St. 
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay A Co., Apothecaries. 
The Principal has had 21 years’ experience. 
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Se- 
ries of Colleges into the other Continent; and that m\ 
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good al< 
over this great world; but I do claim they will 
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES 
or GENTLEMEN) in any part of the United States 
of America; and also tout our Counting Booms 
tor inductive training (without any copying,) both 1r 
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, Sfc 
tec., offer as full, thorough, complete, practical ane 
expeditious facilities /or BUSINESS EDUCA- 
TION, as any College In t’le U. S. 
This is the only Com me relal College in the Stat< 
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keep 
ing, Writing, Ac., is taug ht without copying, so tha 
no one can pass throu rh the course without ob 
tain ing a thorough counting-room education. 
Mr. Brown would present to the Citizen: 
of Portland and vicinPy. his warm gratitude lo: 
their kindness and liberal patronage the past fi teei 
years; and with the promise of faithfulness, so licits other favors! 
o 
Rv N. BROWN. 
Portland, September 18,1865. sepl9deod*wl’ 
Copartnership notice. 
OWING to continued ill health, I have sold al my interest in the Arm of 
SOUTHARD Sl YVOODBimr, 
To W. L. SOUTHARD, who will continue ihe sami bttlilWSS. 
Signed, NATHAN P. WOODBURV. 
Dec 20,1868, Oc27dU 
DAILY PRESS, 
PORTLAJV D. 
—------ 
Tuesday Morning, January 2, 1866. 
--
The daily issue of the Press is larger than the tom- 
totrf r'rtitlutton of all the other dailies m the city. 
Terinu — $gfoo per year in adetenee. 
Reading Matter on all Four Paxes. 
The Tariff—Tax on Cotton. 
The Report of Hon. Freeman Clark, Comp- 
troller of the currency, takes strong ground in 
favor of a thorough revision of the tariff on 
imports, so adjusting it as to decrease the 
number of articles taxed and simplifying the 
mode of collection, and also in favor of impos- 
ing a tax on raw cotton and tobacco. We 
copy below his remarks upon this poiDt, from 
the 8th page of his printed report : 
It is believed that from a few sources a rev- 
enue can be raised sufficient to meet the inter- 
est on the public debt, pay tbe ordinary ex- 
penses of government, and contribute thirty 
millions of dollars annualiytoa sinking fund 
that will pay the national debt in thirty-two 
years and a half. 
The tariff can be so adjusted as to produce 
one hundred and twenty millions of dollars; 
one hundred millions can be raised on whis- 
key, malt liquors,and domestic wines; fifteen 
millions on tobacco; one hundred and twen- 
ty-five millions on cotton; fifteen millions 
from stamps; from licences twenty millions, 
and from the premium on the surplus of gold, 
after paying interest on bonds, ten millions, 
making in the aggregate, four hundred and 
five millions of dc liars, a sum probably one 
hundred millions in excess of the amount that 
will be required under an economical adminis- 
tration of the government, leaving a large mar- 
gin on the above estimate for reduction. Tbe 
estimates, however, of the revenue derivable 
from the several sources indicated are not the 
result of loose conjecture, but each is foun- 
ded upon a careful inquiry in reference to oast 
producli ms and revenue under the exis: Ing law. 
It is estimated that tne cotton crop tne next 
year will amount to between two and a half 
and three millions of bales; a tax often cents 
per pound on two and a half millions will pro- 
duce one hundred and twenty millions of dol- 
lars. It is reasonable to suppose that the an- 
nual crop of cotton, after two or three years, 
will equal in amount the average of the crop 
for a lew years previous to 18fil, which was 
about four and a half millions of bales. A tax 
of eight cents per pound on that quantity 
would produce one hundred and eighty mil- 
lions of dollars, a sum more than sufficient to 
pay the interest on the public debt after the 
entire amount is ftmded. The license and 
stamp duties could be dispensed with after the 
next fiscal year, and it is to be hoped that af- 
ter that period no more income will be derived 
from premium on gold. 
i bree-iourths ot tue crops of cotton and to- 
bacco are exported; that proportion therefore 
ot'the tax on those articles would bo paid by 
foreign countries, and to that extent contrib- 
ute to the liquidation of the public debt and 
relief of our own people. 
A tax on cotton of eight or ten cents per 
pound would neither diminish the domestic 
production or foreign demand for that staple.— 
Our means ot production, natural and applied, 
are such as to enable us to turnish the article 
at a less price, including the tax proposed, 
than any other country. Even at half the 
price which this product now commands in 
New York and Liverpool it can be grown and 
sold at a large profit, including the proposed 
taxf in its cost. Nor would the imposition of a 
tax on the staple production of the Southern 
States prove injurious to that section of the 
Union. It will of necessity be a large pur- 
chaser «f northern manufactures, and if by 
the proposed measure the north and south be 
relieved almost entirely from other taxation 
for government purposes, as they would be if 
cotton is taxed to the extent proposed, their 
purchases would be made at a correspondingly 
less price, and both north and south derive a 
benefit from the operation. 
lly thus restricting the subject of revenue to 
a few articles of general production the cost of 
collection would be greatly reduced by the dis- 
charge of a whole army of assessors, collectors, 
&c., to the manifest advantage of the public 
treasury; nor would the least of the benefits 
to result from this action be found in the fact 
that such an adjustment of the system of tax- 
ation would leave no ground for public com- 
plaint, and consequently preclude dishonest 
and disloyal politicians from uniting with the 
enemies of the Union in assailing the public 
credit and repudiating the national obligations. 
Simple vs. Complex Systems of Taxation- 
It is said that Great Britian now derives as 
large a revenue from secen articles as she used 
to from two hundred. Frauds are of rarer oc- 
cur ance than they used to be, and the cost of 
collecting the revenue is much reduced. 
In this country almost every article, the 
product of mechanical skill and ingenuity,in 
subjected to numerous different and distinct 
taxes before it reaches the consumer, each one 
serving to enhance its price. Harpers? Week- 
ly, deducting a certain percentage tor contin- 
gencies, estimates our taxes at fifteen dollars 
per bead of the whole population, a heaviei 
amount than is paid in any other country 
and argues in favor of the readjustment of our 
system of taxation, with a view to relieve in- 
dustry from the burdens which press upon it. 
The present system, it is contended, fails in 
two essential particulars: 
“That its operation is too costly; and sec- 
ondly, that it opens the door to too many 
frauds. Both oi these defects arise from the 
unwise attempt of Congress to tax every arti- 
cle that is eaten, or drunk, or worn, or useei 
for necessity or pleasure, or manufactured, of 
consumed,or enjoyed. Linder the present law 
almost every object that can be named pays 
not only one but many taxes. Take a book, 
tor instance. The author pays a tax on thi 
product of his copyright; the publisher pays 
lor a license, pays a tax on his sales, aud again 
an income tax on the profit on those sales 
the paper used has paid a manufacturer’! 
tax, and a tax on its sale; the ink pays tht 
same; the leather used in the binding has aisc 
paid two taxes; the binder pays Ins income 
tax, and so also the printer; the retailer whe 
sells the book pays tor his license, a tax on 
his sales, and an income tax; so that by the 
time the book reaches the reauer it has actu- 
ally paid lilteen taxes to the Government.— 
Other aiticles—a coat, a pair of boots, a car- 
riage, a dwelling-house—pay in about the 
same proportion. The worst of all this multi- 
plied anu vanegated taxation is that the Gov- 
ernment does not get anything like the whole 
amount which the public pays, and that while 
honest men pay their taxes, it is impossible 
to prevent rogues evading theirs. To collect 
so infinite a number of small taxes requires an 
army of paid ollicials. To collect them sc 
thoroughly as to prevent fraud would require 
every second man to be a detective.” 
It is estimated that, for the month ending 
Nov. 30th, the sum drawn from the people by 
the Government, in direct and indirect taxes 
was $203,000,000 ,and were these five months 
an average for the year, the annual income 01 
the Government would foot up not less that 
$630,000,000. This by the way, is nearly double 
the whole public revenue raised in Great Brit- 
ain and Ireland by taxation, and our ability tc 
pay it shows the extent and vitality of our re- 
sources as a nation. 
The earnestness with which the Comptrol- 
ler of the Currency urges the importance 01 
simplifying the revenue system, increasing the 
free list* and imposing a tax upon raw cotton 
and manufactured tobacco, encourages the 
hope that the present session of Congress will 
not close without some efficient effort made 
| to reduce the expenses of the Government 
to the lowest practicable figure, and to restore 
tire currency to its normal value, which can 
be done only by abolishing the legal tender 
act, and making the precious metals in law as 
in fact tire only standard of values. If the 
revenue is simplified, the expenses of collection 
! 
will be reduced, so that it will not cost three or 
five dollars of the people’s substance to get one 
dollar into the national treasury. The salaried 
officials of the Government are altogether too 
numerous, as they constitute altogether too 
expensive a luxury. 
ORIGINAL, AND BSJjBQTKD. 
~ TT* ../ :. ill fill ... I. 
5y On Thanksgiving day a young lady u> W stborough, Mass., was married to a returned 
soldier, whom she had never seen till within 4 few days, the courtship having bean ouuducted, by letter. On the following morning the young bride donned her cloak and bonnet, and evad- 
ing her husband’s question as to where she was 
going, left the house, and, as is now known, took the next train of cars out of town. No 
clue to her whereabouts has yet been obtained, and the cause of her sudden flight is a mystery! The Buffalo Express figures up that 
during the last forty years, Mexico has had 
thirty-seven different forms of government, thirty-two of which were “Republics," and 
seventy Presidents ! Its revolutions during that time have amounted to over two hundred. 
Many years since a Mexican protectorate was 
urged upon the United States Senate by Gen. 
Houston, upon the ground that the Mexioan 
people otherwise would fall a prey te seme Eu- 
ropean power. The project was condemned 
and abandoned. 
The New York Tribune thinks it would 
be a low estimate to place the baneful result* 
of sleeping cars at thirty thousand typhoids 
an one thousand deaths per annum, in oonae- 
queues of their fool atmosphere. 
\ 
^y Amongst the patent* lately taken out 
in France are a hygienic alphabet In ginger- bread; a method of making head-dresses caps and pocket-handkerchiefs iu paper; a mechan- 
ical tan, opening and shutting instantaneously; 
a machine for cutting stone by means of a sys- tem of points, reproducing minutely the relief 
required; an apparatus for making deaf people 
hear; and no fewer than ten patents for stop- 
ping railway trains. 
ty The Mississippi Legislature, the same 
which ratified half of the Constitutional 
Amendment and refused to ratify the other 
halt, passed a law prohibiting freedmen from 
renting or leasing lands. The President imme- 
diately sent an order to disregard th%law, and 
Gen. Howard issued an order to Gen. Thomas 
to continue to protect the freedmen in th« 
right to lease lands. All a very right and prop- 
er proceeding, but one which causes the Tribune 
to raise a question as to the precise condition of 
a State wherein the President may nullify a 
law by his executive order. Is Mississippi re- 
constructed, or is she not ? If she is, how can 
the President interfere with her municipal af- 
fairs ? If she is not, what right has she to rat- 
ify a Constitutional Amendment ? 
53f~ A new motive power, so to speak, has 
been discovered. A steam engine of ten-borse 
power is in operation in West Lake street, Chi- 
cago, which grinds twenty-seven bushels of 
corn an hour, with fifty-five pounds of coal. A 
common engine would require over 100 pounds. The invention is in the boiler, which is two 
inches thick, round, with flattened ends, and, 
holds a barrel. The principle of action is this : 
A few spoonfuls of water is let into the boiler, 
which is quite hot; immediately the water is 
converted into steam, which, properly, is an ex- 
plosion, hence no other explosion is possible, 
and the expansion and elasticity of this highly 
heated steam is sufficient to work the engine. 
The inventor, Mr. E. Danfortb, of Geneva, III., 
says that the boiler will work any other engine. 
The invention has passed into^he hands of a 
company with a capital of over $2,000,000.— 
N. Y. Tribune. 
An mronaut named Buisley recently 
made an ascension in San Francisco, in which 
he indulged in the most foolhardy teats. At- 
tached to his balloon, instead of the customary 
parachute or car, was a trapeze (two ropes sus- 
pended about two feet apart, with a stout stick 
connecting them at the bottom), and from the 
moment that the balloon was cut from its an- 
chorage and above the heads of the people he 
commenced his performance, banging by his 
feet and hands to the trapeze, then again by one 
foot and by the neck. The balloon mounted to 
a great height, and when so for up that Buisley 
appeared to be of the size of a small child, he 
could still be seen clinging to the trapeze, first 
by his hands, then by his feet with his head 
down, then lying across it on his breast and 
back, imitating the motions of a swimmer.— 
The crowd seemed perfectly awed and thun- 
derstruck by his terrific feats, several ladies 
fainted, and it was not till it was seen that he 
felt or acted with perfect coolness and confi- 
dence, that the people could make known their 
emotions, which then found expression in 
shouts of applause. After remaining in the 
air between fifteen and twenty minutes, at an 
altitude of over half a mile, he slowly descend- 
ed, and reached the ground in safety. 
Queen Victoria's new son-in law is His 
Serene Highness Prince Frederick Christian 
Charles Augustus of Scleswig-Holstein Son- 
derburg Augustenburg. 
ear* That sentimental literary beggar, M. de 
Lamartine, who has been trying for ten years 
to make money by exhibiting himself to the 
world as the most exalted of poetic paupers, 
having failed to induce the American people to 
pay his debts, has lost his temper. He now 
writes a letter in which he declares that the 
Americans are the soum of the earth, and the 
meanest kind of scum at that; that Europe 
owns America and has a right to take it, and 
that Louis Napoleon is quite right to set up an 
empire in Mexico. The spectacle of a former 
President of the French Republic thus stoop- 
ing to curry favor with the author of the coup 
d*etat is one not calculated to exalt our estimate 
of human nature. 
#5f“ The London Timet, in announcing an 
^ 
official investigation into the affairs of Jamaica, 1 
says, “it U due to Governor EyTe, no less than 
to public opinion in England, that a full and 
searching inquiry should be made into the his- 
tory of the Jamaica rebellion, and we learn 
with the utmost satisfaction that such an in- 
quiry is to be instituted forthwith.'' 
I? The Sacrament > Bet says a submarine 
cable is forthwith to be laid across the 8traits 
of Fuca. We shall have telegraphio communi- 
cation with Europe via Russia and the Pacific 
before the third Atlantic oable is ready for de- 
livery. 
ty A three-tongued infant has been born 
in Scotland. Female, of course. 
»ar a paper in the interest of one of our 
politicians boasts that he “oan stand upon his 
intellectual capital.” We suppose it means 
that he can stand on his head.—[Lou. Journal 
tif Some fellows robbing a hen-roost in* 
Winstead, Ct., found, when they went to go 
out, that the door had blown to and fastened 
them in. The cries of the hens alarmed the 
proprietor, who released the fellows upon their 
paying $28. 
The only domestic branch of manufac- 
ture which could not supply the demands of 
the army, during the war, was that of blank- 
ets. 
tif People who soonest kick the bucket, 
are those who seldom drink from it. 
The editor of the Idaho Statetman prints 
the name of his rival thus : “patmalone.” The 
man’s name is Patrick Malone. 
£y A correspondent of the Sacramento 
Bee who has been to Colorado and was home- 
sick to get back to the Golden State, says wa- 
ges at Denver are very little higher than they 
are in California, while the common necessities 
of life are enormously high, as, for Instance, 
flour is worth from $18 to $22 per hundred, po- 
tatoes eleven cents per pound, butter $1.25, beef 
thirty cents, and other articles in proportion; 
boots are worth from $10 to $25 per pair, ordi- 
nary pants, such as are sold at $5 and $6 in 
Grass Valley, cost from $15 to $18 in Denver; 
while flannel shirts are worth from $5 to $7 
each.” 
$y Board with lodging, at the Xnternation- 
! al Hotel, Sacramento, is advertised at $5 to $6 
per week, the beds all furnished with spring 
; mattresses.” Single meals 25 cents I Fifteen 
years ago meals in the cheapest and dirtiest 
eating houses, were 75 cents to one dollar; the 
seme as here now in our ordinary hotels. 
tSf” An English paper says that Mr. Bu- 
| chanan will be distinguished in history, as the 
; last of a peculiar order of Presidents who were 
Horthem men with Southern principles, 
Letter from the Federal Capital. 
Washington, Dec. 30,1865. 
i’o the Editor of the Press: 
lhe struggle for and against free suffrage in 
the District has abated a little during the hol- 
idays, but will revive at the re-assembling of 
Congress, tf not before An election was 
trumped up the other day professedly to allow 
the citizens, white citizeus of course, to ex- 
press their sentiments respecting tree suffrage. 
The thing was originated and managed entirely 
by the opponents ot a free ballot; who of course 
did all the voting that was done at all. An in- 
junction has been applied for, and will proba- 
bly be granted, to prevent the city govern- 
ment from paying out of the city treasury the 
expenses of this ridiculous farce. 
Hardly anybody has better reason to dread 
the accession of the negro to his political 
rights, than those who have heic from time 
immemorial preyed upon and oppressed him 
to the best of their abilities. The outrages 
perpetrated up to the time of the rebellion 
upon tho helpless and defenceless people of 
color, under the very droppings of the Capi 
tol, are not to be easily outdone by anything 
in the annals of “the sum of ail villainies.” 
Among the items added in later years to the 
old scora is the School Fund swindle. When 
Congress laid a strong hand upon the time- 
honored iniquity of taxing the pitiful gains oi 
the colored people for the support of schools 
from which their cliildren were excluded, the 
ex-slaveholders rose with the occasion. The 
tiue old Southern chivalry shone out once 
moie with a sickly and ghastly flicker. The 
city government undertook by a contempti- 
ble quibble, by a trick utterly and ineffably 
nasty, to cheat the colored schools of their 
due—an attempt which was at least tempora- 
rily success tW. 
On the second day of the present session 
Jugde Kelly of Pennsylvania introduced into 
the House a bill pi oviding that “Prom all laws 
and parts of laws prescribing the qualifications 
of electors for any office in the District of Co- 
umbia ihe word ‘white’ be, and the same is here- 
by, stricken out, and that from and after the 
passage of this act no person shall be dis- 
qualified fryn noting at any election held in 
said District on account of co.or.” 
lias was referred to toe Committee on the 
Judiciary, and by it reported without amend- 
ment on the 18th inst., and made the special 
order for January 10th. One member of the 
committee, however, Hon. A. J. Rogers, elect- 
ed from New Jersey before that state conclud- 
ed to leave off being a precinct of the Cam- 
d jn and Amboy Railroad, felt moved upon to 
present a minority,—a very small minority re- 
port. In the first part he advances some ideas 
so original and hriiliaut that I quote: “The 
“men who made the Constitution of the Unit- 
“ed States did not intend this government for 
“ttye benefit ot the negro race, but made it for 
“the benefit of white men and women and 
“their posterity forever. The declaration of 
“of independence was made and the revolts- 
“tionary war fought for the liberties of the 
‘•whiterace.” Verily,“a Daniel cometo judg- 
ment 1” Rut isn’t that sort of democracy get- 
ting a little superannuated, even in New Jer- 
sey? Again he says, of the bill in question: 
“It would place the negro population upon 
“ the same political basis as the whites, 
“and would soon result in the election of a 
“negro mayor of the city.” Very sWking 
no doubt, O Daniel, yet a worse thing than 
that might happen in these days of recon- 
structed rebels. Again I quote: “The wis- 
“dom of more Jjxan five thousand years has 
“refused to allow the political equality of the 
“negro racs as exercised by the whites.” It 
might be interesting to antiquaries to know by 
consulting what authorities our Congressman 
has thus bsen able to determine what was the 
political status of the negro in the time of 
ilethusaleh. But is not this precious sentence 
% little misty ? Even the transcendent wis- 
dom of A. J. Rogers of New Jersey seems to 
Shine through it but dubiously, giving only a 
feeble and uncertain illumination. 
Once more and finally: “To allow the ne- 
“groes to vote and hold office in I he District 
“will be dangerous, and shake, if not destroy, 
“law and older in the District, as the white 
“people cannot be expected to quietly submit 
‘to it. This concluding sentence of the re- 
port i3 quoted not more for its exceeding pro- 
fundity than the nice little democratic suggeg- 
tion contained in it. So it appears, according 
to Hoa. A. J. Rogers of New Jersey, that if 
Congro3s 8333 fit to exercise its undoubted ju- 
risdiction over this District for the purpose of 
ob-iterating caste distinctions at the ballot box, 
wo may reasonably look for something dread- 
ful, perhaps an uprising, emeute or rebellion, 
not on the part of the pestilent negroes, hut 
among the “white people” of this great Dis- j tr.et. In view of this alarming prospect, 
ought not the President to cali out the “home 
guard” at the veiy least ? 
Your readers may have heard or the dis- 
turbance at Alexandria on Christmas day, 
Copperhead papers will probably make an ef- 
fort to write up a negro riot out of it,—possi- 
bly a negro insurrection. The facts, as they 
have come to my knowledge, are these: A 
gang of cx-rebels, many of whom had put on 
their rebel uniforms once more for this occa- 
sion, calling themselves Lee’s patrols’ began 
pretty early in the morning a concerted as- 
sault upon all people of color they could find 
in the streets, attacking and abusing both men 
and women. They perpetrated upon them 
barbarous atrocities and in one instance ex- 
posed the person of a defenseless girl In the 
most shameful manner, and thrust her Into 
the canal till she was nearly drowned. They 
broke up and dispersed a peaceable religicu^, 
meeting, which was being hotden in Chappell 
Hail, corner of Duke and Washington Streets. 
All this time they lreely displayed their pistols 
and refreshed them..eives with hallooing lusti- 
ly for Jeff. Davis, Lee, and other notorious 
rebels. At length the colored men, some of 
whom had fought for the Union while their 
persecutors were fighting against it, began to 
stand upon the defensive, and a serious riot 
ensued. Shots were freely exchanged, and 
three companies of the 8th Regt. of Hancock’s 
Corps were at length called out to quell the 
disturbance, which they did, arresting about • 
one hundred of the more active rowdies. It 
is thought that one of the white men and two 
of the negroes wounded will die. 
The spirit entertained, even in this city, 
by the ex-rebels toward the people of color is' 
inhuman and positively devilish. I have never 
seen a negro commit any breach of good or- 
der, but I have seen them assaulted and abus- 
ed shamefully. Nothing can more certainly 
demonstrate the necessity tor national protec- 
tion for the freedmen throughout the South, 
than the diabolical spirit manifested toward 
them here, under the very eye of the govern- 
ment; for “if these things he done in the green 
tree, what shall be done in the dryt’’ 
George W. Cutter, the poet, well known as 
the author of the “Song of Steam,” expired at 
the Providence Hospital, on Capitol Hill, on 
Christmas day. 
j.uc is uying. urners may nave 
brought us fewer sorrows, but none ever great- 
er blessings. Kindly and tenderiy will we 
told his garments, soiled, and worn, and sadly 
stained with blood around his stiffening limbs, 
and lay him reverently In his winter "rave.— 
The new year comes to us, as the angel came 
to Jacob,—to be wrestled with for a blessing. 
“King out wild bells to tlic wild sky. 
The 11/ingcloud the frosty light; 
The year is dying in the night; 
King out, wild bolb, and let h»m die. 
King out the old, ring in the new, 
Kin happy bel h across ihe snow: 
The year is g ing, let him go; 
King out the fhlse, ring in the true. 
Kin'* out a slowly d ing cause, 
And acc ent terms of party strife. 
King in ti e noble m >des of lile 
With sweeter m. nn;r* purer kws.” 
T. S. P. 
5TA man acd bis wife were suffocated with 
coal gas from a stove, in Worcester, Mass., on 
Friday night last, and both were found dead in 
tha morning. 
The Leopard Changing His Spots. 
For four years, or a’J through the late war, 
the Democratic papers, politicians and party 
took the ground that the President derived no 
new power from the war, that nearly all his 
acts were those of usurpation, {hat he had no 
power to coerce a State, and they are even 
now slobbering over Mr. Duclianan’s Tate apol- 
ogy for the rebellion, though lie took decided 
ground, and in that book seeks to defend it, 
that the President had no power to invoke 
force to put down a forcible resistance of the 
Constitution and laws of the land. Even the 
Democratic Convention that met in Augusta 
it- 1301,—the very day that the news came of 
the death of the gallant Lyon Ir Missouri, ami 
with the news fresh before them,—passed a 
resolution which read as follows: 
Reaoloed, That we are unequivocally opposed to 
the present war, and in favor of effuris to secure Im- 
mediate peace. 
Ad eflort was made to amend uus resoju- 
tion, by inserting after the word “war,” the 
words—“except so far as may be necessary to 
“enforce the constitution and laics of the land, 
“and to suppress rebellion,” but this amend- 
ment was voted down by a decided majority. 
Thi-i was Maine Democracy—the Democracy 
supported by the Argus, in 1861. Warthen was 
usurpation, though employed by the President 
to save the nation from overthrow. Whether 
the Democracy of this State improved in its 
tone, and became any more loyal during the 
lifetime of the late President, or before the 
war closed, we need not say. Its acts are a 
part of the political history of the State, and 
cannot be rubbed out. 
The Chicago Convention which nominated 
Gen. McClellan, took substantially the same 
ground the Maine Convention had taken.— 
Mr. Yallandigham was on the committee on 
Resolutions, and subsequently asserted that 
he gave tone to the whole series. In those 
resolutions the war for four years was de- 
clared a “failure,” and the President was 
charged with assuming “a war power higher 
than the constitution;” the constitution was 
declared to have been “disregarded in every 
part,” the rights of the States to have been 
impaired, and the administration was accus- 
ed of “usurpation of extraordinary and dan- 
gerous powers, not granted in the constitu- 
tion,” and much more of the same kind. 
At that time not a rebel State Government 
had been successfully set aside except in Ten- 
nessee, by the appointment of Andrew John- 
son as Provisional Governor, and in Louisi- 
ana, where Gen. Shepley exercised similar 
functions. 
ouch were the course, history, acts and poli- 
cy of the Democratic party all through the 
war—up to its final close by the surrender of 
Lee and Johnson. 
But presto. To-day we find them tuning 
their voices to a new key-note. Senator Guth- 
rie of Kentucky, has made a speech, and the 
Democratic papers are in ecstacies over it.— 
Referring to President Johnson’s wholesale 
overthrow of rebel 8tate governments and set- 
ting up of Provisional governments in their 
stead, Mr. Guthrie says: 
I know it has been said that the President 
had no authority to do these things. I read the Constitution and laws of this country 
differently. He is to “take care that the laws 
be faithfully executed;” he is to suppress in- suTectiou and rebellion. The power is put into his bands, and I do not see why, when be marches into a rebel State, he has not au- 
authority to put down a rebel government and 
Sut up a got eminent that is friendly to the nited States, and in accordance with it; I do 
not see why he cannot do that while the war 
goes on, and I do not see why he may not do it after the war is over. The people hi those 
Statea lie at the mercy of the nation. I see 
no usurpation in what he has done, and if 
the work is well done, I, for one, am ready to 
accept it. 
We submit if the doctrines enunciated in 
the above extract from the Kentucky Senator 
do not contain a complete endorsement of 
those acts under the war power which the 
whole Democratic party for four years de- 
nounced as unconstitutional usurpation, ty- 
ranny and despotism I 
We submit, further, if they do not knock 
on the head all the Democratic enunciations 
of the past four years, including the Chicago 
re solutions reported by Mr. Guthrie himself! 
And we submit, further, if the endorsement 
of Mr. Guthrie’s views by the Democrats to- 
day does not show a disposition on the part of 
the leopard to change his spots—of the cop- 
perhead to cast his skin I 
New Telegraph Company, 
A correspondent of the Whig is out with a 
long article against chartering a new tele- 
graph company through this State, and says 
Augustus D. Brown and his associates, aided 
by F. O. J. Smith, are making strenuons efforts 
to obtain a charter for a new Telegraph Com- 
pany for a competing line from Portland to 
Calais. The writer is doubtless interested in 
the old company, and don’t like the idea of 
having his monopoly interfered with. Mr 
Brown mentioned above,is an active, honor- 
able, enterprising citizen, and to our certain 
knowledge his associates are gentlemen of the 
highest respectability and responsibility. Mr 
Smith is in no way or shape connected with 
them, though ifhe were it would be no reason 
for heading off their enterprise. Mr. Smith 
favors a general telegraph law, so as to allow 
any parties to put up a line upon their settling 
local damages. It is unmanly if not cowardly 
to undertake to head off a pressing business 
necesisty, by appealing to a personal prejudice 
against an individual. Were Mr. Smith the 
sole petitioner and to be the ODly owner in 
the enterprise, we would wish him a hearty 
god-speed in an effort needed to create compe- 
tition in one of the most lucrative kinds of bus- 
iness in the country. 
There is a competing line westward, from 
this city to Washington, and we are mistaken 
in the temper of the legislature of Maine if 
they are willing to say “thus far shalt thou 
come, but no farther.’ Let competition be en- 
couraged in these days of high tarifis and ex- 
acting prices, and then if competition will do 
its proper work the business community will 
get their rights. 
A Ghost with an Offensive Body. 
A place called Grand Traverse, Mich., has 
seen if it is not now, excited by a singular 
dory of a ghost with a material and very offen- 
iive accompanyment. It seems according to 
he account, that a spiritual medium, whose 
msband was a disbeliever, promised him on 
rer death bed, that she would re-appear to him 
n the body before his death, and convince him 
>f his error. When he was on his death bed a 
spiritual rumpus was kept up in the house, 
ind about midnight heavy and irregular foot- 
steps were heard in the hali, the door was 
aurst open, and the stenchful remains of a hu- 
man body, reeking with prutrcscence, stalked 
■nto Use room, and in a muffled voice remind- 
'd the dying man of the promise, and, as he 
lied, fell a horrid mass upon the floor. An 
examination of her grave proved it to he emp- 
ty. The story created intense excitement, 
ind the house where the affair was said to 
lave occurred was burned by the friends of 
the family. 
Said Martin Luther: “ Once upon a time 
;he devil came to me and said, ‘Martin Luther, 
fou are a great sinner, and will be damned I’ 
Stop! stopl’ said I; ‘one thing at a time. I 
un a great sinner, it is true, though you have 
10 right to tell me of it. I confess it. What 
10x1?" ‘Therefore you will be damned.’— 
That is not good reasoning. It is true I am a 
great sinner; but it is written, “Jesus Christ 
came to save sinners therefore I shall be 
saved. Now go your way.’ So I cut the dev- 
il off with his own sword, and he went away 
mourning because he could not cast me down 
by calling me a sinner.” 
The United States Consul at Port Mahon 
writes to the State Department that the chol- 
era has nearly disappeared from that Province, 
and says that the mortality in Spain has been 
far greater than will ever be known. 
The Brutality in Jamaica. 
When the first news of the recent brutal 
masacre in Jamaica came to hand, everybody 
was expected to believe, as a matter of course, 
that the brulaility began, continued and ended 
with the negroes; and copperheads and other 
pro-slavery Democrats almost split their throats 
in shouting, “Didn’t wc tell you so I” The 
whoie thing was held up as evidence of the 
natural and instinctive brutality of the Afri- 
can, of his unfitness for freedom, to prove that 
emancipation tliirtv-odd years ago had work- 
ed badly, and that in this country the negroes 
should not be allowed to vote 1 
These were the lessons of the Jamaica re- 
volt, as it was called, drawn by copperhead 
apostles of a negro-slavery Democracy; and It 
was openly said and.published that the oppor- 
tune news from Jamaica would do much to 
simplify the process of reconstruction in the 
South and to satisfy the public mind that the 
whites were indeed the only legitimate “ruling 
class,” and that the negroes had no civil lights 
which white men were bound to respect. 
But since the first instalment of the Jamai- 
ca news was received, the whole thing has 
gradually changed; and it turns out that the 
blacks were perfectly peaceful, that they only 
refused to work for starvation prices, that they 
were goaded in all possible ways, and that 
for simply insisting upon and demanding their 
rights, like free men, they wet e charged with 
sedition, and upon them were let loose a set of 
official brutes, clothed with British power, in 
comparison with whom the Choctaw and 
Cherokee Indian is an angel of light. The 
barbarisms perpetrated in Jamaica by these 
officials, will constitute a chapter in British 
Colonial rule ot the darkest and most damning 
character. It is refreshing to know that the 
chief iustrument has been temporarily sus- 
pended in his official functions, till a most 
thorough investigation can be had. The To- 
ronto Globe hints, however, that the appoint- 
ment of Sir E. Head on the commision of in- 
quiry, is only an indication that the iniquity 
will be glossed over as much as possible, and 
that Gov. Eyre will be let off with a thick coat 
of whitewash 
The Cincinnati Commercial, referring to 
those commentators on the Jamaica atrocities 
who seek to show that it proves the brutaility 
ot the negroes, and that they are beyond the 
reach of civilization, with equal truth and jus- 
tice, says: 
The fact in the case is, that those who prov- ed themselves brutal and barbarous murder- 
ers, were not the negroes but the British.— 
Therefore the moralizing of our contempora- ries should be applied to the Anglo-Saxon race 
and not to the Congoes. It was the remote 
descendants of the subjects of Alfred, and not the King of Dahomey, who displayed barbaric traits so lerocious and sanguinary. 
FOREIGN MISCELLANY. 
—A London correspondent of the Manches- 
ter (England) Guardian states that the yollng 
King of Belgium is strongly attached to the 
political principles of the Ultramontane party, 
and that ho is expected to use his whole influ- 
ence in behalf of securing to this party the as- 
cendency. 
—Mr. Thomas Baring has been elected a di- 
rector of the Bank of England, in place of the 
Right Hon. G. J. Goschen. 
At York, England, a prize fight has been 
^unavoidably postponed!’ on account of one of 
the intending combatants being committed for 
theft. 
—The town of Ohio, in the island of Scio, 
has been almost wholly overthrown by an 
earthquake, the two light-houses in the port 
only remaining uninjured. The people, flying 
from the ruins have encamped without shelter 
in the neighboring fields. 
—Bordeaux port is nearly filled with Ameri- 
can ships, which will take away a great part of 
the wines of the present year. 
—The death of Sir John Easthopc is report- 
ed at the age of 81. He had represented St. 
Albans and afterwards Bambury in the Liber- 
al interest and was at one time proprietor cf 
the London Morning Chronicle. 
—An Italian letter-writer says: “There is 
some truth in the rumor of Prince Humbert's 
probable betrothal with the Crand Duchess 
Maria of Russia, though matters have not pro- 
ceeded far enough to be acknowledged openly, 
the King spoke a great deal, and the crown 
Prince danced, with that Imperial young lady 
at the municipal ball given in honor of their 
Portuguese Majesties. Perhaps this was all 
the source ofnews.butl have tolerable authori- 
ty for repoating that the rnmored event is not 
founded entirely on fiction.” 
ITEMS OF STATE NEWS. 
ESP* There are rumors of important nego- 
tiations for newspaper changes in this city, but 
as eveay man should have the privilege of first 
announcing his own business, we do not feel at 
aberty to publish the street reports. 
ESP* As a practical joker we will match the 
Argus against any other paper, in the city or 
out of it. For example, in its issue New Year's 
day it gave as the reason for its great success, 
the excellence and correctness of its financial 
and commercial reports, and its enterprise gen- 
erally 1 That will do. Our neighbor may go 
to the head. His assurance entitles him to that 
distinction. 
£Sf“ We learn from the Rockland Free Press 
that Dr. Tefft, by special request, again deliver- 
ed his lecture in that city, “How to make the 
most of Maine,” and as one result the Rock- 
land Home Improvement Association was 
formed. 
E5P“ We have not learned the result of the 
mission of the Inspector, Hon. Joseph Carr, in 
relation to the charges alleged against Mr. 
Bradford. It is reported that the investiga- 
tions are likely to disclose much more revenue 
due the government from the Frenchmen, than 
has yet been received by Deputy Collector 
Bradford.—[Houlton Times. 
ESP" The Whig says it is stated that Mr. N. 
K. Sawyer, publisher of the Ellsworth Ameri- 
can, has been appointed Collector of the Dis- 
trict of Frenchman’s Bay, vice I. H. Thomas, 
removed. 
ESP* The Farmington Chronicle is informed 
that the children of Mr. Gilbert Wellman, of 
Chesterville, have this year dried 1250 pounds 
of apple. 
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED 
B3?“ M’lle Parepa was born in Edinburgh, 
Scotland, in 1839, and is therefore about 26 years 
of age. 
sar- The Quebec Mercury says the Rev. Dr. 
Potts, a vagabond, who has been pretending to 
cure diseases at London, C. IV., by praying and 
laying on of hands, has been fully committed 
for trial, for a criminal assault on Miss McTag- 
gart, and bail refused. 
At a late public ball in Vienna an offi- 
cer became entangled by the crinoline of hie 
partner, and falling, broke one of his legs; the 
lady, rolling over him in her turn, fell on the 
ether leg and fractured it likewise. 
The Washington correspondent of the 
Hartford Press attributes President Johnson’s 
changed policy in relation to the treatment ol 
traitors to the influence of Mr. Seward. He 
jays :—“ Mr. Seward wanted to forgive the reb- 
els long before the war was over. After one 
rears’ fighting he said, the less fighting the 
nore certainly will re-union come.’ He was 
inally cured of the preposterous idea that the 
■ebellion could be put down by the blowing of 
corns, or the saying of pleasant words. Sew- 
ard backed up McClellan to the last. McClel- 
lan’s policy just suitedhis (Seward’s) tempera- 
ment. So from the moment of Mr. Lincoln's 
leath, Seward pleaded for the pardon of the 1 
entire South, and would have let the whole 
body of traitors back Into Congress without a 
pledge for the future. This able man has im- 
pressed himself on the President very deeply, 
[ind the latter has abandoned all his favorite 
plans of punishing treason.” 
85f“ Augustus Doolittle had been in a store 
about three months when his employer asked 
him what part of the business he liked best.— 
To which the elegant youth replied, “Shuttin’ 
up, sir."’ 
Paddy’s description of a fiddle cannot 
be beat: “It was the shape of a turkey and the 
sire of a goose; he turned it over on its side 
and rubbed its backbone with a stick, and och, 
bj Bt. Patrick, how it did squals,” | | 
4 
tT^~ Washington, visiting a lady in his 
neighborhood, on leavingthe house,alittle girl 
was directed to open the door. He turned to 
the child and said, “I am sorry-, my little dear, 
to give you so much trouble.” “I wish, sir,” 
she replied, “it was to let you in.” 
Jake, said an old farmer one dav to 
his mower, “do you know how many horus 
there are to a dilemma ?” Wal, no, I don’t 
zactly, replied Jake, “but I know ’zactly 
how many there are in a quart of good Monon- 
gahela.” 
air-An old lady, when told of her husband’s 
death, exclaimed, Well, I do declare, our 
troubles never come alone. It ain’t a week 
since I lost my best hen, and now Mr. Thomp- 
son has gone too, poor man.” 
A few days ago a young school mistress 
in the country was taking down the names and 
ages of her scholars, at the commencement of 
the term. She asked a little white-headed boy, 
“Bub, how old are you? He said, “My name 
ain’t Bub, it's John.” “Well,” said the school 
mistress, what is the rest of your name ?”— 
Wiiy, that’s all the name I’ve got—just John.” 
Well, what is your father’s name ?” You 
needn’t put pap’s name down, he ain’t cumrnen 
to school any; he’s too big to go to school.”— 
“Well, hpw old arc you ?’’ “I ain’t old at all, I 
am young !” 
“There were three hours and a half lost 
by you this morning,” a superintendent said to 
a tardy teacher. I was only half an hour late,” 
ho replied. “True," said the superintendent, 
“but there were seven scholars waiting for 
you." 
|£er“ A certain eminent medical man lately- 
offered to a publisher in Paternoster Eow, a 
Treatise on the Hand,” which the worthy bookseller declined, with a shake of the head, 
saying, “My dear sir, we have too many treaties 
on our hands already.” 
Taking them one with another,” said 
the Rev. Sidney Smith, I believe my congre- 
gation to be the most exemplary observers of 
the religious observances, “for the poor keep all 
the firsts, and the rich all the feasts.” 
^2?’** Hottschalk, at latest accounts, was giv- 
ing musical entertainments at Lima and Callao. 
At his second concert in Lima, the crowd was 
so great that the building gave signs of not be- 
ing able to sustain the weight, and at an exam- 
ination the next day the structure was tbuud 
to have been so much weakened as to be dan- 
gerous for a third attempt. 
a facetious writer says:—“I have an 
objection to ‘had had,’ But I do not object to 
live ‘thats together, if wanted. Por instance, 
I tell you that that that that that man intro- 
duces, is superfluous.’ 
jfatf” Olive Logan says in the last number of 
the New York Weekly Review :—“I wish to ob- 
serve, par varenthese, that I know of nothing 
more hideous than that American ..ud English 
fashion of two women hanging one on each 
arm ot an unfortunate man, wuose lower ex- 
tremities being entirely hid by the joint ac- 
tion of the two hoop skirts, is made te look ex- 
actly like a perambulating Raphaelitic cherub 
miuus wings. How much better the continen- 
tal custom of offering the arm to the elder la- 
dy, the other takiug hers, leaving a man some 
freedom of life anu limb, with a disengaged 
arm to knock au intruder down in case of emer- 
gency.” 
bar a Yankee was showing an Englishman 
the sights of Boston, and took him to Bunker 
Hill. They stood looking at the splendid shaft, 
when the Yankee said“This is the spot where 
Warren fell!” “Ah?"replied the Englishman, 
evidently not posted up in local historical mat- 
ters, “did it ’urt 'im much ?” The native looked 
at him with the expression of fourteen fourth 
of Julys, in his countenance. Hurt him 1” he 
exclaimed, “ho was killed, sir.” “Ah! ’e was, 
eh?" said the stranger, still eyeing the monu- 
ment and computing its height in his own 
mind, layer by layer. “Well, I should think ’e 
would ’ave been ’urt to fall so far.” 
fry The Boston Daily Advertiser was the 
only large paper in that city which did not, on 
•the decline of paper after its first rise, reduce 
its price from five to three cents. The Adver- 
tiser kept up its price, and now sees the advan- 
tage of it, and the other papers, which did re- 
duce, are talking of raising again. At the 
present price of white paper newspapers can- 
not be afforded at less than five cents single. 
E3?“ Gerrit Smith has commenced his libel 
suit against the Chicago Tribune, laying his 
damages at $50,000. 
We are not responsible for the slander 
of the following : A parrot in a confectionery 
store, in Waterbury, Conn., has been taught to 
say pretty creature” to each lady who enters 
the store. The result is, that the store is crowd- 
ed all day—to see the parrot, of course, not to 
listen to its flattery. 
A man died in Canada East last week, 
who on his death-bed, confessed to the murder 
of a Mr. Salford, of Shelburne, Vermont, about 
twenty-five years ago. The murderer had re- 
mained unknown until his confession. 
ty A little daughter of Mr. Alex. Benson, 
of Fall River, Mass., fell into a tub of hot wa 
ter Thursday, and was fatally scalded. 
tty The National Bank Note Company has 
had the contract for furnishing government 
stamps since 1861. During 1865, the company 
has furnished four hundred million stamps, 
and the demand has frequently exceeded a mil- 
lion and a half perdiem. 
tty The official stenographic report of the 
proceedings in the Strong case takes up over 
3000 f .olscap pages of manuscript. 
83?~The physician attending upon Gov. Cur- 
tin in Cuba writes that the Governor is rapid- 
ly recovering his health. His malady was a 
distressing pain in the spine. That pain has 
ceased, and the Governor has recovered the 
use of his limbs. It is supposed that he will re- 
turn some time in Jan. 
Reoent Publications 
Fiohtinq Job; ob, Xhb Fortunes of” a Staff 
Officer. A story of the Great Rebellion. By Olivei Optic, author of “The Soldier Boy,” etc.— Onevol. Illustrated. Boston: Lee and Shepard. 
That very popular author and devoted friend of 
youth, known as “Oliver Optic.” here gives us another 
of his pleasant sketehes of boy-life, or rather young 
man's life, tor the hero of this story, though a boy in 
years, is called upon to enact the part of a man. It is 
a book full of fresh and healthy pictures, vivid in in- 
terest and faithful to nature as a photograph. Tho 
narrative is exciting without, at the same tlmpos- 
sessing that vicious character which we call sensa- 
tional; tho lessons it inculcates being those of recti- 
tude and purity. We hope this writer will long con- 
tinue to devote his talents to a field in which he is so 
well fitted to excel, for b >ys cannot well have too 
many of such books as his. 
For sale by Davis Brothers. 
Across the Continent : A Summer’s Journey to tho Rocky Mountains, the Morm >ns, and the Pa- 
cific States, with Speaker Colfax. By Samuel Bowles, Editor of the Springfield (Mass.) Republi- 
can. Onevol. 12 mo. Springfield: Samuel Bowles 
and Company. 
Of this very interesting series of letters, originally 
written for the paper of which their author is one 
A the oditors, here collected in a neat and attractive 
volume, we have already had occasion to make Ihvor- 
ible mention. A number of extracts f om them 
tiave, as they appeared, been laid be lore onr readers, 
.vbo will be prepared to agree with us in our expres- 
lionsof gratification at seeing them in this agreeable 
tnd permanent lotm. They are remarkable ibr their 
Ycsh and vigorous style, for the clearness and accu- 
racy of the Information they contain, and for their 
ively and racy descriptions of the novel scenes which 
’ell under the writer’s observation. Tho book is not 
mly one of decided interest but of much value for 
he clear and practical information it con lain A 
rnE Aboosy. A Magazine for the Fireside and the 
Journey. New York: Strahan and Company. 
Promptly with the New year appears the opening 
lumber of this promised magazine. It is issued 
ilmultane0U9ly in England and this country, Strahau 
ind Company, New York, being the American pub- 
Ishers. The table of contents is nch, tho names 11 
lears being among the most hrlliant In their several 
lepartments which English literature can boast.— 
rhe contribution of the editor, Mr. Charles Rcade. 
9 that portion of his novel of “Griffith Gaunt” which 
ins already appeared in the Atlantic Monthly. By 
in arrangement with the Atlantic publishers the 
tory is to appear at the same time in the two maga- 
ones. “The Bound of Life in Bokhara,” is a very 
nterestlng sketch of Tartar life, from the pen of the 
listingnished traveller, M. Arminius Vambery. “An 
Issay on an Old Subject,” is by Alexander Smith; 
dies Frances Power Cobbo contributes “The Fenians 
.f Ballybogmucky,” an Irish sketch which will sur- 
irlse by its spirit, vivacity and truthfulness those 
vhoknow that lady only tlirougn her more serious 
ratings; Bobert Buchanan, Jean Ingelow and Isa 
Iralg have poems in the number; “An Apology for the 
derves” is by Matthew Browne, and “A Journey Be- 
ourneyed by George MacDonald. The remaining 
rtides in the number are anonymous, but of fully 
tverage Interest. 
Messrs. Short and Loring are the agents for this 
ilty. Jobn J. Dyer and Company the Boston agents. 
It can also be had at Fessenden’s, corner of Con- 
fess and Centre Streets, 
Verdict Set Aside.—In the suit brought 
against Mr. William Merritt, the Superintend- 
ent of the Boston & Maine Railroad, by J. W. 
Bracket!, for causing him to he arrested with- 
out a warrant for refusing to pay his fare, the 
jury of the Superior Court in Essex county, 
last week, returned a verdict of $519. Judge 
Wilkinson, before whom the case was tried, 
immediately ordered the verdict to be set aside 
on the ground that the damages were exces- 
sive. 
Tiie people of Leyden, Holland, recently 
made a raid on the cats of the town, and in 
one night slew some six hundred. The feline 
race had of late multiplied to such an extent 
in that city, as to become a regular nuisance* 
Such a raid in Portland would be lavored by 
by many. 
_SPECIAL NOTICES. 
A Card. 
Portland, Dec. 18,18C5. 
Messrs. John E. Dow & Son, 
Insurance Agents, 
29 Exchange Street, Ptrtland, Me. 
Gentlemen .—You will please accept my thanks for 
the prompt manner in which you have adjusted my 
losses by fire in September last The ameunt of dam- 
age to my Furniture was promptly paid, and under 
your dirccticu Messrs.C. E. & L.E. Frost have repair- 
ed my houso in the Riost thorough and complotc man- 
ner, and entirely to my satisfaction, jto 
(Signed) HENRY INMAN, U. S. A. 
Dec 29—dti 
RICE BROTHERS, 
PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS, 
GO and 71 East Water St., 
MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN. 
Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef 
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc. 
The following choice brands ol Flour oil hand:_ 
Bebtshy’s Best, N. Warren, 
Cabinet, Eagle, 
Champion, McClelan. 
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without charge. 
Flour and Prodace bought, stored and Insured at liberal rates. marl3eodly 
Dress Elevators I 
23 Cents per Set! At 
ANDERSON’S 
NEW YORK SKIRT & OORSET STORE 
2G Market Square, 2G, 
GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent. octl8snd3m 
TO DYE EASY 
Is very desirable. Mathews’ Venetian Hair Dye is 
the best in the world. Complete iu one bottle. No 
wash, o stain, no trouble. A child can apply it. Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their 
hair dyed in public, can 
DYE AT HOME 
batter than any barber can do it, by using the Vene- tian Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair ap- 
pear dusty or dead, bat imparts new life and lustre. 
Gives a beautlul black or brown, as preferred. Price 
70 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y. Demas Barnes & Co., New York, Wholesal- 
Agenta. mayl28Neodly 
Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew* 
cr has proved itself to be the most perfect prepara- 
tion for the hair ever oflered to the public. 
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no Inju- 
rious properties whatever. 
IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG- 
INAL COLOR. 
It will keep the hair from falling out. 
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair’aoft, lus- 
trous and silken. 
It is a splendid hair dressing. 
No person, old or young, should fail to use it. 
IT is RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE 
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY. 
Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renewer, and 
take ne other. 
R. P. HALL A CO., 
Nashua, N. II., Proprietors. 
W. F. Phillips If Co Wholesale Agents. 
auglosndAwfim 
"WARREN’S 
GOUGH BALSAM ! 
Has been found by experience to be the 
BEST REMEDY 
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat, 
such as 
DIPHTHERIA, 
Asthma, Bronchitis. Consumption, Croup, laflaesta, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or Inflammation of the Lungs, 
and Whooping; Cough. 
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPE- 
RIOR, and while thus efficacious it Is perfectly safe to 
administer to persons of all eges. 
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advan- 
tage of being at once valuable as a curative and In- 
valuable aa a preventative of all the diseases ol the 
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia. 
The world is challenged to produce a compound of 
equal efficacy and safety. 
»** Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN, 
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market 
Square, Bangor, Me. noltsNd&ww6m 
It?"* A Physiological View of Marriages 
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 tine Plates 
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Or- 
gans 111 a state ot Health and Disease, with a Trea- 
tice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences 
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of 
Treatment— the only rational and successful mode ol 
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A 
truthful adviser to the married, and those contem- 
plating marriage, who entertain doubts at their phys- ical condition. Sent free of postage to any address, 
on receipt ol 25 conts, in stamps or postal currency, 
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane, 
Albany, N. Y. 
The author may bo consulted upon any of the dis- 
eases upon which his book treats cither personally or by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world. Oct 6—s n dAwfim 
HALE’S 
HONEY 
Horehound and Tar, 
FOB TIIE CUBE OF 
COUGHS, COLDS, INFLUENZA, HOARSENESS, 
DIFFICULT BREATHING, and ALL AF- 
FECTIONS of the THROAT, BRONCHI- 
AL TUBES and LUNGS, leading 
to Consumption. 
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the fa- 
vorite recipe of on illustrious Physician and Chemist, 
who for many years used It with the most complete 
success in his extensive practice. 
He had long been profoundly impressed with the 
wonderful virtue of the honey ol the plant Hore- 
hound, in union with the CLEANSING and HEAL- 
ING properties of Tar extracted from the life princi- 
ple of the forest tree Abies Balsamea or Balm of 
Gilead. For years he was baffled In his attempts to 
blend these great medicinal forces into such a 
union that the original power of each would be pre- 
served, the disagreeable qualities of common tar re- 
moved, and the price of the compound be within the 
means of all. At last, after a long course of difficult 
chemical experiments, he found that by adding to 
these Jive other ingredients, each one valuable by it- 
self, he not only obtained the desired results but 
greatly increased the curative power of the com- 
pound. This having been thoroughly tested by prac- 
tice, is now offered to the general public as a safe, 
pleasant and infallible remedy. 
Price F'fty Cents Per Bottle. 
CHARLES DOWNER, General Agent, 
41 Cedar St., New York. 
For sale by W. F. Phillips & Co., Portland. 
Dec 19—SNdlm 
SEELE’S HAIR LIFE I 
A Magical Preparation 
-POE- 
RESTORING-, BEAUTIFYING, 
DRESSING THE HAIR. 
PRICES FIFTY CENTS. 
For sale at 
Wholesale and Retail, 
-BY- 
CHARLES CUSTIS k CO., 
WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE of MAINE, 
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland. 
July 22—endtf 
Chilblains Can Be Cured! 
Use CHARLES' LINIMENT. Follow the Direc- 
ioiis strictly and we warrant a cure. 
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by 
BURGESS, FO BUS & CO., 
General Agents, 
80 Commercial Street,{Thomas Block,) 
dec27dtf8N Portland, Me. 
ITCH I ITCH! ITCH I 
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch l 
Wheaton’s Ointment 
Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Hoars. 
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains, ind all Eruptions qf the Shin. Price 50 cents. For 
ale by all druggis.s. 
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS St. POTTER, Sole Vgents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be for- yarded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the Jnited States. 
Oot 25, 1865,-SN dawlyr 
SPECIAL" NOTICES. 
TREMENDOUS DISCOUNT! I 
-IN- 
Stationery & Fancy Articles. 
Will bo sold at a great discount, at retail or in one 
lot, my entire stock of goods. Now is your time to 
buy for New Years. Being determined to close up 
business, everything will bo marked down so that it 
secure a speedy sale, to continue until January 1st. 
Lease of Store and Tenement for Sale. 
H. Ij B AL 
No. 3G Centre Street. 
First door from Congress Street. 
dccJodlwsN* 
One of the Oldest Remedies 
Known to Medical Science* 
The Bengal Dispensatory says the “effects of 
Hasheesh arc popularly known in the South of Africa 
Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the adja- 
cent territories, and in the popular medicines of these 
nations we find it extensively employed fur a multi- 
tude of afflictions.” “In a standard treatise of Mate- 
ria Medica more than six hundred years old, it is do- 
scribed os one of the most valuable of all known 
medicines.” 
THE HASHEESH CANDY I 
Now mported aud prepared by the Sylvan Oriental 
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable prepara- 
tion of the article ever offered to the public and will 
soon take the place of all other remedies lor 
RHEUMATISM, 
ASTHMA, 
NEURALGIA, 
COUGHS, 
COLDS, 
RESTLESSNESS. 
And all diseases of the Nervous System. 
For sale by all Druggists. Sent by mall with full 
directions on receipt of price. 
Price—Large Box $1.00, with 15 cents for postage; 
Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents fox postage. 
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine. 
Dec 5,1866—SNdly 
The First National Bank 
OF PORTLAND. 
INTEREST ON DEPOSITS. 
THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, pay- 
able on demand, bearing interest at ihvorable rates. 
TV. E* GOULD, Cashier. 
Portland, Nov. 13,1865.—dtf bn 
COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP! 
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal 
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is 
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented, 
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the si in. 
For sale by all Drugyists and Fancy Goods Dealers 
June31dlyr 
PORTLAND 
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY, 
ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor, 
No. 80 Middle Street, Portland, Me. 
| Copying 
done in the best manor. dec29tf. 
Ink! Ink! 
The Eureka Black Writing and Stencil INKS, and I 
Shoefciakors* Coloring—the very best articles in the j 
market. Manufactured hy Augustus D. Forbes 
& Co., Cambridgeport, Mass. 
Travelling Agent, H. M. FOGG, 38 Middle street, 
Portland, Me. 6t* dec28 
A Clean Mouth and a Street Breath* 
Eu Abomatique is a fragrant Mouth and Tooth 
Warh, composed oi Aromatic Gums and Balsams.— 
It communicates a delightful fragrance to the breath, 
a cooling and delicious taste to the mouth, hardens the gums, allays a sensitive condition of the nerves of the teeth, steps toothache, and arrests decay ol the teeth. Sole manufacturers 
CASWELL, MACK & CO., New York. Sold by CROSMAN & CO., 75 Middle Street. 
I>oc. 14. tutli&slm 
!L_jn__ — 
MARRIED._ 
In this city, Jan 1, by Rev Dr Shailer, Bartlett A 
Merrill anil Miss Sarah J White, both ol New Glou- 
cester. 
In Brunswick, Dec 26, Alfred Mitchell, M D. and 
Abbie E Swett. 
)•• Trwlston, Dec 23, Charles E Dwinel and Emma 
A Gray. 
In i.ewiston, Doc 23, Amos Stevens and Mrs Nac- 
mi Collins, both of Harmony. 
In WaterviUe, Dec 23, Gco'r e MUllken and Eliza- 
beth S Planted. 
At Belgrade, Dec 7, William Mills and Mrs Elza- 
beth Johnson. 
_ 
DIEDiT 
In Naples, Dec 30, Mr Augustine Chaplin, aged 36 
years. 
1* Ilarpswell, Dec 23. Ephraim W Rich. a»ed 7 
years 5 months. 
® 
In Ixlvetl. Dee 15, Mr John Morrill, aged 77 years, 
x 
In Hiram. Dec 20, Mrs Mahitablc, relict of the late John Kimball, aged 78 years. In Rockland. Dee 20. Mrs Abigail, relief of the late Ben) Stanley, Esq, aged 85 years 10 months. 
In Lyman, Dec 24, Mr Thomas J Murphy, aged 33 
years 6 months. 3 
(arrio Lyman, youngest child of Hiram and Elvira Studley. 
_PASSENGERS. 
In steamer Belgian, from Liverpool—Capt Hayden and son, J C Watson, Capt Drinkwater, Capt Eden, Capt Sparrow, and others. 
IMPORTS. 
CARDENAS. Barque Ellen Stevens—383 hhds 16 
tres molasses. Thos Asencio & Co: 66 hhds do. Iaac Emery; 2 bbls do. master. 
DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS. 
NAME FROM FOR DATE. 
2J£*V-y •••••••••Boston.Liverpool.Jan 3 City of Manchester New York. .Liverlool.Jan 3 
Europe.....New York..Havre.Jan 5 
Peruvian... .Portland... .Liverdool.Jan 6 
Edinburg.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 6 Saxonia.New York. .Hamburg.Jan 6 
Australasian.New York..Liverpool.Jan 10 
Belgian. .Portland—Liverpool.Jan 13 
Tonuwanda.Boston.Havana.Jan 15 
Borusia.New York. .Hamburg_Jan 20 
Miniature Almanac.January 2. 
Sun rises.7.30 I Moon rises. 6.36 PM 
Sun sets.4.39 | High water.12.10 PM 
MARINE NEWS 
PORT OP PORTLAND, 
Monday* January l, 
ARRIVED. 
Barque Ellen Steven®, (ol Portland) Howe, Carde- 
nas 19th ult via Holmes’ Hole. 
Barque Gan Eden, (of Boothbav) Reed, New Or- 
leans 1st and SW Pa«3 3d ult via tiolmes’ Hole. 
Brig A J Ross, (01 Seiirspoi t) Small, Havana. 
Sch West Wind, Harrington, Elizabethport. Sch Mary Wilson, Jones, Stueben for Richmond. 
Sch Pierce, Jones, Bucksport for Boston. 
Sch Brave. Flanders, Northport for Boston. 
Sch Good Hope, Percy, Phipsburg for Boston. 
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York. 
Barque Tillio Van Name, Cook, lrom Philadelphia for New Orleans, sailed Oct 21, with a cargo of coal, 
and nothing having been hoard from her since, it is 
feared she loundered during the gale of the 23*1 of 
that month. The captain’s wife, with two children 
and nurse, were on board. The vessel registered 482 
tons, was built at Millbridge in 1863, and hailed from 
New York. 
NOTICE TO MARINERS. 
FRYING PAN SHOAL LIGHT VESSEL. 
Notico is hereby given that the light vessel has been re-established off the end of Frying Pan Shoals, 
off Cape Fear, North Carolina. 
This vessel is schooner-rigged: the hull painted 
yellow, with the words “Frying Pan Shoals,” paint- ed in large black letters on each side: lower masts 
yellow, topmasts white, day marks black, (one on 
each mast.) 
The soundings in approaching the Cape Fear Shoals 
from the Eastward are regular; but from the West- 
ward irregular. 
The lights are fixed white lights, (one on each mast) 
at an elevation of 40 feet above the level of the sea, 
and in clear weather should be visible from a distance 
of twelve miles. 
The vessel is moored in 10 fhthoms of water, anil 
in lat 33 deg 35 sec North, Ion 77 deg 50 min West of 
Greenwich. 
By order, 
W B SHUBRICK, Chairman. 
Treasury Department, Office Lighthouse Board, 
Washington, DC, Dec 20,1865. 
DISASTERS* 
Brig Harriet, of Bath, from Elizabethport for Bos- 
ton, was discovered at the Coliasset end of Nantasket 
Beach, morning the 31st, close in to the rocks, and it 
is supi>osed struck in the thick snow storm of Satur- 
day nght. She sunk 'during the forenoon and the 
crow went on board a schr near by. Her spars are 
all out of water and she is being stripped by a party 
of wreckers. 
Barque Palo Alto, Wiley, from Galveston lor Liv- 
erpool, with cotion, put info Bermuda 8th ult, leak- 
ing badly, and will have to discharge for repay s. 
Soli T J Iiill. Baker, from Lavacca, before reported 
ashore at Sandy Hook, has been got off and towed to 
New York. 
DOMESTIC PORTS* 
TEEKALET—In port Nov 16, ship Kate Dyer, ldg 
for-. 
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar Dec 3d, ship Dublin, Goff, 
Nanaimo; barque Camden, Mitchell, Teekalet. 
Sid Nov 30, ship >’e Pin- Ultra, Martin, Callao. 
GALVESTON—Cld 9th, brig Caprera, Patterson, Liverpool. 
At anchor outside, barque Eagle. 
MOBILE—Ar 24th, ship Progress, Woodward ftn New York. 
WILMINGTON—Ar 23d, sell Billow, Pierce from Rockland. * 
Cld 23d, brig Julia, Crocker, New York 
BALTIMORE—Cld 28th, brig Omaha Robinson, 
Charleston; sells Ida, B.ake, Portsmouth; J D Mc- 
Carthy. Young, Providence. 
Sid 29th, ship S F Hersey, for Annapolis Roads, to inlsli ldg for Panama. 
PHILADELPHIA — Cld 29th, barque Reunion, rracy, New Orleans; brig Gen Banks, Ketclium, for 
Sew York. 
NEW YORK—Ar 29th, ships Helvetia, Bellamy, Calcutta; American Union, Moore, Mobile; sch Su- 
;an, Snow, Para. 
Ar 30th, brig Lisbon, Burgess, Glace Bay CB; schs ChaB Thompson, Brewster, and Forest, Merrill, irom 
dockland, I 
Old 30th, ships Uncle Joe, SewiU, Now Orleans; facobStamler, Sampson, Havre; Graham* Polly, Surges*, Glasgow; brigs Leonard Berry, (Dr) Steele, 
irmula; Amos M Roberts, Doak, Maronzas: N 
►towers. Stowers, Cardenas; Abby Tiiaxter, Walker, 
Arroyo Pit; schs Nellie Tarbox, Pendleton Wll- 
uingtoii; Coni eaut, Sawyer. Fcrnandina; SPAd- 
uns, Talbot, Jaeksonvi le; Corvo, Perry, and Geo W vimbrdl, Crockett, Portland. 
NEWPORT—Ar 2:)th, barque Cephas Starrett, jregory, Providence tor Philadelphia. 
29th, brigi Mary E Thompson, Dix, Aoin 
m/S1) PostonI J H Cou nee, Co Providence JJJLf, *r^lls Cherub. Datchelder,E1izabetli- ^Raitinw *llcj.*r^nk 1>a! ktr* Buckminster,Danger or.inVSx’Vhm!1 iJran<’ °rchar<1> Portland for do. V.f.T,iw rVn1 P'1'h-~A 1 anil, brigsCrimea,Clifford, 
oi 
Caroline K Kelley, Morrill, fm Philadelphia for do, sch Ocean Hanger, Carter, from Philadelphia tor Portsmouth. 
Sailed, barques Ellon Stevens an l (Inn FiIptt 
.rig* ortolan Harriet O g KcnnHv, anlcird! 
Mr^Svl,,ea*a“- MaA’ In port, brig*Sarah G odmow, Caroline E Kelley, V aleneia, Crimea; sells Ocean Hunger. Luuia Wal 
Inna Gardiner, and S E Nightingale. a s 
BOSTON—Ai 3otb, brigs Water Lilly, (Br) Farns- worth, Havana via Portland; Crocus, Mansou lrom 
PhipsVurg; sell Abacs. Folium, Bangor. 
Cld 30th, seh Champion, MeDerinott, Bangor. 
Ar 31st, schs I) K Aiey, ltvan, Bangor; Cameo, Matthews, Belfast: Convoy, Merrill, Rockland; Win Penn. Curtiss, Kennebunk. 
barques Young Turk, Harding, Malaga; 
starlight, Sparrow,New Orleans; brigs C H Kenne- 
dy/ Philadelphia; Mary I^iwtdl, Parsons, from Euzabethport; schs Van Burcn, Mo tgomery, from St George ; Harper,. Goomos, Beaufort NC, (with crew oi brig Harriet, of Bath—see JMsasters.) Also ar, sells Leesburg. Smith, Piiiladelpliia; Mora, Chadwick, Klizabethporr. CSd 1st, brig .1 McIntyre, Marshall, St Jago; sch Matha Maria, Colson, Jacksonville; Pilot, Thomp- 
son, Roc eland. 
1 
SALEM—Ar 30tli, schs Amo,Whipple, St John NB [beforereported ashore); Shooting Star, Marshall, Cairns tor Wilmington; Win Penn, Phillips, Bangor; It Bull winkle, French, Rockland for Bridgeport, Ct. hANVEKb-Ar 2Glli, sch Minnie Cobb, Snow, ini New York. 
NEWBUBYPORT-Ar 30th, sch Durcc, Hodsdon, Portland. 
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 29th, sch Adeline, Hatch, for Eastport. \ 
foreign ports. 
At Liverpool Dec 15th, ships Mary Russell, Weeks, tor Philadelphia, ldg; Harvest Queen, Hutchinson; 
Thornton, Wells; St Joseph, Alexander; Alice Kel 
ley, Kelley; TbosHarw&rd,Strickland; Eddystone, 
Dyer, and St Louis, Ballard, disg; barque J Curtiss, Syivester,lor New Orleans; and others. 
At Ncvassa 12th Inst, barque St Marys, for Leith. Eng, ldg. 
Ar at Barbadoes 8th, brig Sea Lion, Low. Norfolk ; 9th, barque E A Cechrane, Rice, Pliiiadedphia; sell 
Moses Patten. Carlson, Georgetown SC. 
Ar at Bermuda Dec 8, baruue Palo Alto, Wiley, Im Galveston for Liverpool, (leaky.) 
SPOKEN. 
Dec 8, lat —, Ion 31, ship Plymouth Reck, Warner, lrom New York for London. 
Dec 10, off Holyhead, ship Carrier Dove, Bailey, from Liverpool for New York. 
No date, lat 40 N, Ion 31 W, ship Sagamore, Ger- rish, iroin Callao for England. 
New Advertisements. 
Board of Trade ! 
Annual Meeting• 
THE Annual Meeting of the Board of Trade for the choice of Officers, &c, lor the ensuing year will be held at the Rooms of the Board on Monday Evening, January 8th, at 7} o’clock. 
All standing and Special Committees will l>e ex- 
dected to present their Annual Reports on that even- 
ing. MARSHALL N. RICH, 
Jan 2—distd Secretary, 
Rheumatism Cured. 
IF you wish to be cured of Rheumatism or Lame- ness, go to Dr. BUNNELL, 203 Congress Street; take the advice of one who has been curd by the Dr. I received treatment lrom the celebrated Dr. 
Newton, but derived no beneiit lrom it. Dr. Bun- 
nell cured me at once. 
WM. B. HODGKINS, Portland. 
Jan 2—dlw* 
Copartnership Notice. 
MR. JOHN P. THOMAS is admitted as a member of our firm from this date. 
MATHEWS & THOMAS. 
Portland, Jacuary 1st, 1686. ja2dlw* 
EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange St. 
Horses, Carts and Harnesses, 
AT AUCTION! 
ON THURSDAY, January 4th, at 11 A. M., on Cross, near Fore St., 6 Horses, 0 Dump Carts 
6 Harnesses, 3 Wagons, 4 Sleds, 2 Sleighs. Rung, 
Hay Cuttev, Chaise, &e. 1 
Jan 2—dtd 
K. A. ot the P. F. 1). 
ANNUAL luEETING. 
ASLa The Annual Meeting of the Ro- 
.-'’g'ggajSsS.lief Association ot the Portland 
J,’lrc Department will be held at the 
——Office of the Chief Engineer, on WEDNESDAY EVENING, January loth, a. 71 o’clock, for the choice of Trustees and the transaction 
of other business. 
Per order of the President. 
J. U. TUKESBURY, Secretary. Portland, January 1st, 1366. Ja2dtd 
Grand Festival and Fair 
FOR TWO NIGHTS! 
Monday and Tuesday Evenings, 
January 8th and 9th. 
THE CENTRAL CHURCH SOCIETY wffl hold the Festival and Fair, for which thev have been 
preparing for some monthB past, on the above even 
'“PS—giving two entertainments of a new and high- ly pleasing character, and unsurpassed by anything vet offered. No pains or expense have been spare in thoir arrangement, and none will be in their pres- entation. Among the mostprominent ioatu es may be mentioned an “OLD FOLK’S CONCERT,” In “Ye ancient Costume,” bv a large choir of the best musical talent: an ORATORIO, TABLEAUX, an! Instrumental Music. These entertainments are un- 
der the charge of ladies and gentlemen who have bad 
large experience in matter, of this kind. 
There will be an entire change in the entertain- 
ment of Tuesday evening, unless otherwise spec- 
ially requested. On Monday evening, the leading 
matters presented will be tho “Old F. Ik’s Concert” 
and Oratorio; on Tuesday evening, the Tableaux, Sic. A more definite programme will be given here- 
alter. 
THE FAIR.—Tables will be arranged In the hall for the sale of a largo and choice variety of FAN- 
CY AND USEFUL ARTICLES. 
REFRESHMENTS.—Tables will be spread, at which all the edibles usually found on such occasions 
may be procured. 
ANTIQUARIAN SUPPER.-AJ; 9 o’clock, an An- tiquarian Supper Room will te thrown oren, where the “Old Folks” will be pleased to furnish their frends with a “hot Supper/’ consisting of all those good and substantial things of “Ye ancient days.” 
MUSIC BY CHANDLER'S BAND. 
TICKETS—Adults, 25 cts: children 15 eta. 
Jan 2—dtd. 
M. C. M. A. 
ja A stated meeting of the Maine Charit- ^f'Vable Meclianic Association, will be held in the 
^MDI.ibrarv Room on Thursday evening, Jan. 4th. 
w at 7} o’clock. 
STEPHEN MARSH, Secretary. Jan. 2.—dtd 
-ft- __ 
Found. 
A PAIR of Silvor bowed Spectacles, which the owner can have by caUiug at CUSTIS & CO’S 
Store, Morton Block. ja2dlt» 
E. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 18 Exchange St 
Remainder of a Grocer’s Stock at 
Auction. 
ON FRIDAY, Jan. 5th, at 10 A *1., Coffees; Teas; Spices; Starch; Mustard; Molasses; Beef; Soap Uernng; Onions; Pickles; Tobacco; Nails; Boots Tubs; Pails; Firkins; Platform and Counter Scales; Desk; Measures; Pumpsg Stove, Sic.,—All prime articles. janidtd 
Brick Stores on Commercial Street 
at Auction. 
ON THURSDAY, January ISth. at 12 o’clock on the premises, the lour Btory brick stores nnm- 
bered 93 and 95, si mated on tLe northerly side of Commercial Street, opposit» Thomas’ Block. These 
stores are substantially built, exceedingly weD locat- ed for business purposes, and very desirable for in- 
vestment. 
They will be sold separately or together, either for cash or upon favorable terms of payment. 
For particulars, apply to the Auctioneers. 
_HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers. jan2dtd 
TOWN HALUN GORHAM. 
The “Organ Circle” 
of the FIRST PARISH of Go^luim will give an en- 
tertaimnent at the TOWN HALL, this 
Tuesday Evening January 2d, 
consisting of 
TABLEAUX and VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL 
MUSIC. 
The High Street Choir, of Portland, has been en 
gaged lor the occasion. 
An Extra Train will leavo Gorham for Portland after the pcrtonnance if it is a pleasant evening ■ Faro 
sssrs uJES.-*tbe round “*■ indu^K 
™ 
JSKrcan * “-jj-sSa- ] 
For Sale. 
S°.vEoX 'J? “Count of sickness of the Proprietress, ( the Stock and Fixtures of one of thu best located k 
MILI1NERY AND FANCY GOODS STORES ( 
in the City. I 
Good* New and desirable, \ 
For particulars apply at 
310 Conitresg Htreet. 
jan2dood&wtf Poetlasd. 
Lost. 
BETWEEN No. 15 Alder Street and No. 18 Paris t Stroct, about 5J P. M., a Ladies’ SABLE COL- t L.AR, miuke.1 “Mrs. C. J. Walker The finder wiU be suitably rewarded by leaving It at .Vo, 18 c 
8«ree», •« X«. 48 I'niou Street. a Portland. Jan. 1, 066. jan2d3t» 
JPetvs at Auction. 
, 
THE auction bale of Pews in the Congress Square 
C 
Uni verbalist Church, stand adjourned to next (] SATURDAY EVENING at 7 o’clock. j 
^ 
Parties desiring to rent pews lor the current year. ! 8 will make their selections from the unsold pews at a the close of the sale. | 
jan. %} lsee.-dui | y 
Tuesday Morning, Janmry 2, I860. 
PORTLAND AND VICINITi. 
CIF* Advertisers Kill benefit themselves, as tceUas 
accommodate us, by sliding in their atlvertisemmts 
at an early hour in the day. 
New Adrcrliiteiuenta To-Day 
AUCTION COLUMN. 
Auction Sak— E. M Patten. 
Grocer’s stock at Auction—E. M. Patten. 
Brick Stores at Auction—Henry Bailey & C. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN. 
Grand Fi stival and Fair for Two Nights only. Copartnership—Mathews & Thomas. 
Rheumatism Cured. 
Boar*I ol Trade—Annual Meeting. 
M. C. M. A.-'-Stated Meeting. 
Found—Spectacles. 
Town Hall. Gorham —Organ Circle Entertainment. 
For Sale—Millinerv and Fancy Goods store. 
Lost—a Ladies’ Sable Collar. 
Pews at Auction—Congress Square Church. 
Independent Lectures. 
The eighth lecture of this course was given 
last evening at the City Hall, by Rev. A. L 
Stone, of Boston. The weather was unfavor- 
able, and the sidewalks wet and slippery, still 
the hall was well filled by an appreciative au- 
audiencc, who listened to the speaker with the 
closest interest, and manifested their approval 
of his remarks hy frequent bursts of applause. 
The subject of the lecture was “Public Spir- 
it,” and he treated the theme in a manner pe- 
culiarly happy. He began by saying that if 
any man, under the teachings of the last four 
years, can be narrow, local or selfish, his case 
may be set down as hopeless. If anything 
could teach us breadth and largeness of view, 
we must have learned, or at least begun to 
learn it in these days. The .very extent of our 
country educates us to largeness of heart.— 
The. blue lakes are ours, and the waters of the 
Gulf; the dark pine forests of Maine and tire 
wide sweep of the prairies; the waters of two 
•oceans wash onr shores, and the Rocky Moun 
tains rise as land marks, not as barriers, in our 
path across the continent. The mind that ov- 
er-arches ail this as its own dominion must 
be domed up to vastness of soul. No man 
with a little soul has a right to so grand a 
birth-right. The diversity of our population 
was also a stimulus to liberality. The chil- 
dren of the Englishman, the Irishman, the 
Scotchman, the German, the Frenchman, here 
make one family. Even the dusky children of 
bondage have a seat at our national table. If 
any do not like this they can leave, but all 
these are here and will stay. We have no 
room for Cast;lian or Saxon prejudices of race. 
The speaker denounced in scathing terms the 
doctrine that this is a “white man’s govern- 
ment.” It is no more a white man’s govern- 
ment than the sun in heaven is a white man’s 
sun, than God the Almighty Father is a white 
man’s God. 
The Speaker then proceeded to touch upou 
some of the duties which a uoble and enlight- 
ened public spirit must exaU of a man living 
in the midst of free institutions. The duty of 
all to labor, and to labor not for themselves 
alone, but for the community, the political and 
the social duties which test upon ail, were ex- 
hibited with clearness and force, and in a 
manner which elicited the hearty applause of 
the audience. The tone of the lecture was 
liberal as befitted its subject, not especially po- 
litical, and in no sense partizan. It abounded 
in happy hits, in telling allusions, and in pas- 
sages of great eloquence and power; and we 
think we are sale in saying that no address of 
the season has met a more general and cordial 
approval. 
The speaker for next week is not announc- 
ed with positiveness, but on the 19th of this 
month a lecture may be expected from George 
William Curtis, Esq, of New York. 
Ocean Insurance Company.—At the an- 
nual meeting of the stockholders of the Ocean 
Insurance Company, held yesterday, the fol- 
lowing persons were elected Directors for the 
current year, viz.; William W. Woodbury 
Jacob McLeilan, Jonas H. Perley, Joseph 
Hale, William Chase, Joseph W. Dyer, J. S. 
Winslow. 
At a meeting of the Directors subsequently 
held, Wm. W. Woodbury was re-elected Presi- 
dent, and George A. Wrigh tSccretary. 
A semi-annual dividend of six per cent., free 
of government tax, was declared, payable im- 
mediately. Last July a semi-annual dividend 
of ten per aent. was declared, making sixteen 
per cent for the year, and with a handsome 
surplus left. 
Narrow Escape.—Yesterday afternoon a 
“weo” urchin named Willie McDonald, whose 
parents reside on Stone Street, while crossing 
Congress Street, was knocked down and run 
over by a horse and sleigh. The little fellow, 
though sustaining a severe concussion, was 
happily uninjured, though hi3 proximity to 
death was but a hair’s breadth, the horse step- 
ping over him, whilst the child’s body passed 
between the runners of the vehicle. The 
driver kindly carried the little one to his pa- 
rents. 
Skiff & Gaylord’s Minstrels had a full 
house at Deering Hall last evening, and their 
performances were much applauded. The 
second entertainment will be given this even- 
ing at the same place. The singing, music 
and jokes were all good. The panorama of 
Sherman’s Grand March through Georgia, 
with instrumental music, added much to the 
interest of the entertainment, and was highly 
appreciated by the large audience. 
Entertainment.—The B. F. C.’s will give 
their second dramatic entertainmeat at Cum- 
mings’ Hall, No. 3 Free Street Block, this ev- 
ening, when the popular comedy of “ The Lit- 
tle Treasure,” and the comic pantomine of the 
“Demon Lover” will be presented. The hand- 
some manner in which they performed at the 
first entertainment, leads us to the opinion 
that the amusements will be rich, and well 
worth witnessing. See adveitisemenL 
Another “Yankee Notion.”—We refer 
now to “Shaver’s Patent Pencil Shapener.” a 
limple contrivance for sharpening the lead of 
i pencil or even slate pencils. It is a smell 
niece of finished steel, made so as to be easily 
:astened to the desk, on the top of which is 
>unk a half-round conical groove, cut like a 
ile, and tempered to suit the uses for which it 
s designed. Of course it comes from Con- 
lecticut. It will be found at the Stationers. 
Put the question generally to your friends 
is to what preparation they use for their teeth, 
md the response, nine times out of ten, will 
>e, Sozgdont. ’Tia no longer necessary to 
mpress its merits upon the public mind; ex- 
re rience has taught the world that, as a means 
>f beautifying and preserving the teeth, invig- 
rrating the gums, and giving a pleasant aroma 
0 the breath, it has no rival in either hem- 
sphere. 
Kino’s Lady’s Book for January commen- 
ses the fifth volume of this bright and euter- 
irisiug little monthly. It is a spicy number, 
ind presents some new and attractive features 
irhich are to be continued through the year. 
Stlited and published by Metolla and Theo 
King, Middle Street, Portland. 
Kilxed. — A correspondent of the Bath 
:imes writes that a son of-Josiah Orchard, of 
outhport, was shot on Wednesday by the dis- 
harge of a gun in the hands of another boy 
amed Brewer. He died the next morning 
.hile undergoing an operation, the lead enter- 
ig the head. 
Testimoniai..—We are pleased to learn 
hat the ladies of the First Baptist Church, 
f this city, presented last evening the wile of 
he pastor, Mrs. Dr. Shailer, with a magniii- ent set of furs, valued at two hundred dollars, 
s a mark of their esteem. 
On Monday next DeerlngHall will no doubt 
e crowded, on the event of the reappearance 
1 Duprez & Benedict’s Minstrels. Their old 
uartettc, Bidaux, Bishop, Holmes, liurphy nd Taylor, still continue with the company, 
nd will “warble their matin wooland notes 
’UJ,” for the entertainment of our citizens. 
CITY AFFAIH3. 
The regular monthly meeting of the City 
Council occurred last evening. Considerable 
business was transacted in both Boards. 
IN BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN. 
Jurymen.—Alvin Dcering, William Curtis, 
George Burnham, Jr., Jeremiah G. Floyd. 
Daniel Clark, John Dennis, John Ilandall ant. 
Sylvester Marr were drawn as jurors for tilt 
January term of the Supreme Judicial Court 
(civil), which commences its session 
third Tuesday of this month. 
The Joint Special Committee on the sub- 
ject of petitioning the Legislature for an act 
authorizing the city to insure the property ol 
its citizens, reported that it was inexpedient 
to petition for such authority. The report was 
accepted. 
The rcjxirt of the Widow’s Wood Society o! 
the beneficiaries of the Clapp Fund the past 
year, was received and placed on file. 
Petition of heirs of Elias Merrill, that the 
City Council will rescind its order laying out 
Chadwick Street without allowing damage tc 
the petitioners, was reterred to the Committee 
on Laying Out New Streets. 
The Committee on Judicial Proceedings re- 
jiorted, upon petition of John Sparrow, that 
the tax upon the Sugar Beflnery, proposed tc 
be established here, be remitted for five years. 
After some debate, in which the Mayor anc 
Aldermen Donnell and Phinney took grounc. 
against remitting the tax as an iujustice tc 
Hon. J. B. Brown, who had, at great expense, 
established a sugar manufactory here and hac 
always paid the taxes, Messrs. Whittemore 
Morgan aud Foster spoke in favor of the re- 
port and for remission of the tax. The report 
was accepted, and, subsequently, an order war 
passed exempting said Company from taxation 
for the period of five years by the following 
vote: 
XEU5.—am. .Jack, wmttemore, Morgan 
and Foster. 
Nats.—Aid. Donnell and Pbinney. 
[Tbc Common Council concurred in the 
passage of the order.] 
Mrs. J. P. Thurston had leave to withdraw 
her memorial, presented at a former meeting, 
wliicli was laid ujxin the table in this Board. 
Report of the City Engineer on the rewei 
O'"' ‘"icted in Bank Street, was read and ac- 
cepted. 
papers in relation to increasing the pay 
of the police, were taken from the table on mo- 
tion ot Alderman Foster. The order increas- 
ing the pay of the Police to $700 was nega- 
tived by the following vote: 
Yeas — Whittemore and Foster. Nays — 
Jack, Donnell, Morgan and Pbinney. 
On the order to increase the pay of the 
Marshal to $1,200, and the Deputy Marshals to 
$S00, the vote was unanimous against it. 
Leave to withdraw was reported and voted 
upon petition of John Harrison for remunera- 
tion lor damage to his property by a defect In 
the sewer in Fore Street. 
Orders Passed—To pay the Widow’s Wood 
Society $240—the interest on the Clapp fund; 
Appropriating $2,750 for payment of a lot oi 
land on Brackett Street, adjoining the school 
house lot; To pay Phillip Cassidy $250 for 
land taken to widen the southerly end of the 
Western Promenade; To pay S. B. Beckett 
$150 for services in taking the census of the 
city; Directing the City Engineer to prepare 
a street book, in Which the bounds and run- 
ning of all the streets in the city shall be kept; 
Authorizing the Committee on Fire Depart- 
ment to make all necessary repairs on the 
steam fire engine Machigonne; Directing the 
City Marshal and Police officers to use in- 
creased vigilance in prosecuting persons who 
sell liquor; Establishing the assessments for 
the new sewer in Brackett street connecting 
with Pine Street; Directing the City Engineer 
to cause an accurate survey of the Eastern 
Promenade to be made, with a plan of the 
most suitable grade to be established.—Ad- 
journed. 
Fike.— A fire broke out last evening in 
Ricker's tannery, on Green Street, near the 
boiler. It was extinguished by the employees 
belnre much damage was done, and without 
giving a general alarm. 
See advertisement of the entertainment in 
the Town Hall, in Gnrham, this evening. No 
labor will be spared to make it one of the best 
of the season. Persons from the city are to be 
provided with a special train to return. 
Tribune Almanac.—This annual Regis- 
ter, full of interesting astronomical observa- 
tims and political statistics, is out for the 
present year. It can be had by enclosing 
twenty cents to the publishers of the Tribune. 
See notice of millinery and fancy goods 
store for sale in advertising columns. 
Tiie Boston Journal says, we are informed 
on good authority that notwithstanding the 
decision of councils, and the best efforts of his 
parish to dissuade him, Rev. A. L. Stone, pas- 
tor of Park Street Church, has decided to go 
to Sau Francisco to assume the charge of a 
church there. He will go to a very important 
field—but will leave an important one here, 
which it will be difficult to fill. 
Attempted Murder and Suicide. 
The Boston Advertiser says a tearful trage- 
dy oceured in that city on Sunday last, at a 
house of ill repute on Hanover street. Lewis, 
F. Simmons attempted to murder his wife- 
Mary, by cutting her throat with a razor, and 
afterwards cut his own throat with the same 
instrument. 
The parties, is seems, had been boarding at 
another house, quarreled and separated, the 
woman going to the house where the tragedy 
oceured. Early Sunday morning Simmons 
went to the appartment occupied by his wile, 
whicli was a front chamber in the third story, 
and finding the door locked, demanded admis- 
sion. Mrs. Simmons refused ro admit him, 
telling him bhe feared he had a pistol, and 
would blow her brains out; but on his say- 
ing he had nothing to harm her with, she 
opened the door for his entrance. At about 
4 o’clock passers on the street had their at- 
tention attracted by the breaking of a pane of 
glass in the window of the room, and by stains 
of blood upon it. Notice was given at Police 
Station, and Captain Myers dispatched offier 
J. W. Fletcher to the scene. Entering the 
room, he found Mrs. Simmons lying upon a 
lounge, with a frightful gash upon the left side 
of her throat, and her husband standing near 
the centre of the room, with a similar wound 
in his own throat. As the officer entered, Mr. 
Simmons remarked that he had begun the 
bloody work, but that the woman was to blame 
and stooping to pick up the razor, which he 
had let fall upon the floor, saying “I might as 
well finish it,” was about to inflict upon him- 
self further injury, which the office]- prevented 
by seizing him. 
Dr. Toby and Maghili dressed Mrs. Simmon's 
wound, which was nearly five inches in length, 
and so far severed the wind pipe that it was 
necessarv to stich that organ. The attending 
physicians are of opinion that her chance for 
recovery is small. Simmons and his wife were 
conveyed to the City Hospital after their 
wounds had been dressed. 
Mr. Simmons is an Englishman by birth 
and came to this country when 9 years of age. 
Their little daughter, was in the room with 
her parents when the tragedy tookpiace. 
An Unknown Lord. 
To show how ignorant were a portion o( 
the people of England, less than a century ago 
in relation to the teachings of the Bible, the 
following laughable story is told, in an ole 
book, of Rev. Dr. Webster, a popular preacher 
of the Kirk of Scotland, in Edinburgh: 
Business brought Dr. Webster at one time 
to London, and one day when passing the 
House ol Lords, his curiosity induced him tc 
make an effort to stop and see them. Nom 
were admitted without an order, except noble- 
men’s servants. Webster, being ignorant ol 
tile rule, requested admittance. 
“What Lord do you belong to ?” asked the 
doorkeeper. 
“To the Lord Jehovah,” replied Webster. 
“To the Lord Jehovah?” queried the door- 
keeper. “1 have kept here seven years, but 
have not heanl of such a Lord. Jack,” said 
he to his fellow keeper on the front steps, 
“here is a fellow who says he belongs to tin 
Lord Jehovah ; do you know sucli a Lord?' 
“Never beard of him,” said Jack. 
“But,” said the Doctor, “there is such a 
Lord.” 
“Pass ’im in,” said Jack, “I suppose it’s 
some poor Scotch’Lord.” 
The Tribune says, “wool, during thf 
last two or three years, has brought exception 
all i high prices—often 81 per pound for a gooi 
article—yet we hear that very many farmer- 
have still one to throe years’ clip on hand whicl 
they haven’t yet beeu able to get enough for.— 
By-and-by, they will be selling it for fifty or 
sixty ccuts per pound, and we sba'n't be shed- 
ding the first tea*,” 
Pleasant Demonsteation. — TheJCor.- 
gregational Church in Lovell have given prac- 
tical illustration of the truth of that famed 
aphorism fliat “some things can be done as 
well as others.’’ 
Having furnished for the army between for- 
ty aud fifty of their own members, and the 
husbands and sons of their members with a 
generous amount of sanitary stores for the 
comfort of our noble soldiers, and manfully 
braced their shoulders to an enormous load ol 
war taxes, they have purchased and fitted up. 
during the past season, a most pleasant and 
convenient residence for a parsonage. 
On Tuesday, the second day of Chrismas, 
some seventy membewof the church and so- 
ciety visited their pastor and family at their 
new home, cheering their hearts with their 
friendly greetings and cordial congratulations. 
__ 
After spending the afternoon and evening 
in a manner alike pleasant in the passing en- 
joyment, and iu the review, and consecrating 
the house by prayer, addresses and appropri- 
ate hymns and melodies, they separated, leav- 
ing behind them, in addition to the pleasant 
memories of the most agreeable visit, eighty 
dollars in money, and forty-five dollars in other 
valuables, equally acceptable,—fifty dollars ot 
the sum being contributed by the ladies and 
presented to the Pastor’s wife as a Christmas 
present. 
i ney also gave proot ol their unsectanan 
spirit, in improvising a very acceptable little 
purse for the Methodist minister of the place, 
who happened to be present. 
All honor to the patriotic and generous 
little church aud society, especially to the la- 
dies, who, as usual, distinguished themselves 
an the occasion by their generosity, their en- 
terprise and their graces. Com. 
Tue Choleka.—The alarm recently felt in 
Europe respecting the prevalence of the chol- 
era seems t# be fast subsiding, though it still 
lingers at Constantinople. The Porte has re- 
solved on a large measure of sauitary reform, 
involving extensive improvements in the sew- 
erage aud the removal of slaughter houses and 
offal. The cholera conference will meet in 
the Turkish capital during the first or second 
week in January. In Italy, the cholera seems 
to be dying out, as the daily bulletins, -from 
Naples and elsewhere, record but few cases. 
The doctors are apprehensive of a fresh out- 
break in the spring. In the official journal of 
Naples it is stated that, while the deaths in 
the month of October were 1,307, including 
114 cases of cholera, those lor November were 
3,993, of which 2,280 were cholera patients. 
The class who suffered mo3t severely in pro- 
portion to their number were the troops quart- 
ered in the city. 
ORIC1NAL AND SELECTED. 
When every term of the S. J. Courts 
is grinding out divorces by the dezen, isn’t it 
rather sarcastic to speak of “the holy bonds of 
wedlock ?”' Practically do they reveal any 
more holiness than other kinds of “bonds?”— 
Is Dot the percentage of worthless greater than 
of Government bonds ? It is feared that a large 
percentage of them are simply confederate, in- 
stead of hoi]/ bonds; mere commercial regula- 
tions. 
A good story is told about the Rev. Rob- 
ert J. Breckinridge, who was temporaay chair- 
man of the Baltimore Convention last year, 
aud the late Thomas P. Marshall, of Kentucky. 
Both, wishing to establish a reputation in early 
life, measured lances with Henry Clay, and, of 
course, got the worst of it. A few years af- 
afterwards the two met—the latter being on 
one of his customary sprees. The lawyer ex- 
claimed to the divine, “Ah ! Boh, it was an un- 
lucky day for us when we tilted against the 
Great Harry ! Ii drove mo to the hottte, and 
you to tne pulpit, Bob; but I’ve stuck a 
sight closer to my text than you have to yours.” 
US’— The jury failed to agree on a verdict in 
the Strong divorce cases after forty-live hours 
deliberation, and were discharged yesterday 
morning. 
&y The Triuune’s Washington dispatch 
says two National Banks with an aggregate 
capital of $150,000, were established this week. 
EJflhe Ncwburyport llerald, a lively, racy 
daily paper, has been enlarged and otherwise 
improved. It is half the size of our weekly, at 
$7 a year, without telegraphic dispatches. 
tijf" The Ncwburyport Herald says the case 
of Edward W. Green, the Malden murderer, 
now undef sentence of death by the Court, 
was brought before the Executive Council by 
the Governor on Friday. Gov. Andrew spoke 
some two hours and a quarter, giving a state- 
ment of his views and opinions on the subject, 
and in favor of a commutation of the sentence. 
The matter is still under consideration. 
ir a curious faot of human petrifaction 
recently came to light near Eaton, Ohio, where 
the body of a woman, on being removed for re- 
interment, was found to have changed into sol- 
id limestone, preserving a remarkable fulness 
and plumpness, as in life. The weight of the 
body was estimated at about six hundred 
pounds. 
HiSF* The turkey burst its confinements while 
roasting, and the stuffing escaped, to the terror 
of the Hibernian damsel left to watch it, who 
ran to call her mistress, “Ma’m,” she screamed, 
“come down and see the turkey; ’tis brownin’ 
nicely, but some of the consalements is bustin’ 
out 1” The “consalements” is good, 
6®” A Mississippi editor complains very 
feelingly of being badgered in his office by can- 
didates who do not, after occupying his timo 
have the decency to suggest drinks. 
The Whitby (Canada) Gazette says ;— 
Recently Mr. Angus McDonald, of the town- 
ship of Mar, cut down a white ash tree, and on 
splitting it, a live frog was found embedded in 
the wood. The tree was about fifteen inches in 
diameter and perfectly sound; the cavity in 
which the frog had been enclosed appeared as 
if carved out for its reception. The solving of 
the question how the frog got there, would be 
an interesting one for naturalists. 
Th Freedmen’s Bureau reports that it 
now has 92,752 acres of abandoned and confis- 
cated lands under the cultivation of freedmen 
in the State of Virginia. 
fty The Canadian papers state that on Mr. 
Murphy, President of the Canadian Fenians, 
putting in an appearance at Ottawa the other 
day, he wa3 waited upon by a committee, .who 
recommended him to qqit the city at once. An 
Ottawa journal says he took the hint, and adds 
that otherwise he might have smelled brim- 
stone. 
|jy Ex-President Pierce has been received 
into the Episcopal church, in Concord. Hon. 
John Bell connected himself with the First 
Presbyterian church, inNasliville, a short time 
since. Ex-President Buchanan was received 
into the First Presbyterian church, in Lancas- 
ter, Pa., a few weeks ago. While the lamp 
holds out to burn !” • 
A new descriptio t of fish, ten feet in 
length, eight feet in circumference, and weigh- 
ing 80011)3., is on exliihition in Halifax. 
There are now sixteen hundred and 
twenty-lour national banks in successful ope- 
ration—only one haring failed and been wound 
up by Treasury officials. 
Steam has been defined .as a ucketof 
water in a tremendous perspiration. 
fcy Owing to the high price of all kinds of 
meat, a company is soon to be started in Bos- 
U»i for the manufacture of pork out of pig-iron. 
Why is a convalescent dyspeptic like a 
reprieved criminal ? Because he can’t di-gest 
yet. 
EF” The Nation says that the effort of Vir- 
ginia to reabsorb or recover the lost territory of 
West Virginia, will be about as successful as 
that to replace a chicken in its shell ! 
Steamboat Collision. 
Baltimore, Jan. j. 
On Saturday evening the steamer Janies S. 
Brady, of New York, came in contact witli the 
mg S. II. Webster, in Patapsco Kiver, carrying 
way a portion of the upper wood work of the 
former vessel. The tug was much damaged. 
A colored man on board the latter is miss- 
ing and is supposed to have been drowned. 
Miscellaneous Dispatches, 
Mobile, Ala., Dec. 31. 
The negroes are quiet and excocding friendly. 
There is no danger of a disturbance in this 
city. 
New York, Jan. 1. 
The steamships Europe, from Havre, and 
Scotland, from Liverpool, have arrived. ■'News 
anticipated. 
TO THE DAILY PRESS. 
--—----- 
Tuesday Moraine:, Jauuaiy 2 1 > 
From Washington, 
Washington, Jan. 1. 
Notwithstanding tlie disagreeable condition 
of the weather the first New Year’s reception of President Johnson was largely attended. 
The doors of the Executive Mansion were 
opened at 11 o’clock to foreign ministers and their attaches, who appeared in full court 
dress, some displaying their glittering badges of distinction. Sir Frederick Bruce, the Brit- ish envoy, was the first arrival of the diplo- matic corps, which was fully represented, lhe greeting appeared to be mutually happy 
especially in view of the fact that them is’ 
nothing in the condition of our foreign rela- tions to threaten a disturbance of the general 
paace. 
All the members of the Cabinet, justices of tne Supreme Court, and other prominent civil officers. Senators and Kepi esentatives, paid their usual aunual visit to exchange sal- utations with the President. 
At half-past eleven, the officers of the army, 
navy and marine corps were similarly re- ceived. They were all in uniform, Lieut. 
Gen. Grant and staff being conspicuous anion* 
the groups surrounding the President. At noon the reception of citizens comenced 
and continued for more than two hours. The 
daughters of the President, Mrs. Patterson 
and Mrs. Stover, were near fheir father and 
received the lady and gentlemen visitors. 
Everybody seemed cheerful, and the usual 
New Year’s greetings were heartily exchanged. The public departments and other places of business were closed. 
Alter the general reception at the Execu- 
tive Mansion, all the colored persons on the 
premises, not however a large number, were 
admitted, and paid their respects to the Presi- dent. 
All the members of the Cabinet, excepting 
Secretary Seward, who is absent from Wash- 
mgton, and other Government officers, and the Mavor and many private citizens, received their friends. 
i Ue reception of the ladies of Cabinet min- 
isters was only second in importance to that at the President’s mansion, being attended by the Judges of the Supreme Court, members of the Diplomatic corps, high officers of the ar- 
my and navy, a throng of distinguished offi- cials and other citizens. 
That of Mrs. Secretary Harlan, who was at- tended by her daughter and Miss Simpson, daughter of Bishop Simpson, was particularly elegant and simple, no liquors being offered. The reception at Secretary McCulloch’s and Post Master General Dennison’s, were also 
very admirably conducted. 
All the Judges of the Supreme Court gave receptions, except Judge Davis, who was call- ed to Baltimore by the death of his cousin, 
Henry Winter Davis. 
T. Washington, Jan. 1. it rained all night, converting the snow un- der foot to slosh, and to-day is dark and dis- 
mal, preventing many from making calls. The Judges of the Supreme Court, wearing their gowns, the officers of the army and navy in uniform, and the diplomatic corps in their court dresses, called at the White House soon 
after eleven o’clock. 
President Joonson is in excellent spirits. His daughters are at his side to receive lady visitors. At noon the public will be admitted. 
Washington Correspondence. 
,. 
New Yobk, Jan. 1. 
A Washington dispatch says two National 
Banks, with an aggregate capital ot $150,000, 
were established this week. 
During the week ending Dec. 30, interest 
notes and currency certificates of indebtedness 
to the amount ot $214,010 were redeemed by Treasury deposits. 
Semmes’ trial will begin January 8th, in the Navy Department building. 
The Military Commission, appointed to en- 
quire into the alleged enlistment of foreigners by the State of Massachusetts, took testimony in this city a few weeks ago, then proceeded to Boston and secured all there was available 
in that city, and have returned to Washing- ton. Another visit, however, is considered in- 
evitable. As yet nothing is known of the tes- 
timony accumulated. 
Gen. Grant proposes sending staff officers 
to the principal military departments as soon 
as the holidays are over, to see what further 
reduction ot troops and materials ot war can 
be made in the several localities. 
{secretary {Stanton will not deliver an eulo- 
gy upon President Lincoln before both Hous- 
es of Congress on the 12th inst. No reason is 
assigned for declining. 
A large number of remonstrances have been 
sent by old officers of the army and navy to the Mditary Bureau against the confirmation 
of Brevets so indiscriminately conferred upon officers by the War Department. 
Mrs. C. C. Clay has returned from Fortress 
Monroe, and had another interview with the 
President. 
Affairs in Hoston, 
Boston, Jan. 1. 
Lewis F. Simmons, an Englishman, cut his wife’s throat and then his own yesterday, at 
their boarding house, from alleged jealousy. Both are at the City Hospital in a critical con- 
dition. 
The new City Government was inaugurated 
to-day. The address of Mayor Lincoln gives 
a detailed exhibit of municipal, which looks 
well for the material growth and prosperity of 
Boston. The city debt is put down at nearly 
twelve millions and a half, with ready means 
of payment on hand of about two millions 
seven hundred thousand dollars. 
After inauguration ceremonies the Common 
Council met, and unanimously elected Joseph 
Story as President of the Board. * 
Nearly all of the cities of the Common- 
wealth installed their new municipal govern- 
ments to-day. 
The great event of Emancipation was cele- 
brated at noon to-day, by ringing the church 
bells and firing sa[utes on Boston Common.— 
Also at Cambridge, Lexington, Dorchester, 
Charleston, and other localities. The colored 
population were specially jubilant, indulging 
in a military parade and a great meeting in 
Tremont Temple in the evening, where seyer- 
distinguished gentlemen made patriotic 
speeches to them. 
Two hundred policemen paraded to-day with 
Gihhorc’s Band, making an imposing and fine 
appearance. Snow and slush, however, ren- 
dered the streets execrable for marching. 
Inauguration of Mayor McMichael. 
Philadelphia, Jan. 1. 
The inauguration of Mayor McMichael took 
place to-day. Previous to the ceremonies the 
retiring Mayor, Mr. Henry, was addressed by Fire Marshal Blackburn, who, on behalf of 
tho police force of the city, presented him 
with a handsome gold watch and chain. 
Mete Year’s in Baltimore. 
Baltimoke, Jan. 1. 
New Year’s day was more generally observ- 
here than ever before. Business was nearly 
suspended, our citizens making calls and ex- 
exchanging congratulations. 
Mew Year’* in Mew York. 
New Yobk, Jan. 1. 
Business was totally suspended to-day.— 
Nearly all the rum shops were closed this af- 
ternoon and evening. Our citizens, notwith- 
standing the horrible condition of the streets 
from the late snow and rain, made the usual 
New Year’s calls in a spirited maimer. 
Arrival of Steamers. 
New Yobk, Jan. 1. 
The United States steamer South Carolina, 
horn Philadelphia, has arrived, having the new 
steamer Neshauning in tow to receive her ma- 
chinery here. 
The Fenian Congres*. 
New Yobk, Jan. 1. 
To-morrow is the day assigned for the meet- 
ing of the Fenian Congress in this city. A 
large number of delegates have arrived, and it 
is stated that the Senators have all gone home, 
and that the Senate will not meet until after 
Congress has adjourned. 
No Verdict in the Strong Divorce Case. 
New York, Jan. 1. 
The jury failed to agree in a verdict in the 
Strong divorce case alter 45 hours’ delibera- 
tion, and were discharged yesterday morning. 
Copartnership Notice. 
rnHE undersigned have this day associated them- 
X selvoB under the firm name of 
1> O W & LIUBY, 
for the transaction ol a general 
FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE BUSINESS. 
At 06 Exchange Street, Portland. 
Jons Dow, 
Portland, Jan. 1,1866. Frank W. Libby. 
For Rent. 
THE Wooden STORES numbered 88 and 87 on Commercial Street, now occupied by Mllliken & 
Freeman and Weymouth & Rogers, opposite the 
Thomas Block; possession given the 1st day of Jan- 
uary. Apply to 
KLBRIDGE GERRY, 
Janl—dtf No. 69 High Street. 
Copying Pictures 
OF any kind done at A*. M. McKENNEY’S, 284 Congress St., by a new method, in a superior 
manner; call and try It, oct3eod*eow3m 
Miscellaneous. 
COPARTNERSHIP. 
f ME undersigned have this day formed a Co-part- 
* nership unuer the style of 
CORING, STACKPOLE & CO„ 
For the transaction of a 
FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE 
BUSINESS, 
Office No. 117 Commercial St., 
NEAR LONQ WHARF. 
Preutia* Larin#, C. A. Stackpole, Jr* 
MARINE INSURANCE 
-ON- 
HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS. 
FIRE INSURANCE 
Dwellings, Furniture, Warehouses, Mer- 
chandise, Stores, Manufactories, &c., 
Promptly GCedcif in First Class Com- 
panies. 
Portland, December 27,1SG5. dc2Sdlwteod2w 
HOLYOKE 
Mutual Fire Insurance Company, 
SALEM, MASS. 
STATEMENT of the condition ef said Company on the 1st day ot November, A. D. 1865, being the date ot its exhibit next preceding 1st December, 1865- 
Amount of Capital Stock, $684,466 49 
Consististing ol notes and stat- 
ute liabilities, $504,87984 
And of cash assets as follows: 
viz., investments in 
Mortgages, $39,796 27 
Bank Stock, 47,561 17 
Railroad Bonds and 
Stock 15,493 68 
United States, State 
and City Bonds, 52,030 53 
Loins on collateral, 
and Notes Receiva- 
ble, 9,042 49 
Real Estate, 12,800 00 
Cash *n hand, 2,673 17 
Balance in Agents 
hands, 189 39-179,586 65 
-$6-34,466 49 Amount at risk, 12,356,519 01 Amount of liabilities (other than amount 
at risk), viz.: 
Claims for losses, 3,500 00 
Unclaimed dividends, 882 20 
There are no other liabilities, unless of bills not 
rendered for expenses. 
A. STORY, President. 
THOS. H. JOHNSON, Secretary. 
E. WEBSTER & SON, 
A gellts. 
No. 74 Middle Street. 
dec30d3\v 
$10,000.00 Saved. 
Reflect, Reflect! 
YES reflect well, before you allow a great cumber- some mass ot iron to be placed in your stove pipes, 
which will take a practical engineer to run, but after 
reflection and examination ol the different lleat Reg- 
ulators in the market, you will at ouce decide in la- 
vor of 
Pomroy’s New American Heat 
Regulator ! 
the best thing out for saving fuel and regulating the 
temperature ol your rooms. It lias met with the most 
unbounded success wherever it has been introduced. 
We have upwards oi one thousand written testimoni- 
als in favor of fhe Regulator, the sale of which has al- 
ready reached the enormous sum of twenty thousand 
per week in tho New England States; upwards ol 
twetye hundred have been put in in Bangor and vi- 
cinity. 
The conditions upon which it is put in cannot fail 
to satisfy the most incredulous. 
Price $1.50, and no pay exacted until after a fair 
trial. 
Read the following Testimonial. 
Bangor, Dec. 21st, 1865. Geo. W. Taylob, Agent: 
Having one of Pomroy’s New American Heat Reg- 
ulators, we desire to oxpress our satisfaction with its 
workings. It accomplishes all that has been repre- 
sented, and more, and we would heartily recommend 
it as a fuel saver, as well as a perfect regulator ot heat. 
W. C. Tyleb, B. F. Bradbury, 
E. D. Godfrey, W. H. Prescott. 
We have purchased the right for Cumberland Co. 
and arc prepared to sell town rights, at liberal rates. ALso to furnish the Regulator in any quantity desired. Twentv-tivc active, energetic men wanted to intro- 
duce this patent. J. M. DICKEY &, CO., 
dc30dlw* 74 Middle Street, No. 4 Up Stairs. 
'OVEECOATS AT COST! 
YES, AT COST! 
WE SHALL SELL 
OVERCOATS AT COST!! 
FOR 
The Next Thirty Days. 
g. w. rich & co., 
No* 171 Fore Street* Head Long \Vkarf* 
December 21,1865. dtf 
Apples, Butter, Cheese, 
And Lard. 
200 BBLS. BALDWIN APPLES, 
100 GREENING 
50 " NEW DRIED 
50 TUBS CHOICE BUTTER, 
5000 lbs. NEW MILCH CHEESE, 
50 TUBS PURE LARD, 
-FOR SALE BY- 
C. W. SMITH, 
6 anil 8 Silver Street. 
Dee 4th, 1868—dtt 
Something New. 
JUST RECEIVED A BEAUTIFUL ASSORT- MENT OF 
Imported Pictures ! 
Plain and Colored. 
JUST THE THINGS FOR THE HOLIDAYS 1 
Now In the market, and sold low. Every purchaser 
receives a present worth his purchase. 
KJr'Call and see a the 
GRAND NOVELTY SALE, 
282 Congreaa Street* 
Dec 27—dlw 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE undersigned have this day formed a copart- nership under the name and style of the 
“Portland Tanning Company,” 
for the purpose of carrying on the business of Wool Pulling and Tanning Sheep and Calf Skins,and taken the 
Factory on Portland Street, 
Formerly occupied bvG. M. & A. B. HAYES. 
CTIARLES W. HAYES, 
MATTHEW T. VALENTINE, 
BENJAMIN H. HOUSTON, 
STEPHEN HOUSTON, 
CHARLES THUNBURG. 
Portland, Dec 15,1665. dc27d3w* 
Kiln Dried Meal and Rye. 
150 BBLS. KILN DRIED MEAL. 
IOO HALF BBLS. KILN DRIED MEAL. 
■400 BUSHELS RYE, in store and for sale by 
WALDRON & TRUE, 
Nsn. 4 & S Union Wharf. 
Dec 2#—d4w* 
Christmas Presents. 
THERE is no article more usefhl to a person with a family, or more appropriate for a Christmas 
present, than one of those neat pocket or family cases 
of 
Homoeopathic Medicines, 
To be obtained at No. 92 Exchange Street. 
M. SEAVEY. 
Dec 1—d6w 
Portland Dry Dock Company. 
A MEETING of the Stockholders of the Company will be held at the Board oi Trade Rooms Janu- 
ary 3d. I860, at 3 P. M. 
A fall attendance is requested as business of im- 
portance will come before the meeting. 
Per Order. 
C. M. DAVIS, Treasurer. 
Portland, Dec 27th, 1SG5—did 
Special Notice. 
THE attention of delinquent Stockholders is call- od to tho following article of tho By-Laws, viz 
“In case t e owner or owners ot any share or 
“shares shall fail to pay all assessments, with inciden- 
tal charges, (should any have accrued) for the space 
/of thirty days next* after tho assessment shall be 
.’laid, it shall be the duty of the Treasurer, when in- 
structed by the Directors, to sell or cause to be sold, 
/such delinquent proprietors share or shares at Pub- 
lic Auction/* dc27dtd 
For Sale. 
_ 
A good Schooner,^one hundred and fifty 
December 30,1865. dlw* 
To Rent. 
rjlJIAT desirable Store and Tenement on Centre St., X first door from Congress. For particulars en- 
quire at the store. deoM dlw* 
| Entertainments. 
THE SECOND ENTERTAINMENT 
-OF THE- 
B. F. C. 
Will be given at 
CUMMINGS’ HALL, 
No* 3 Free Street Block* 
On Tuesday Evening, Jan. 2,1866, 
When will be presented the Comedy of 
THE LITTLE TREASURE! 
And the Comic Pantomime of 
THE DEMON LOVER! 
Tickets for sale by J. E. Femald & Son, Bailey & 
Noyes, and by the members of the Company. 
S3r“* No tickets sold at the door. dec30d3t 
DEERING HALL. 
Monday, Tuesdayfc&iWednesday, 
January 1. 8, and 3. 
SKIFF & GAYLORD’S 
MINSTRELS. 
Twenty Star Performers l 
Who will present the most novel, original, unique, 
and pleasing entertainments ever offered to the 
citizens of this city. Also to be seen at the same 
time the 
MAMMOTH MUSICAL PANORAMA OF 
SHERMAN’S 
Grand March through Georgia! 
Paronette 50 eta. Gallery 30 cts. 
Doc 27—d*t 
SOCIAL ASSEMBLIES 
Given under the direction of 
EX. AMERICA HOSE 1. 
As this is their first Course of Dances, no pain6 
will be spared to make, them pleasant and agreeable 
to all who a tend. These Dances will be given 
Every Tuesday Evening, 
-AT- 
MECHANICS' HALL, 
Commencing Dec. 5th, 1805, 
Continuing each Tuesday Evening six weeks. Under the direction of the following 
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS: 
r*res. Chas. E. Chase, Tr^as. Claudius Lane, 
Vice Pres. Geo. W. Pridham,Edwin Rice, 
3ec. John W. Lane, Fred. A.Drmkwater, Jr. 
Tickets to the Course, $4.00 ! 
Single Tickets, 75 
Gallery Tickets, 25 
To be had ot the Committee of Arrangements and 
at the door. 
CT Clothing Checked Free. 
luiie Bj Chandler's Fill Quadrille But 
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock. 
Nov. 28—Gwtt&s 
NOW FOR BARGAINS! 
0> 
Notwithstanding the late rise in 
COTTON GOODS, 
LEACH, BARTLETT k PARKER, 
Are offering, for a FEW DAIS, 
Fine Bleached Cottons tor 27 cents. 
Best 4-4 Bleached Cottons for 32 44 
Best 9-S Bleached Cottons for 40 41 
Best 5-4 Bleached Cottons f >r 42 44 
Fine 4-4 Brown Cottons for 28 44 
Fine 9-8 Brown Cottons for 30 ,l 
Nice all Wool Grey Twilled Flannel 40 44 
Nice all Wool Red Twilled Flannel 40 44 
Heavy Cotton Flannel 37} 44 
Heavy all Wool Casaimere 81*00 
Heavy all Wool Beaver 3*75 
Heavy Union Beaver 2*75 
Plaid Dress Goods .... 25 cents. 
Good Style Cloaks from, $7 to $12 
Goad Kid Glove* ll.llt. 
All OUT 
WORSTED GOODS 
AT COST. 
And we have 
!M! arked Down 
our entire Stock of 
DRESS GOODS, 
In tbe same proportion. 
The Price* are all Marked an the Geod*. 
in Plata Figure*. 
Please Call 
and See for Yourselves. 
They are really OHEAPEB than the present 
WHOLESALE PRICES. 
INTo. 5 Deering Block. 
Congress Street. 
Dec 29—d2w 
O. H. OSGOOD, 
DENTIST, 
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Artificial Teeth inserted <5n Oold, Silver and Vul- 
canite base. All operations warranted to give satis- 
action. augll’G5eodis&wly 
Dissolution ot Copartnership. 
THE Copartnership existing under the firm of J. F. Weeks & Co., is this day dissolved by mutual 
consent, and the business of the firm will be settled 
by either of tbe partner*, at tbeir old stand. All In- 
debted are requested to settle, and all having de- 
mands will present them lor payment. 
J. F. WEEKS, 
J. L. WEEKS. 
E5— Tbe' uslnose will be continued at the old ataad 
by J. L. Weeks. 
Portland, Jan. 1,1866. dec30 d3w 
PRICE CURRENT 
-FOB- 
India Rubber Boots and Shoes! 
-AT-* 
HALL’S 
India Rubber Emporium, 
147 MIDDLE STREET. 
ALL FIRST QUALITY. 
Men’s Bnbber Over-Shoes $1.40 per pair, 
Women’s Bnbber Over-Shoes L10 per pair, 
Misses’ Bnbber Over-8hees .80 per pair. 
Men's Bnbber Boots 5.50 per pair. 
Women’s Bnbber Boots, 2 75 per pair.' 
Misses’ Bnbber Boots 2.25 per pair. 
Boys’ Bnbber Boots 3 50 per pair. 
Tonths’ Bubbir Boots 3.00 per pair* 
Also, Rubber Goods repaired In a neat and sub- 
stantial manner, 
ty Don’t forget the number of the new Rubber 
Store, U7 Middle Street. dec30d3w 
Timekeepers for the million! 
THE PEOPLE’S IMPB0VED 
POCKET TIMEKEEPER. 
PRICE 85 CENTS EACH. 
THE most novel and useful invention of the age constructed on the most approved pinclples, ard 
warranted to denote solar tune with greater aec’uraT 
cy than the most expensive watch ever vet Inu.mted and can never get out of order. No family should be’ without it. 4 
P ice, with white enameled dial, gold or silver Blit 28 cents, and sent by mall to any part of this country or British Provinces. Address, with one red stamp, 
I*. G. HOMER, 
janld&wlm Boston. Mass, 
OCCUPATION 
At your own Homes / 
fpHOUSANDS cap realize a hundred dollars weekly. 
•A, exceP‘ th0“ fcund in every S“ld profit* ,100 per cent.; demand staple aa flour. Full particulars sent on receipt of two stamps lor return postage. Address 
.. HOPKINS & BROWN, janldlw*w3w Mi Broadway, New York. 
Miscellaneous. 
Sound the Glad Tidings! 
CHRISTMAS IS COMIKG, 
DRY GOODS ARE TUMBLING I 
FANCY GOODS ARE TUMBLING I 
SKIRT GOODS ARE TUMBLING! 
CLOAKS ARE TUMBLING! 
HOOP SKRITS ARE TUMBLING! 
EVERY THING MUST TUMBLE! 
Any assertions to the contrary are groundless! 
If you have any doubts read the following Price 
List and they will be dispelled. 
We Commence the Slaughter 
HOSIERY. 
100 do*, all wool Hose, ladies, 20 gauge, 45c pr. 
100 doz. Childrens* Balmoral, 4 sizes, 10c pr. 
HOOP SKIRTS ! 
Here is Where we Put the Knife in. 
90 Hoops, 3 In. Tape, 6 tapes, heavy wire, 
•or 1.45 former price 2.00 
90 Hoops,? in., Corset and Skirt combined, 
for 1.50 former price 2.23 
90 Hoops 14, Corset and Skirt combined, 
for 1.25 former price 1.76 
Knit Goods, Knit Goods! 
Gentlemen, Keep Yonr Temper! 
They Hast he Sold Prior to Stock Taking! 
SHAWLS, 
SHAWLS. 
20 doz Shawls, large size, slightly damaged, 
for 1.75, worth 4.00 
20 doz Sontags, with Fringe, choice goods, 1.00 each. 
20 doz •• « 90c each 
20 doz hand made, German wool, 
choice goods, 1JS0 each. 
« 
HOODS, 
HOODS, 
HOODS. 
50 doz. Hoods, Woven, slightly damaged, 
50c each, worth 1.00 
50 doz. Hoods, Nubias, choice goods, 
95e each, werlh 1.50 
KID GLOVES, KID GLOVES. 
A few more left F.mb. Backs, 7 5c pr. 
Just Received I 
A Splendid Assortment of hand-made Shawls 
Hoods aad Sostsgie 
HTDon’t allow anything jealous neighbors can 
say to prevent you from calling. Copy the number 
and call it for nothing more than to see the great dif- 
ference between our prices and others. 
FITMU& 
148 & 150 Middle Bt, 
Manufacturers of Hoop Skirts ti Corsets. 
Dec 19—dtf 
1865. 1866. 
CHRISTMAS 
-AMD- 
The New Y enr. 
“Good byo tbe old year," welcome the 
new. 
High prices are foiling, which Is bad for 
the few who speculate on the wants oi the 
many who need the riches ot Croesus, 
or what is better, the oil of Petroleum’s 
vast cave, for nnder the soil, to pay the 
high prices which ruled the past year. 
But that good times are coming, is yet 
very clear, lor ANDEBSON still Is found 
at 26 Market Square. 
Good News for the Ladies 
HOOP SKIRTS, 
-AND- 
CORSETS! 
Marked Down 
FORTY PER CENT., 
ANDERSON’S, 
Skirt and Corset Store! 
26 MARKET SQUARE. 
BARGAINS, BARGAINS, BARGAINS 
-IN- 
Skirts and Corsets l 
A GOOD HEAVY SPRING HOOP SKIRT 
FOR ONE DOLLAR! 
High Prices have Got a Dig in the Ribs! 
SO Spring, extra wide Tape Skirt 1.48, 
farmer price 2,85, 
Speculators and Monopolizers are feeling 
very queer. 
BO dozen Superior Colored Corsets 
One Dollar a pair. 
French Pattern Corsets 1.60 a pair. 
A GREAT BARGAIN! 
French Combination Corsets at 
Reduced Prices! 
DRESS ELEVATORS! 25 eta. per Set. 
No Lo<ly should be without them. 
IJ- THE TRADE SUPPLIED. 
Ladies, caU and be conrtnced ;‘we tell nothing but 
the very be»t quaUty of goods, and can and wUl sell 
them cheaper than any house In the trade. 
AisriDEiRBOisr’e 
Skirt and Corset Store, 
20 MARKET SQUARE. 
CEO, ANDERSON, Agent. 
Det 30—diet! 
Miscellaneous. 
^EW GOODS I 
-FOB TUE- 
HOLIDAYS. 
ELDEN&WHITMAN, 
5 Free Street Block, 5, 
I received and are now opening a large as- 
sortment of Goods suitable for 
Holiday Gifts, 
Embracing many new and Choice Stylee in 
Lace Trimmed, Embroidered, 
And Fancy Hdndkfs., 
Ladles’, Gents’, and Childrens’; Hemstitched and 
Colored Bordered, together vith plain Linen 
Cambric do. In all grades. An Elegant 
Assortment of 
Embroideries, 
Including L?ce, Cambric and Valoncennes Sets, Col- 
lars and Sleeves, Plain and Embroidered Linen Sets, 
Collars and Cuds. Also, a full assortment of 
Gloves and Hosiery, 
Blade Lace Veils 
In all qualities, together with a carefully se- 
lected Stock of 
Soaps and Perfumery l 
For the Toilet, which wa offer at 
One Priee, and No Variation ! 
We are THIS DAY opening on invoice of those 
elegant and desirable 
Plaid. Poplins, 
In Winter Colors. A Iso a full lino ot 
Poplins and Thibets! 
In Wine Colors, together with a complete stock of 
SILKS, 
SHAWL®, 
CLOAKS, 
Fancy Dress Goods, 
ALPACCAS, 
And Mourning Goods I 
We would call attention to oar stock ot 
BLANKETS, 
OF THE BEST QUALITIES, 
At the Lowest Prices; and a full assortment of 
WOOLENS, 
FLANNELS, 
—AHD— 
HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS I 
In all their varieties. 
We confidently invite the attention ot the 
Ladies to the above stock, which we offer strictly at 
* On© Price. 
ELDEN & WHITMAN, 
5 Free St. Block. 
December 19,1868. dtl 
USEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL t 
WHAT MORE APPROPRIATE FOB 
HOLIDAY GIFTS 
THAN A SET 07 
SPLENDID FURS! 
OR BEAUTIFUL 
Fur Cap, Collar or Gloves 
SUCH AS ARE 
NOW OPENING 
AT 
SHAW BROTHERS’, 
136 and 138 Middle Street, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
December 21,1865, ed2w 
DR. P. WADSWORTH, JR., 
Physician and Surgeon. 
Office, 3531-2 Oongreas Street. 
Residence* Cor. of Oxford nnd Cednr Slid 
Nov 7—eodtf 
Copartnership. 
rriHE undersigned hare this day formed a Copart- 
1 nership for tbe transaction of a 
General Commission Business, 
under tbe name and firm ot 
CHURCHILL, BROWNS fc M ANSON. 
J. B. BROWN is a special partner In the house, 
and has contributed Seventy-Five Thousand 
Dollar* to its capital. 
Jab. X. Churchill, 
Phillip Henry Brown, 
John Marshall Brown, 
B. T. Masson. 
Portland, January 1, 1866. Janldlm. 
Copartnership Notice. 
NOTICE is hereby given that Mr. JOHN C. DEN- NIS is admitted as a member ot our firm on and 
after this date. 
The business will be conducted under the same 
name and stylo as heretofore. 
JOHN DENNIS A CO. 
Portland, January 1, 1866.—dlw 
Bradstreet’s Robber moulding 
AMD 
Weather Strips! 
1 be warranted when properly applied to Doors 
A. and Windows to effoctuallv exclude the Wind, 
Dust, Bain, Snow and damp. It la for more desira- 
ble than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth 
the eost. It has never in a single Instance foiled to 
givw satisfoctlon—and pel feet satisfaction Is guaran- 
teed or the money will berefimded. 
Persons who consult their Interest will not fall to 
have it applied to their Dwellings not only as regards 
health anaeorafort, but u a matter ol economy, for 
in a room requiring to be constantly warmed it will 
in a single season save one-half the ftiel that woil'. 
otherwise bo required to make the appartment com- 
fortable. 
Every one interested are invited to call at No. 
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE, 
and satisfy themselves of its practical utility. 
Orders for the Weather Strips and Mouldings so- 
licited—will be fitted to house** if desired. 
Parties in the State desiring largo or small quanti- 
ties of 
Weather Strips and Mouldings! 
Will please address the undersigned, through whom 
all orders will be filled for the State of Maine; 
when tent by Express Companies C. O. D. hi all 
other coses the money must accompany the eider. 
aunts Wanted throughout the State. Infor- 
mation will be given in regard to tonus upon applica- 
tion by letter or in person. 
WHITTEN fit SHEPAHD. 
80 Federal Street. PorUand, Me., 
Gen. Agents for Mslxti. 
I y<jv28-d3m_____ 
N O TIC E 
Portland and MneMaa Steamboat Cem'j. 
mHE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the I Portland and Machlaa Steamboat Company will 
be held at the offlee of Messrs. Roea & Sturdivant, 
73 Commercial Street, on Tuesday, January #, 1866, 
at 3 o’clock P. M., ior the election of live Directors, 
and to transact any other buaineMltatmaylegally 
come before them. WILLIAM BOSS, CUrk. 
Portland Doc. 30,1866. •“*» 
Auction Sales. 
Horsey Carriages, Sleighs, &c., 
AT AUCTION! 
W£ shall sell Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes, Harnesses, &c., 
Every Saturday at 11 o’clock A* M., 
At Forest City Stable, co*ner Federal and Lime Sts., where Carriages can be stored and Horses boarded if 
desired, previous to or oiler the solo. 
These sales will be under cover, and held without 
regard to weather. 
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers. 
Dec 14—dtf 
[ E. M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 1$ Exchange Street 
Purs, Clothing, Furnishing Goods. 
&c., at Auction. 
ON WEDNESDAY, 3d of January, at 10 A. M., Doeskins ami other style Pants; Jackets; Coats; Vests; Blouses; Shirts and Drawers; Collars; Bos- 
>m»; Cravats; cloaks; Coats; Boots; Slices; Fur- isuing Goods; Dress Goods; Woolens; Cottons, and 
emeus, Belk. ap Skills. 
— Also — 
Ladles’ and Children's Furs, Mulls, Victorines, Capes, Cutis, Collars, Cane, with a lot ot other goods, must 
oo sold,—weather lair or foul. dec3udid 
Valuable Real Estate at Auction. 
ON SATURDAY, January 6th, at 3 o’clock P. M. wo shall sell the two-st ry brick House No. 26 
Cotton Street. Also the two-story woooden House No. 23 on the adjoining lo The se houses are in good urder, centrally located and desirable. Terms vne- 
hslf cash, balance in one and two years—interest wmi-ammally—secured by mortgage. Two hundred dollars purchase money will he required at time of 
Dec^ENRTBAILEY & Co., Auctioneers. 
-Auction INotiee. 
jiiOn AAA OF the Third Mortgage Bond. fTp^lUiUl/v of the Androscoggn Railroad Company' will be sold at auction at the office of J. 
C. WOODMAN, iu Portland, on the Eleventh day of January, 1668, at ten o’clock A. M. 
Dec 2*>, 1- 65. 6c27td 
Valuable Real Estate at Auction. 
ON SATURDAY. January 13, at 3 o’clock, V, M., on the premises, we shall sell the valuable 
THREE: STORY BRICK HOUSE, No. 14 Brown at. 
This House la finished throughout, and is in thor- 
ough repair. Good cellar, good water, pleasantly and centrally located, and desirable as a residence. 
At 3io’cloc kwe shall s 11 the two-story brick house 
No. 23 Fore atr et. This house ia also well finished, 
convenient, nd in good repair. It is near the Port- 
land Co.’s Works, the Grand* Trunk Depot, and the 
Boston boats, ana must increase in value. 
dc27 to HENRY BAILEY & CO., Aun’rs. 
AUCTION SALE 
—OF— 
Valuable Dwelling House Property 
ON DANFORTH STREET. 
PURSUANT to a license from the Cour1 of Probate lor Cumberland County, the subscriber, as trus- 
tee, under the will of Samuel Elder, deceased, will 
offer for sale, at Public Aueticn, on WEDNESDAY, 
the 31st day of January, 1866, at 11 o’clock in the fbre- 
noon, on the premises, the valuable houso lot, with 
double dwelling house thereon, situated on the south 
side of Danfortb Street, in Portland, near Maple 
Street, owned and occupied by Samuel Elder in his 
life time. 
Tiiis lot is about fifty-five feet wide on the street, 
and about eigbty-seven teet wide on the rear Hue, ana 
averages about one hundred twenty-four feet in depth, 
containing In all very near y 8,7C0 square feet. Besides the dwelling house there is a joiner’s shop 
on the premises, about 15 by 30 feet, two stories high. 
The vacant land is lavorably arranged for the site 
of additional buildings. 
A plan of the lot may be seen at the office of P, 
Barnes, 84 A Middle Street, and the houses may be ex- 
; aminea on any week day, between two and three 
o’clock P. M. 
The bu ldlngs are in good condition. Possession 
may be had as soon as the sale is perfected. Title 
made satisfactory. 
Terms—Cash. 
SARAH S. ELDER, Trustee, 
December 29,1865. dec30 2aw3w 
For Sale at Auction. 
THE convenient and commodious Hotel on Main Street. ? ac*, hotter known as the “Saco House ** 
will be sold at public auction, at ten o’clock A. M., 
on— the-day of January next, unless 
previously disposed of at private sale. 
The house has been kept for the last few years by 
Ruftis M. Lord. Possession given 18th July 1666. 
For particulars enquire of 
Dr. J E. L. KIMBALL, Saco, 
Or. ISAAC DYER, No. 91 Union Wharf, Portland. 
Dec 20—dtd 
Another Witness on the Stand 
IN FAVOR OF 
JOHNSONS REPRODUCKR! 
“Portland, I 
Dec. ST.MM 
Mb. Johbsox, 
Dear Sir: — Two 
months ago my wife 
commenced using 
tout Reproducer;— 
her hair at that time 
was laling oft Ttry 
rapidly and had bc- 
come so thin as to ex- 
pose the scalp. The 
use of one bottle baa 
entirely stopped the 
felling off anti haa In- 
creased the growth a o 
that now she n is a unec neau oi nair wnicu ine moat 
thorough com jin? and brushing will not in the least 
remove. Both myself end wife have found it excel- 
lent to remove dandruff, and as a dressing the best 
preparation I ever used. 
You are at liberty to publish this, or to refer any 
one to me personally. 
Very respectfully, yours.&c., 
OEORtiE BLAKE, 
MBS. HATTIE E. BLAKE." 
Mr. Blake may be found with Mr. Dunham, manu- 
fhcturer of Britannia Ware,corner of Un on and Fora 
St., Portland, or at his residence In Westbrook. 
Msuuftctured and sold wholesale and retail by 
HORACE II. JOHNSON. No. 80 Middle 
St., Portland, (Up Stairs), 
Has 88 '.dtf 
MEDICAL ELECTRICITY 
DR. W. N. DEMING, 
ISdledical Electrician, 
174 MIDDLE STREET, 
Nearly Opposite the Dolled States Hotel, 
WHERE he would respectfully announce to the citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has 
permanently located In this city. During the two 
years we have been in this city, ws have cured some 
of the wont forms of disease In persons mho have 
tried other forme oi treatment In vain, and curing 
patients in to short a time that the question Is often 
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question 
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will 
doctor the second time without charge. 
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty- 
one yean, and ie also a regular graduated ptmiciafi. 
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases iu 
the form of nervous or stek headache; neuralgia m 
the bead, neck, or extremities; consumption when 
in the scuts stages or where the lungs are not fully 
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip 
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature 
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs, 
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafheas, stam- 
mering or hesitancy oi speech, dyspepsia, Indiges- 
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure 
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchi- 
tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female 
complaints. 
iiy .Electricity 
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lasv 
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elastic- 
ity of youth; the heated grald is cooled; the frost- 
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities ru- 
mored; (Untness converted to vigor, weakness to 
strength; the blind made to see, tbe deal to hear and 
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot youth are obliterated; tbe accidents of mature liie 
presented; tbe calamities ot old age obviated and an 
active circulation maintained. 
LADIES 
Who have cold bancs ana leet: weak stomachs, lame 
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dliti- 
nes* and swimming In tho head, with Indigestion and 
constipation of tho bowels: pain in the side and back; 
leucorrhcea, (or whites); falling of the womb with In- 
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long 
train of diseases will find In Electricity a sure means 
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profits* 
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles 
with young ladles, Electricity Is a certain specific, 
and will, In a short time, restore the sufferer to the 
vigor of health. 
TEETH 1 TEETH S TEETHt 
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elec- 
tricity without pain. Persons having de. ayed 
teeth or stumps they with to have removed Ibr reset- 
ting he would give a polite invitation to call. 
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma-hines lor sale 
tor family use, with thorough Instnitloni. 
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board 
and treatment at his house. 
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to IS M.; from 
to 6 P. M., and T to 8 in the evening. 
Consultation free. novltt 
NOTI CE ! 
TATE, the undersigned, having sold out our Retail V V business, together with the City Carts, &c., to 
Mr. W. C. COBB, would cheerfully recommend him 
to the patronage of our former customers. FWARSOJf At SMITH. 
PEARSON A SMITH 
WU1 still continue to manulhctur# Bread for sale at 
Wholesale only, at their Steam Bakery, 14 and IT 
Willow Street. 
Pilot Bread, Ship Bread, Common 
Crocker., Oyster Crackers, Ate. 
Shipping Masters and others will do well to call be- 
fore purchasing elsewhere. Particular attention paid 
to putting np Bread for foreign voyages. P. * S. still continue to keep a choice selection ot 
Family Flour, which they deliver to any part of the 
oly free of expense. Our Motto Is Small profits and quick roturns. 
Portland, Dec 12th, 18CS. dclddtl 
A FINE ASSORTMENT of Die— cloths. 
At A. 1>. REEVES’,Taller, 
Nov 4—dtf 88 Exchange St. 
TO Wl- 
Q INGLE and Saits ol Booms furnished or nn- 
o fturlihed to let, with or without board, at 77 
Free Street. 
Respectable transient boarders accommodated. 
Dec J8—dlw* 
Copartnership Notice. 
MB. H- H. BICKER Is admitted a partner In our Arm from this date. 
MORRIS, GBFENE & SAWYER. 
Portland, Jan. 1,1866.—dlw 
Poetry. 
Tho Children’s Prayer. 
"OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.” 
Three wliite-clai firms beside the bed 
With little hands upheld, 
When all their toys are laid away, 
Ani the noise of day is quelled; 
And mothers hear from each repeat, 
With voices earnest, low and sweet, 
Tho simple prayer She leaches there: 
"Gentle Jesus, meek and mild, 
Look upon a little child.” 
Fond kisses and "good-nights” from all, 
And rosy cheeks are laid 
On sidwv pillows, then, calm sleep 
1111 dreamy night shall flute. 
Good angel * bend above each face 
That silent lies in smiling grace l 
Though toil and care 
Our dves roust share; 
"Gentle Jesus, meek and mild, 
Look upon a little child.” 
O, loved and sinless little ones, Whin years have loJ you on, And she wno lingers o’er you now 
To her reward has gone; When the toys of life arc iaid away, 
And evening comes, sJU may you pray, 
Witn faithfut hearts, 
As life departs: 
"Gontle Jesus, meek and mild, 
Look upon a littie child!” 
NA8BY. 
The follgwing is an extract from Nasi* s 
last: 
Ez much ez I luv Washington i "J12 tew leav it. i mi*e hev stayed hut the 
trooth is, the planks of that '■‘Y are harder 
aid wuser to sleep on than ‘*®®p uv anY th- 
ereby in the United Sta'i 1 *ie.. av®d two 
mantiis by parsin my-A ez a dimerkratiek 
kangri iman, but th*t coaa only larst a short 
time, there not ,emJ many ov that perswa- 
shuu thar Per9dnate. i hed gone the 
rounds ov-'ie House, ez orfen as it waz safe, 
anl op^niie commenced on the Senlt. Coin 
into " Hards 1 kaded far a go uv gin, which 
tip S'® e nanly and urbane bar keeper sot 
store me, and 1 drank. “Put it down with the 
the rest uv mine,” sez i with an impressive waiv cr: my hand. 
“Ycor name,” sez he. 
A o >min a inteliecturl look i retorted “Dew 
ye v tna Charles Sumner?” 
Here 1 overdid It—here vauitin ambition 
overleaped herself. Hed i sed “Saulshury,” it 
mite hev answered, hut to give Sumner’s name 
for ag.a:s ov gin, wuz a pcese uv lunacy for which i karnt akount. i wuz Ignominiusly kicked into the street. Drinks obtained at 
thj expense ov beiu kicked iz cheap, but i 
don’t want them on them turms—my pride 
revolted, and so i emigrantsd. The jjentle- minly and urbane konduc.ors uv the Pensyl- 
vany Central parsed me over their road. Tha 
did it with the assistance ov 2 gentlemanly & 
urbane brakesmen, which dropped me tender- 
tendeny acrost the track ov the hind eend uv 
the larst car. 
Indifference of Life.—Men differ wide- 
ly in their estimates of the value ofiife. The 
instinctive fear ot death which is supposed to 
pervade the human family, i3 scarcely discov- 
erable in some of the heathen nations. In 
China, a criminal condemned to be decapitat- 
ed, can obtain a substitute for two hundred 
dollars. Straw bail is not more easily procur- ab.e in New York, than men are willing to sell 
their heads for that sum in Pekin. All the 
celestial proxy asks, is a furlough for a few 
days in which to spend the price of his head 
in fashion. A trivial blunder in etiquette so 
disgusts a Chinese gentleman with all sublu- 
nary things, that he incontinently cuts him- 
self crosswise on the abdomen, and dies a hor- 
rible death in order to escape the mortifying reflection that he ’ias committed a breach oi 
ceremony. In some parts of Africa a native 
wUl sell his “vital spark” for a hearty dinner: 
and even in this Christian country, a wretch sentenced to the gaUows has been known to 
devour his pound or so of porter-house steak, 
on the verge of eternity. 
Southern Pride. We heard recently an amuring instance of Southern pride. A Ten- 
nessee lady was in Washington, interceding 
for a pardon for her rebel husband. Her ap- 
plication to the President was well received, and he treated her with great consideration 
and kindness. In speaking of her interviews 
with him to a friend, the lady remarked that 
the President was very cordial and gracious, 
spoke very kindly of her husband and his fam- 
ily, and invited her to stay at the White 
House while she remained in Washington — 
“Weil,” said her friend, “you accepted the President’s hospitality?” “No” remarked the 
lady; “we neper knew the Johnsons.” 
Condemn no man for not thinking as you think. Let every one enjoy the Ml and free 
liberty of thinking for himself. Let every 
man use his own judgment, since every man 
mast givaan account of himself to God. Ab- 
hor every approach, in any kind or degree, to 
tli? spirit of persecution. If you cannot rea- 
son or persuade a man into the truth, never 
attempt to force him into it. If love wUl not 
compel him to come, leave him to God, the 
judge of aU. 
“Oh, Jacob,” said a master to his appren- tice boy, “it’s wonderM to see what a quanti- 
ty you can eat.” “Yes, master,” replied the 
boy, “I have been practicing ever since I was 
achUd.” 
HUMPHREYS’ 
BOMCEOPATHIC SPECIFICS, 
HAVE PROVED, from the most ample experi- ence, au entire success} Wimple— Prompt—Effi- cient, ami Reliable. They are the only Medicines 
perfectly adap ed to popular use—so simple thut 
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless 
as to be free from danger, and so efficient as to be al- 
ways reliable. They have raised the highest com- 
mendation from all, aud will always render saiislac 
tiou. 
Cta. 
No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Incarnations, 25 * 2 Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic, 25 '* 3 Crymy-Colic or Tee«hin^ of infanta, 25 44 4 *• Diarraa of children or adults 25 
** 5 Dysentery, Griping. Billious Colic, 25 " 6 Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting 25 “7 Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, 25 
14 8 *' Neuralgia Toothache, Faceache, 25 
9 Headaches. Sick-Ueadache, Vertigo, 25 44 10 " Dyspesia, Billious Stoiuucn, 12.', *‘ 11 Suppressed or painlhl Periods, 25 *‘12 Whiles, too profuse Periods, 25 
*• 13 Croup, Cough, difficult Breathing, 25 ** 14 ** Salt Rheum Erysipelas Eruptions, 25 " 15 ** Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains 25 
‘*16 Fever and Ague Chill Fever, Agus, fiii 
i7 ** Piles, blind or bleeding, 6o ** 18 ** Ophthalmy, aud sore or weak oyes, 5o “19 Catarrh acute or chrouie, Influenza, 5o *‘20 Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs, 6u 
21 •* Asthma, oppressed Breathing, 6o 
'I 22 Ear Discharges, impaired lleuring, 60 23 Scrofula eularged Glands, (Swellings, 6d ** 24 * General Debility Physical Weakness, 60 “25 *• Dropsy, and scanty Secretions Mi. 
26 Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding, Ik) 
27 ** Kidney Disease, Gravel, 60 
28 ** Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions, involuntary Discharges, 1 00 
41 29 Sere Mouth, Canker. 
44 30 44 l/rinara Incontinence, wetting bed, Mi •* 31 44 Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 6o *4 32 44 Sufferings at Change of Life, 100 ** 33 Epilepsy, Spasms, at. Vitus’ Danoe, 1 On *4 34 44 Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat, 60 
FAMILY CASES, 
35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book, $10 00 20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6 00 20 large Via‘s, plain case, and Book, 5 00 15 Boxes (Noa. 1 to 16) and Book, 3 00 
VETERINARY SPECIFICS, 
Mahogany Case 10 Vials, $10 00 
Single Vials, with directions, 100 
B3Pr These Remedies, by the Case or single Box. are sent to any part of »he couutry, by MaiP or Ex- 
press, free of charge on receiptof the price. Address, 
HUMPHREY SPECIFIC 
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY, 
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York Dr iluMPHRKys is consulted dailv at his offiio 
Sim-iT y°rby ^ ** ab°Ve' a11 fonn8 °‘ 
U. H. HAY, Agent, Portland. jol.v26’66eod>y 
Now for a Sleigh Ride 
APh TJVl subscriber would take this oppor- fto,remind his friends and the pub- S^SLEIG^-BASSdy WUh hU b“* 
“THE BELLE.” 
AIk>, Single aud Doable Teams to accommodate bleiehing Parties—large or small—in good style, and on the most reasonable terms. 
8U^“Call and examine for yourselves. 
J. W. ROBINSON, 
Dec 23-dlmatb Street Riding and UT9rT Stable. 
tJI1 TOWN 
Boot, Shoe& Rubber Store, 
No. 333 Congress Street. 
AT SAMUEL BELL-g 
CAN be found one of the best select,.,! .. oi BOOTS. SHOES and ltUBBEliS tbit found in (his cltv, which will he sold at the i™1* cash price, at 363 Congress Street, near Gr^n S 
Oct 24—dti iAMUElBEU. 
Copartnership Notice! 
V, e, the undersigned, having formed ! acapartacrship, are prepared to repair erOTv desiriptlan of FAIRBANKS ARE <, m t e neatest manner, and 
|Wii1.,|ia!cl1 also put In eom- ! k, Skates cissars, Knives, I *«• “Gi»0 us a Call.” i 
TCKEI fc WATSON, 
30-dtt st>oor-Mld<u*' j 
For Sale and to Let, 
Valuable Hotel Property 
FOR SALE! 
THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED 
M-A-EBLE HOTEL, 
Ob Middle, Willow audSilver Sts., 
In the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to 
the Estate of Hon JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to 
the undersigned, is offered tor sale and can bo pur- 
chased at a GREAT BARGAIN. 
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ot land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred aud 
seventy-five feet. It is Five Stories High, and con. 
tains about two hundred anti fifteen apartmentJ 
the use of guests, besides lour capacious stores, 
the most approved modern conveniences for 
CLASS HOTEL. ^ Arclii- 
It was designed by Wm. Washbubv 
tect, of Boston. .*js are pronounc- Ito arrangement* for Hotel purr , £ tll0se of ed bv competent Judges ;o bo f>;0Jn3^uctlon iB mo8t 
any Hotel in the countrj-. basement and Bret 
Bteries8^ ^aite8^roof> “d 011 other P"t! 
notir *16^ COht was $177,000, exclusive 
*uin about $140,000 have been 
»?»ng ifc toits present stage of progress, b^.*vei1 that notwithstanding the present 
JJl prices, it can be completed lor occupancy 
frlr?"*000' according to the original plans. price, terms of sale and other particulars, en- 
tire of 
JOS. ILSLEY.. 
November 11,1865.—dtf 
Real Estate for Sale, 
In Cape Elizabeth. 
AVERY desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth, one mile from Portland Bridge. The house is 
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in 
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and out- 
buildings. Tbe lot contains 5u.0(W feet, and for beau- 
ty of location is unsurpassed in this 'i icinty. 
Term easy. For particulars enquire at 
298 Coni/rtsH» 8*., 
july25dtf Portland, Me. 
House Lots for Sale. 
SEVERAL finely located House Lots in Cape Eliz- abeth, three minutes’ walk lrom the Cape Bridge. 
Inquire oi E. N. PERRY, at the SberuPs Office, Poi t- 
kmd, where a plan oi Cape Elizabeth lots may be 
seen. mayl3tf 
For Sale. 
THE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer Street, at a great bargain. 
For particulars, enquire oi 
BENJ. KNIGHT, 
octl8dti Atlantic Wharf, 
For Sale and to Let. 
THE Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in Payson Block, No. 37£ Midd'e St. Apply to P. 
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle St., 
Portland, Me. ocGdtf 
Store to Let. 
THE Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer- 
son Coolidge & Co. Possession given Oct. 1st. 
A. <& S. E. SPRING. 
Sept 27—dtf 
Real Kstate for Sale. 
HOUSE and LO r No. 37 Middle Street, known as the Pay son H*'use. 
House and Lot corner oi Waterville and Sherbrook 
Sts. Terms easy, to suit purchasers. 
Apply to W, 37> Middle St. julylldtl 
For Sale. 
ffSt 
The two-story Brick House No. 46 Danforth 
■I Street. 
IL Ii:quire of # JAMES E. CARTER, 
No. 4 Portland Pier, 
Or. WM. H. STEPHENSON, 
Nov 18—dtf Second National Bank. 
To Let. 
VfEW building near the head of Center Street, will XI be fitted up to suit tenants. Tbe chambers will 
be a desirable location for a Dentist, Dress Maker, or other genteel business. 
Please apply to MARTIN GORE, 
Dec 16—eou3w At Five Cents Saving Bank. 
For Sale. 
ONE second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse power) all complete. 
Second-hand Shafting and Pullies. 
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.) 
One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.) 
One small 3 horse power Engine and Boiler. 
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting. 
All kinds oi Machinery promptly made and 
IRA WINN, Agent, No. 11 Union St. Dec 2—d2m Portland, Me. 
For Sale. 
-j KAA TONS square Hackmetack Timber. Also, Shtp Knees; Oak, Hackmetack 
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by 
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St. Oct 24—dti 
For Bale. 
HOUSE and Land on tbe corner oi Brackett and pring streets. Lot about 60 feet on Brackett 
bv 100 feet on Spring Street. 
Two storied house containing nine rooms with good 
out-buildings. Enquire of 
JAMES E. FERNALD, 
87 Middle Street. 
Dec 4—tf 
House for Sale. 
THE three-story Brick House Xo. 70, corner of Danforth and Tate Street#. It has all the mod- 
ern Improvements and is in excellont condition. 
The house can be examined any day. For terms, &c., applv to 
Rufus e. wood, 
No. 10 Central Wharf. 
Portland, Nov. 8, 1808 —Istf 
For Sale. 
The united states patent eight for MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR. 
For further particulars onquire of, or address 
GEO. L. KIMBALL, 
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co. 
Nov. 11—dtf 
FOR SALE! 
fflBTE Schooners Allen Lewis and H. S. Bowe, A built in 1861, 96 tons, old measurement. 
For particulars apply to or address 
ALLEN LEWIS, Boothbay Harbor. 
Dec 23, 1865—d&w2w 
For Sale. 
A LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Ave- nue. Said lot Is composed of two lots in one, 
and is very handsomely laid out. For particulars, 
address Box 596 P. O. 
Nov 4—dtf 
House Lots tor Sale. 
HOUSE LOTS on Metbourn, Adams, Washington, and Poplar Streets, for sale at reduced prices for Cash. Inquire of 
JOHN C. PROCTER. Dec 23—d2w 
DR. P. D. BUNNELL, 
Healing Physician, 
IS happy to Inform the sick ot Portland that he has taken rooms at 
Kingsbury's Hotel, 203 Congress Street, 
Where he will exercise his unrivaled powers eg heal- 
ing (not ,only acute but chronic disease) for those who will give him a r-n.il, 
•Dr BUNNELL is no professional humbug from New York, or some other remote place, where noth- known ol him, (although he has been a pupil of th® celebrated magnetic Physician, Dr. Schulhof, of New York) but a man from your own State, and who is well known. 
Dr. B. cures Rheumatism in all its forms. Do not sutler from this disease when relief is so easy and 
“Wf; Lameness, Deafoess, Neuralgy, Catarrh with H*aft®ndant evils, icmalc Weaknesses and Com- 
p ainte. Lung Dis ase, all Liver and Kidney Affec- aons, Weak Eyes, Loss of Voice, Asthma, Scrofula, Innammalion ofthe Brain,Lungs and Stomach. Ery- sipelas, Heart Disease, Ac. 3 
.TgTThe Dr. gives no medicine. 
Don’t lose this opportunity of getting rid of your doubles«aches and pains; by tailing to call on Dr. ■tsunneli. 
1^* Consultation free to all. Dec 7—d3m 
PfiOF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOR CHILDREN 
AND INVALIDS. 
THIS highly nutricious and pleasant food, so pop- ular in Germany and England, was devised the 
past year by the celebrated chemist, Baron Liebig of «j2fn- IvfonUJafe deprived of the mother’s milk, can be made healthy and strong by the con- stant use of this food. And invalids, those who are consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, will find it most excellent and strength-imparting. Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing Chemists, 150 Congress Street, have made arrange- 
ments to prepare this food perfectly pure and fresh 
in large quantities. 
For sale by all the Apothecaries. W. F. PHIL- LIPS Co., Wholesale Agents. Nov 24—dtf 
HOOPS, HOODS, HOOD! 
Ladies Attention. 
B?t^^.HUrcha?ing' I,loaBO 0411 at No. 27 Free aj street and examine our beautiful Rigalette Hoods. 
NUBIAS’ AND CHILDBENS’S HOODS, helling at ver, low prices. WOOLEN GLOVES AND SONTAGS, at cost. 
H a t s .--—All Styles : The DERBY HAT, 
DROOPING DERBY 
and ROLLING DERBY 
TURBANS,—Plain and Puffedl The ARNO HATS, an.l " 
in ve CZARINE SKATING CAPS! All can be found at 1 
No. 37 Free Street, 
dec27dtf_Mrs. M. HUTCHINS a CO. 
Copartnership. 
THE undersigned havo formed a copartnership un- der the name and firm of   
KING & DEXTER, 
And having purchased the stock of chfl Lltt1eflo] ■. 
rik?;’ continue the general HARDWARE B’j. St?cetsS at th° old ,tan l>1 < B Middle and 118 Federal 
JOSEPH A. KINO, 
Portland, Sept. 22,1865. 
•'DEXlEB- 
^n*s«c,ihsi'S8f3tttB 
-—---sep29 *65 if 
cost. 
Tffigssy at?jflgsajj jw- saj. 
Medical. 
Notice to the Pab/iv • 
In the year 1846, the writer embar* 
J *n *be ®rnS 
Business in the city of Philailelp'f’, whll° thus 
engaged, made several expw’ “en^n^*” J^Sard to the 
most desirable mode of 
a Extracts.— 
My efforts being succe--al7^c arUcles bein« approv- 
ed aud used by tie- ’‘odical Faculty—I was desirous 
ol placing tber UL'fore the I’ublie, but hesitated lor 
some time >■ ‘ore cono'uding to resort to newspaper 
advert!? '* knowInB ,he Prejudices that existed in 
r—«*d8 of many against uhing advertised Medi- 
or Nostrums, but through the advice of friends 
and those who had used them this objection was 
overcome. 
Alter 18 years* exertions, commencing in a small 
way, the popularity oi my articles has extended to all 
parts of the United States, and widely throughout 
foreign countries—and this in the face of much oppo- 
sition. Every means lias been resorted to by un- 
pricipled dealers since their merit and success have 
been known—such as advertising larger bottles at less 
price, censuring all other preparations, and even 
copying my advertisements—but I am happy to state 
that out of the many who have resorted to this, none 
have been sucossful. 
MY OBJECT 
in this notice is to make facts known to the public 
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many 
years* exertions, that the Druggists will discounte- 
nance such proceedings, and that the reputation of 
my articles may not be damaged by use of inferior or 
spurious ones. 
Knowing that many may read this article who are 
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from 
those of my native city, and whose names are known 
in all parts of the world: 
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Helm- 
bold, it affords me pleasure in stating I have been 
most favorably impressed with his energy and integ- 
rity, and gratified at his success.** 
WM. WEIGHTMAN, 
Firm of Powers & Weightman, 
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia. 
[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.] 
“When on a visit to the city of New York a lew 
dayB since, I was induced to call on our old friend 
and townsman, Mr. H. T. Helmbold, Druggist, 594 
Broadway, New York. His store is a Model—a per- 
fect Gem—the handsomest of any kind we have ever 
had the pleasure of viewing, and so extensivo, being 
34 feet front, five stories in height, and over 200 feet 
deep. It indeed affords us much pleasure to know 
that he has been so successful, and it is am- 
ple evidence ©f the merits of his articles—as in our 
whole business experience we have not known or the 
success of any articles without Merit—advertising 
merely bringing the name before the people.” 
[Boston Herald.] 
“We do not like to advertise worthless wares, or ar- 
ticles calculated to deceive our readers; and when we 
see an advertiser like Mr. Helmbold, whom we have 
known for years, gradually extend his advertising 
from year to year until he becomes the largest adver- 
tiser in the United States, we are satisfied that the 
statements in regard to his articles must be correct:* 
The writer reluctantly inserts the above, and would 
not do so were he not a stranger to many; ami con- 
cludes iy stating the names of his articles, and the 
diseases for wldch they have been used by many 
thousands with complete success. 
[ADVERTISEMENT.) 
HELMBOLD'S EXTRACT OF BUCHU 
Will cure all diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder.— 
Cures Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, <&c.; 
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling, 
Dimness of V ision. 
Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu 
Is a pure fluid extract, and not a weak tea or infusion. 
Is the one thing needful for all complaints incident to 
Females. For particulars send for Circular. 
HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU 
Cures Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men, 
Women or Children; in fact, all diseases requiring the aid of a Diuretic. It is the greatest Tonic and 
Diuretic known—perfectly sale, pleasant in taste and 
odor, and immediate in its action. 
HELMBOLD’S 
FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA, 
HIGHLY CONCENTRATED. 
One bottle equivalent in strength to one gallon ol the 
Syrup ot Decoction. 
it roaches the seat of the disease immediately, ex- 
pelling aU HUMORS oi the BLOOD, 
AND BEAUTIFYING THE COMPLEXION. 
These artcles, being of such strenglh, the dose is 
exceedingly small. From this fact, It is used in the United States Army Hospitals and public Sanitary 
Institutions throughout the land. 
1 i/“Sold by all Druggists everywhere. 
l3f”Ask for Helmbold’s. Take no other! 
S3P“Cut out the advertisement and send for it, and 
by this meaus avoid Counterfeit. 
Dec 30 —eod f 
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure 
Ttjg World’s Great Remedy 
-FOR- 
DYSPEPSIA! 
and a11 diseases of the 
STOMACH AND BOWELS! 
One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst c«se of 
Dyspepsia in existenc aud one dose will instantly relieve the most aggravated attacks of 
CholerA Morbus, Sick Headache. 
Dysentery, Sickness at Stomach, Fever and Ague. Heartburn. 
Coll* Pains, 
and in fact all diseases proceeding from the Stomach and Bowels. It is a sovereign ana permanent cure for 
INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL- 
ITY. 
and in e-ery instance regulates and restores to a 
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the 
patient to take healthy food without daoge of dis- tress from it. It is the mest wonderful remedy and the most speedy in its action, ever known to the 
world No one will do without it in the house that 
has ever used it once. 
YOU THAT ARE SUFFERING, 
We beg of you. if you are sick, to make just one trial of it. Price One Dollar per bottle. 
Sold by Druggists everywhere. 
C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors, 
New Haven, Conn. 
//. II. HAY, W F PHILLIPS \ CO, and J. IF PJZRKIAIS if CO., Agents, Portland, Me. 
Lyon's Periodical Drops! 
THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY. 
A SCIENTIFICALLY PREPARED 
FLUID PREPARATION 
Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION. 
■ ■■■ 
Better than any Pills or Powders 1 
and is safe to ubo at all timos 
For all Female Complaints, 
EXCEPT IN CERTAIN CASES, 
especially forbidden In the directions which accom- 
puny each buttle. 
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M. D. Sold by Druggists everywhere, 
C.G. CLARK A CO., Gen’l Agents, 
Per U. 8. and Canada, 
J.W.PSRKINS If CO.. W F. PHILLIPS If CO., and H. H. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents. 
Coe’s Cough Balsam! 
No Medicine ever known will euro 
Ooughr;, Colds, Croup, Asthma, 
Influenza, Whooping Cough 9 
OB RELISTTB 
A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH! 
as quick as 
COE'S COUGH BALSAM! 
It does not drr up aoougli, but loosens it so that the I patient can expect rate freely. It is within the reach of all. the 
Price Being Only 36 Cents I ! 
and Is for sale by all Druggists. 
C.O. Cl,ARK k CO.,Proprietors, Nffw Haven, Ct 
W. F. PHILLIPS k CO., J..W. PERKINS k CO., 
and H.H HAY, Portland Ate., lYholesate Agente. 
August 31,1865. eodkirlyr 1 
Medical. 
dTlAROOKAH'S 
Sarsaparilla Compound! 
For the Cure of Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, 
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Ery- 
sipelas, Boils, Tumors, Rheum, Ul- 
cers and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain 
in the Stomach, Side and Bowels, 
Debility, and all Complaints 
arising from Impurities 
of the Blood. 
It will cure Nervous Affections, and Palsy arising 
from the use of Mercury or Lead. It is a tonic 
as well as an alterative, restoring the tone oitlie sys- 
tem, thus caring Dropsy and General Debility, tend- 
ing to Consumption. It is a great protection from at- 
tacks that originate in change of climate, season and 
life. 
Liver Complaints and their combined symptoms, 
such as Lumbaso. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious 
Eruptions, &c. When caused by Scrofula taint, this 
Compound is a most effectual remedy. 
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is oiten caused by Scrof- 
ula, which deranges the stomach, and renders it un- 
healthy. Indigestion is not always caused by Scrof- 
ula, when it Is, this Saraaparilla.Componnd »a ready 
cure. 
Scrofula is a taint or infection in the human organ- 
ism. Acting like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality 
of the blood. Constitutions affected with Scrofula 
are more than any other subjected to diseases, and 
have less power to withstand or recover from them. 
The Scrofula taint or infection is heriditary in the 
constitution, “descending from parents to children, 
until the third generation,”—and should be attended 
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely 
use of DB. LAROOKAH’S SARSAPARILLA COM- 
POUND that this most loathsome disease can be 
checked and in tlr> majority 01 cases cured. Dropsy 
and Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by this 
great alterative medicine. 
For Syphilis, or Venereal Disoase, and for Mercu- 
rial Disease, which is sometimes complicated with it, 
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and 
constantly until the disorder is expelled from the sys- 
tem. 
Neuralgia, Headache, and various disorders of the 
nervous sytern frequently arise from a low state of 
the constitutional health, and are much relieved and 
often cured by this powerful remedy. 
Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, or Salt Rheum, Ulcers, 
Sores &c. Moderate doses three times a day will 
usually effect the cure of the above complaints, hut 
often requires considerable time. 
For Purifying the Blood, there is nothing now be- 
fore the public which can excel Larookah’s Sarsapa- 
illa Compound. By using this Compound, multi- 
tudes are saved from the endurance of foul erup-' 
tionsthrough which the system strives to purify it- 
self. Nature should be assisted to do this through 
its own channels by this great alterative medicine. 
The theory ot its operations is, that it cleanses the 
system of all foul distemper which breeds and festers 
in it; penetrating into every part of the body, it ex- 
pels all diseases that inha it it; commonly speaking, 
it purifies the blood, driving out all the corruption 
that Scrqfula breeds in it. Purifying, it renovates 
the blood, giving it & renewed vitality and force as In 
youth again. Hence those cured by this great alter- 
ative medicine, will feel younger and stronger, as 
well as freer from the infirmities of age. 
Being composed entirely of vegetable products, 
this Sarsaparilla Compound is perfectly harmless as 
well as very effectual—a fact of vast importance to all 
those who have occasion to use it; for many of the 
alteratives in the market have mercury or arsenic as 
their bases—although they may sometimes effect 
cures, still they are very liable to entail a vast train 
of evils upon their victims, often worse than the ori- 
ginal disease. 
Price $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5 
l PREPARED RT 
DR. E. R. KNIGHTS, Chemist, 
MELROSE, MASS. 
Great Cosumptive Remedy 
Dr. DarookahAs 
Indian Vegetable Pulmonic Syrup ! 
The best preparation ever made for the following 
complaints: 
Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma, 
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Spitting Blood, Pain in the 
Side, Night Sweats, Humors, General Debil- 
ity, and the various Throat Affections, and 
Hoarseness to which Public Speakers 
and Singers, are liable, and all 
other Complaints tending to 
CONSUMPTION. 
This remedy is too well known and too highly es- 
teemed to require commendation here. It is regarded 
a necessity In every household, and is heartily en- 
dorsed by the medical faculty, clergymen of every de- 
nomination, authors, editors, members of Congress, 
and many of our mos.1 distinguished men in public 
and private life. 
Pbice SI#00 Peb Bottle. 
DB. E. E. KNIGHTS, Proprietor, 
MELROSE, MASS. 
_ 
DR. KNIGHTS' 
ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER. 
After a long series of experiments, this article, as 
it is now offered to the public, is believed to be the 
most perfect of its kind which science has ever de- 
vised. No pains have been spared to produce wliat 
has so long been demanded by thousands, who, from 
sickness or other causes, have become prematurely 
gray; and others, who in the sere ard yellbw leal of 
life, would retain, so far as possible, the semblance of 
youth. 
Such an article is now made available to the pub- 
lic In DR. KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RE- 
STORER, which, after a few applications, restores 
gr ly or faded hair to its original color, and is the only 
preparation of tlie kind upon which the public can 
place any reliance. It has never been known to fail 
in a single instance, and is totally unlike the thou- 
sand and ono so-called Hair Restorers, by which so 
many have been egregjously deceived. 
It is delightfully perfumed, gives tho hair a rich 
and glossy appearance, promotes its luxuriant growth 
and will not soil the skin, scalp or any article of ap- 
parel. 
After the ubc of one bottle, in daily applications, or 
after the natural color of the hair is restore^, its oc- 
casional use should be continued, in conjunction with 
Dr. KNIGHT’S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a pre- 
server and beautlfier of the hair, is without a rival in 
the estimation of the public. 
Price 75 Cents Per Bottle. 
PREPARED BY 
Dr. E. E. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mass. 
DR. KNIGHTS’ 
Hair Dressing ! 
This article has been prepared with a view to su- 
persede the pernicious oils and pomades so common 
in the market, the use of which has been almost in- 
variably detrimental to the growth and beauty of the 
hair. It has long been a matter of regret-that no re- 
liable preparation for dressing the hair a as generally 
available, most of the compounds used for that pur- 
pose being worthless, and many absolutely worse. As. 
a people, It is notorious that we become prematurely 
gray or bald. In no country are there so many gray 
and bald heads on young shoulders as in this. For 
this phenomenon many causes are assigned. By 
some it is attributed to our mode of life; by others, to 
the restless activity of the American mind; but we 
trace this public misfortune—for misfortune it is—to 
the inordinate use of oil as a dressing, which diseases 
the scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry up or 
bum out the roots of the hair. DR. KNIGHTS’ 
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol, 
and is unquestionably the oniy article before the pub- 
lic that deserves the name. Its use prevents the hair 
from falling off or turning gray; it removes dandruff, 
cleanses the soalp, and cures nervous hcado* he. Its 
invigorating properties insure luxuriant locks, inclin- 
ed to cnrl, and its delightful fragrance, and the rich 
and glossy appearance which it imparts, render it 
the favorite Hair Dressing of the most fastidious. 
PRICE 75 CENTS PER BOTTLE. 
f PBEPARED BT 
Dr. E. R. Knights, Chemist, 
MELROSE, MASS. 
SOLD AT WHOLESALR BT 
W. P. PHILLIPS 4 00., 
AND 
J. W. PERKINS 4 00., 
PORTLAND, 
And at rot *fl by Druggists and Merchants through- 
out the Country. 
Doc 86—eod3m 
Insurance. 
CHARTER OAK 
Life Insurance Company. 
THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company 
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the 
I>ayment of the second and each succeding premium, 
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by 
an 
IMMEDIATE RETURN. 
The advantages of this system over that of divi- 
dends payable ({flora term of years without interest, 
are obvious. No other Company pays dividends in 
this way. 
The Dividends of the Charter Oak are equal in 
value to those of any Life Co. 
Dividends without interest payable in four or five 
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution 
when reduced to their present value. 
PROMPTNESS 
In the payment of losses is a distinguishing feature 
oi tills Company, 
IT NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM! 
CARE 
Also in the selection of risks, its fosses for the last 
six years having been from 30 to 70 pr. ct. less 
than of any other Co. of as long standing* 
As the losses of a Co. are so are its profits, and as 
its profits so are its dividends. The moral is readily 
understood. 
A few competent men wanted as solicitors. 
SST” Office So. 25 Exchange Street, 
S. 11. McAEPINE, 
State Agent for Maine. 
Nov. 15. aug2G'65dly 
INTERNATIONAL 
INSURANCE COMP’Y 
No. 113 Broadway, N. York. 
CASH CAPITAL, 
$1,000,000 
all paid in* 
Surplus, 204,188,40 
$1,204,188,40 
Aisela Jan’y 1* 1865* 
Thi« Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co. ever organ- 
ized on this Continent, with an 
Original Capital 
One Million Dollars ! 
FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
We are prepared to issue policies on Dwelling 
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY 
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR 
RATES. 
MARINE INSURANCE. 
Marino Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and 
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN 
POLICIES. The pubUc will find it for their interest 
to givo us a call. 
New York Estimate of the International* 
As an indication of how this Company stands AT 
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies 
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the 
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for 
1864, and find that. THE INTERNATIONAL RE- 
CEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF 
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY, 
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Com- 
panies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall 
for behind the International in point of patrona ge in 
this City.—New York Commercial Advertiser. 
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fact, best 
understood by those who best know the real merits 
and 8 illful management oi this sterling corporation, 
which thus within two years takes the lead of scores 
of other Companies that have been established from 
a quarter to a half century. 
CHARLES TAYLOR, President. 
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President. 
C. C. HINE, Secretary. 
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary. 
OFFICE, 166 Fore Street* Portland* Me* 
John W. Munger <£• Co., 
ootSdly Agents. 
CHEAP INSURANCE! 
Insure Against Accidents! 
ALL TRAVELLERS, 
T)V RAILROADS STEAMBOATS, SAILING JL> VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public 
conveyances nay insure against loss oi life, or epri- 
ous bodily injury, for gUlOOO hi case of death, 
and weeiciy benefits in case of bodily iiyury, 
for the small sum of 
TEN CENTS PEE PAY! 
Thus, 10 cts. will insure to Boston or New York; 
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee; 
50 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo; 
70 cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any part 
of the country, and for any number of days desired. 
Before entering a Rail Car, Steamboat, or other 
conveyance, secure yrurself and family or friends, 
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or 
$15 per week in case of injury, whereby you may be 
disabled. 
Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents of 
of any kind, such as Falling of Ice and Snow from 
buildings, or Falling on Ih Ice Skating, or Broken 
Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Bums and Scalds, As- 
saults by Burglars. Explosions of Lamps, Falls, Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upset- 
ting of or falls from Carriages, &c., &c. 
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind, 
ani should therefore insure without delay. 
Policies issued and Tickets sold at the 
General Bail way Ticket & Insurance Office, 
31 EXCHANGE STREET. 
IF. 1). LITTLE, State Agent. 
Dec 14—dtf 
PLEASANT to the palate, cause no pain, act promptly, never require increase of dose, do not 
exhaust, and lor elderly persons, females and child- 
ren, are just the thing. Two taken at night mov- 
the bowels oaice the next morning. Warranted 
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We 
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia, 
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spit- ting oi lood, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness, 
Pun in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin 
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Bilious- 
ness, Liver Complnint. Loss of Appetite. Debility, Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, 
Faintness, Ac. Travelers find the Lozenges just 
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous 
fffiat they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 60 
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J. 
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Trexriont 
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on 
enclosing 80 cents. July4dly 
Croflliffifflfoe 
DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH 
BALSAM is waranted to cure Cough*,Colds. Hoarse- 
ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Con- 
sumption, and and all affections of the throat and 
Lungs. 
For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle. 
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover Street, 
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England. 
DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured 
thousands of the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding 
Piles. It gives immediate relief, and effects a per- 
manent cure. Try it directly. It is warranted to 
cure. For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. per bottle. 
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street, 
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England. novl0d6m 
J. W. SYKES, 
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT, 
or 
FLOUR. GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS. LARD, BUT- 
TER. and WESTERN PRODUCK generally. 
Particular attention given to shipping hy quickest 
and oheapest routes. No. lga South Water St., 
Chicago, Illinois. 
P. O. Bex 471. 
References—Messrs. S. G. Bewdlear k Co; Mayn- 
ard k Sons; H. A W. Chiokerlrg; C. H. Cutnm'nga 
A Co; Chaa. H. Stone; Hallett, Davis A Co; Boston. 
1. N. Baoon. Em, President Newton National Bank, 
Newton.Ma«e: C. R Cofiln.Esq. N.T.City fehwidiv 
MECHANICS’ HALL. 
WELL arranged for Concerts, Lectures, Exhibi- tions, Levees, &o., may be obtained on applica- 
tion to RICHARD COLE, Superintendent, JunelSdti NO.E Tolmau Place, 
JtiailroaUs. 
PORTLAND 
SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R. 
r.T~~.T'd"''.';7.n On and after Nov. 6 1665, Prssenger %iiTVF,-v?r»'l'raln3 leave as follows ■ — 
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45 a. u. and 220 p. 
It. 
Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. n. and 2 30 p. 
n 
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally. 
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt. Portland, Nov. 6,1865_dtt 
PORTLANDiiROCHESTERR.il. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
On and after Monday. Oct 30. 1865, 
rains will leave a» follows, until further 
Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 lo A. n 
ana 340 p. m 
* *i®?o? Portland for Suoo River at 8 00 A. m. and 2 00 ana ju p m 
The940 a. m and 200 p m. trains will bo freight trains, with passenger cars attached. 
JJfT.'n ges eounect at Uorliam for West Gorliain, Standieh, bteop Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago, Brnlgtou, Lovell, llirnm, Brownfmld, Fryohurg Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,For ter Freedom, Jliul sun and Eaton. N.H 
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eaglc, South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newtield, rarsonsnold and Of=sipeo 
.JMZSFSWU* South Windham, Windham Hill, and Fiorth W mdham, daily 
,, 
DAN CARPENTER, Supt. Portland, Oct 26 1865—dif r 
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY, 
Ot Canada, 
WINTEK ARRANGEMENT. 
On and after Monday, Nov. 61*. 1865, gS.y.y-'dtgetrama will run as follows— 
AuMburrninft?™A $* 8°Uth i’"ia> “d 
ond,“ifom?el’u1?da^b”c'auT/^0rham 
Jir.d .*”!? ?,<!"nect3 wj,th E*p ess train for Toronto, f£n H P?,nU . hifal°' h Oars attached from lau d ond to Quebec and Montreal. 
■noTif15’11*.0?11!1 be recei'-ed or oheoked after the m e above stated. 
Trains will arrive as follows 
v°' Var"!’ OewiKton and Auburn, 810 a m From Montreal, Quebec Ac. 145 p, m. 
The Company are not responsible for banKa^e to 
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that Se?son- al) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of one passenger tor every $60 > additional value. 
H BdrrvV BkYUUES, Managing Director. 
»’ I‘ocal SuPer‘nlendint. Portland, Nov.i.ises _nov2d(f 
PORTLAND UENNEBEC R. R. 
Portland to Skowkegan via Waterville 
and Kendall’s Mills* 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-G6. 
Commencing December, 11,1S65. 
Trains leave Portland dally (Sundays ♦SSgSexcopted) for Bath, Lewiston via An- (iroseogWii. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s 
1 00 P ^jWliegail» aU(i intermediate Stations, at 
f(,r Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.) I Leave Skowhegafi for Portland and Boston at 8.30 
Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55. 
This is the only route east without break of gauge at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this 
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be pur- chased in Boston at Eastern or Boston ami Maine 
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine 
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior and well ventilated cars are run with the through trains. 
Fare as Low by this Ro\£Te as any other. 
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bel- fast at Augusta, and for Solon. Anson. Norrulge- 
wock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Bkowhegan, and ior China, East and North Vassalboro* at Vas- 
salboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s. 
W* HATCH, Train Manager* Dec. 11,1SC5—dtf 
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
-■SggwE] Trains leave Portland daily (Grand 
kagji»~^wTriinit Depot) Sundays evceptod,lor Au- burn and Lewiston at 7 30 A. M.. and for Bangor and all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M. Returning, trains Irom Auburn and Lewiston ate due at 8.30 A. 
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations, at 2 P. M., to connect trains for Boston. 
£y Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M. 
EDWIN NOYES, Snpt. Dec 15,1865. <i“22tf 
Grand Trunk Railway. 
For Tickets to all points West & South West, 
APPLY TO THE 
General Western Ticket Office, 
90 Exchange Street. 
E3F* Fares from 81 to 87 lower via. the Grand 
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West. 
R. P. BEACH, Gen. Act. I WM. FLOWERS. 
276 Broadway, New York. | Eastern Agt.,Bangor. 
JAS. E. ritINELE, Agent, 
90 Exchange Street, 
^August 10—dfim PORTLAND. 
Importan t to Travelers 
West, South, North-West and the Oanadas. 
W. D. LITTLE 
IS Agent for all the great Loading Routes to Chica- go, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee, 
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay, Quincy, St, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo, 
•re. and is prepared to famish Through Tickets from Portland to ah the principal Cities and Towns 
in the leyal States and the Canadas, at the 
LOWEST RATES OF FARE, 
And all needful information ohcerfully furnished, 
Tba.vblt.biis will find it greatly to their advantage 
to prorate Throagh Tickets at the 
Por'iland Railway Ticket Office, 31 Ex- 
change Street, lap stairs.) 
W. D. LITTLE, Agent. 
Passage Tickets for California, by tho Old Lins 
Mail Steamers and Panamu Railroad may be secured by early application at this ofhoe. 
March 20. 1866. mar30dfcwtf 
THE GREAT 
New England Remedy. 
Dr. J. W. POLAND'S' 
WHITE PISTE 
COMPOITND, 
*» uuereu 10 uio amicieu rarougncut the country, after having been proved by the test of eleven years 
:n the New England States, wliere its merits have 
become as well known as the treo from which, in nart it derives its virtues. 
THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND 
CUBES 
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis Spitting of Blood, aud Pulmonary Affections generally. It is a remarkable remedy 
for Kidney Complaints, Dia- 
betes,Difficulty oi Void- 
ing Urine, Bleed- 
from the 
Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaitlts. For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found verv valua- ble. 
Give it a trial il you would loarn the value of a good and tried medicine. It is pleasant, safe aud sure. 
The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in 
cur columns, is not only as to its name inviMng, but is a highly approved medicine. I)r. J. W. Poland, the inventor, has the conlidence of many who know him, a conlidence which he enjoyed while laboring 
uselully many years as a Baptist minister. His ex- perience as a sufferer led to him to make experiments which issued in his modical discovery._Boston Watchman and Deflector. 
The Editor ol tho Manchester Dally and Weekly Mirror, In a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the 
Compound. 
“Inc White Pine Compound is advertised at much 
length in our columns, and we are happy to learn that the demand for it is increasing beyond all previous 
expectations. It the very best medicine lor C mghs and Colds we know of, and no family that has once 
used it whl bo without it. We speak from our own knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as 
sure. Tho greatest inventions come by accident and It is singular that tho White Pine Compound made 
lor Colds and Cougtis should prove to be the greatest 
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it la.— 
We cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to us 
from well-known men. Besides the character of Dr. 
Poland is such, that we know that he will not coun- 
tenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist cler- 
gyman, studying medicine to lind remedies for his 
ailments, with a delicate consumptive look, standing with one foot upon the grave, he made .he discovery which has saved hlmseli, aud called out from hun- 
dreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible. 
We have known Dr. Poland for vears, and never 
know a more conscientious, honest, upright man,' and are glad to state that, we believe whatever he 
says about his White Pine Compound.” 
Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen- 
r. W. PERKINS, 
W. F. PHILLIPS,^ 
H. H. HAY, 
General Agents for Slate of Maine. 
Oct 5—dak wim 
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam! 
For Coughs, Colds and Consumption! 
IjlSTABLISHED in 1832, and still the best known J remedy for all affections of the Ijungs, Throat and 
i- host. Be carelul to got the genuine. 
BEEI), CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors. Large Bottles, 51.00. Small, 50 cents. 
Pure Cod I.lyer oil 
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use hr REED. CUTLER & CO., who have tacilities for obtaining oil 
Jl the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, $1,00. Nov 10—d&w6m 
(J|*Q K BUSINESS SUITS, of the best Canada 
UP ml tj Grey, made to order, at 
A. D. BEEVES, 
novldtf 511 Exchange St. 1 
Steamboats. 
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co, 
Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails. 
Passengers Booked to 
Londonderry and Liverpool. 
Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates. 
The Steamship PERUVIAN, Capt. Rallantine, will sail from thi* port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 6th 
January, 180C, immediately alter the arrival ol the 
train oi the previous day from Montreal. 
To be followed by the Belgian on Jan. 13. 
Passage to Londondery and Liverpool: 
Cabin (according to accommodations) $70 to $80 
Steerage, $25 
Payable in Gold or its equivalent. 
Tor freight or passage apply*,, 
A. & A. ALLAN, 5 G. T. K. Passenger Depot. 
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1805. declldtf 
United States Mail Line 
-FOB- 
RIO DE JANEIRO, 
CALLING AT 
St. Thomas, Pernambuco, 
And Bahia, Every Trip, 
AT PARA EVER! OTHER TRIP. 
TIIE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL 
STEAMSHIP COMPANY 
Will dispatch regularly, on the 
29th of each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North 
IUver, 
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS. 
THE 
HAVANA, 
Will leave on FRIDAY, the 29th December, and 
will call at Para. 
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each Steam- 
ship. 
All letters must pass through the Post Office. 
For freight or passage apply to 
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO, 
17 Broadway, N. Y. 
Or, THOMAS ASENC'lb Sc. CO., 
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF, 
Dec 4—dtf Portland, Me. 
BOSTON AND CUBA 
STEAMSHIP COMPANY. 
FOB HAVANA, 
Conveying the U. S. Mail. The 
STEAMSHIP CORTEZ, 
A. W. SAMrooM, Commander, 
WILL sail from the end ot Long Wharf, on MON- DAY, January 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M., to be suc- 
ceeded by the TON A WAN DA,” sailing MONDAY, 
January 15th. 
These steamers arc of the first class, and hereafter 
sail semi-monthly for Havana. Having elegant ac- 
commodations, they offer good facilities for those 
wishing to visit the Islaud ot Cuba. 
Price of passage, $6» in currei cy. 
For freight or passage, apply to 
WM. U. KINSMAN & CO., 
3 India Street, 
Or to BRIDGE, LORD & CO., 
6 India Street. 
Boston, Dec. 27th, 1666. dec27 dtf 
FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST. 
Boston and Philadelphia 
Steamship Line. 
The Steamers NOBMAN, SAXON, and ARIES 
now form the line, and a steamer loaves each port 
EVK.tY FIVE DAYS. 
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M. 
From Pine St. Whart, Philadelphia,.at^lO A.M. 
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylva- nia Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by 
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions. 
For freight, apply to 
SPRAGUE, SOULE «fc CO., 
Nov 22—dlyr 9 T Wharf, Boston. 
International Steamship Go. 
Eastport, Calais and St. Jobn. 
ONE TRIP A WEEK. 
On and after Thursday, Doc. 7, 
the Steamer New Brunswick,« apt. 
K. B. Winchester, will leave Rail- 
road Wharf, foot of 8tafo St, every 
Thursday, at 5 o'clock r. m, for 
Eastport and 8t. John. 
Kckuramg will leave St. Jobn every Monday at 8 
a. at. fer Eastport, Portland aud Boston. 
At Eastport the Steamer “Queen" will connect 
for St Andrews, Kobb:nrtor< and Calais.with the New 
Bruuswick and Canada Railway for Wocdftock and 
Boulton stations. S age Coaches also connect at 
Eastport for Machias and intermediate places. 
At St. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for 
Winder, Digby and Belifak. Through tickota 
procured of tne agents or the clerk on board. No 
Passports required. 
Freight rcoeived on days of sailing until 4 o’clock 
p. m. c. c. Eaton. Agent. 
Portland, March 30.1865. dc9tf 
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE 1 
Summer Arrangement! 
TUB STEAMERS 
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal, 
Will, until farther notice, run as 
follows--— 
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland, gjUfr^every Monday Tuesday Wednes- 
■™*"day, Thursday, Friday and Satur- 
day, at 7 o’clock P. M and ludia Wharf, Boston, 
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Fri- day and Saturday, at 3 o’clock P. M, 
Fare in Cabin $2.00. 
jy Freight taken as usual The Company are not responsible for baggage to 
any amount exceeding $30 in value and that person- al, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of 
one passenger for every $300 additional value. 
L. BILLINGS. Agent. 
Aug-5, 1863. feb.18,1863 —dtf 
New England Screw Steamship Co 
SEMI-WEEKLY LINE. 
1 S 
The splendid tad fact Steamships 
D HESAM5AK E, .Capt W. W. Shir- 
and FRANCONIA, Capt. II. ^^^■^"Shxbwood, Winantll farther notioc, 
ran a. follows : 
Leave Brown’. Wharf, Portland, every WEDNES- DAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 
38 List River, New York, every WEDNESDAY 
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P.M 
Iheao vessels are fitted up w’th line accommoda- tion* for passengers, making this the mo.t speedy, safe and comfortable route fcr travellers betwen 
New York and Maine Fasaage, m State Room, M.OO. Cabin passage *3.00. Meals extra. 
Goods torwarded by this line to and from Mon- 
treal, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.John. 
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the 
steamer, as early a. 3 P. M. on the day that they 
leave Portland. 
For freight or paa-age apply to 
EMERY ft FOX, Brown. Wharf, Portland. 
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 8* Waat Street, New York. 
May ». IBM._ dtf 
Whit ? Lead. 
Atlantic V rite Lead 
and Linseed Oil Co., 
of New Y ]r, 
Manufacturers of PU ,E WHITE 
LEAD, Dry and in Oil, .ED LEAD, 
LITHARGE, Glass-m; ers’ Red 
Lead, etc. 
Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled 
and Refined. 
For sale by Druggists Sc Dealers 
gcntidify, and by 
ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co., 
General Agents, 
287 Pearl St., N-EW YORK. 
“There U no each Word as Fall.” 
T A.R R A 1ST T’S 
COMPOUND EXTRACT OP 
Cubebs and Copaiba, 
IS a Sure, Certain, and Speedy Cure for all illseaa- 08 of the Bladder, Kidneys and Urinary Or pans, 
either in the male or female, frequently petformie* 
a perfect care in the short rpace of three or )onr 
days, ami always In lose time than any other prepa- 
ration. In the use ot 
Tarrant's Compound Extract of Cubebs and 
Copaibt 
thereto no need of confinement or ebanre of diet 
la its approved form or a parte, it 1- entirely taste- 
less, and causes no unpleus nt ecusa'ion *o the pa- 
tient. and no expssure It is now aoknow'edied by 
the most learned in the profession that in the above olase ofdtoeasee, Cnbebs end Copaiba are the only two remedies known that oan be relied ui < n with 
anyoertalnty orsuocess. * 
Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and 
Copaiba NEVER FjIILS. 
Manufactured only by 
TAB BA NT A CO.. 
978 Qreenwioh St., New York. 
Bold by Druggists all oyar the World. 
majfl Wdly. 
_.Medical. 
D1C. J. B. HUGHES 
CAN BE FOUNB AT HIS 
PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS, 
No. !i Temjile Street, 
VI7HERE he can be consulted privately, and with 
v V the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all 
hours oily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M. 
Dr. llatufdrtshcs those who are sulfering under the 
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from 
impure connection or f he terrible vice ol* self-abuse. 
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi 
the medical profession, he feels warranted in (<lr AU- 
RA.VI KEl.SU A CUBE IN ALL CASES, Whether of long 
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing 
the dregs of disease from the system, anti making u 
perfect and PERM AN ENT UUitE. 
lie would call the attention ot the afflicted to the 
tact of his long standing aud well-earned reputation 
furni Jiing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc- 
cess. 
CAUTION TO T1IE PUTL1C. 
Every intelligent and thinking person must know 
tlmt remedies handed out for general use should have 
their ellicacy established by well tested experience in 
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose 
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties he mint 
fulfill; yet the country is Hooded with poor ncstruui- 
and cure-alls, purporting to lie the best in the world, 
are not only useless, but always injurieus. The un- 
fortunate should be PART1CU la it in selecting his 
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontiovert- able fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable w ith ruined constitutions by maltreatment 
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; 
lor it is a point generally conceded by the best syplik- ographers, that the study and management of tluvo complaints should engross the whole time oi those 
who would bo com]>eteiit and successful In tlieir treat- 
ment and cure. The inexperienced general practit- 
ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly 
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases mak- ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan- 
gerous weapon, the Mercury. 
HAVE CONFIDENCE. 
All who have committed an excess oi any kind, 
whether it he the solitary vice of youth, or the .-ting- 
ing rebuke of misplaced confidence in muturer years, 
SEEK FOR AX ANTIDOTE IX SEASON. 
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude ai d Nervous 
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, are 
the Barometer to the whole system. 
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fol- 
low: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for 
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty 
and Complexion. 
DOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO 
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE! 
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a 
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in 
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cuie war- 
ranted or no cliargo made. 
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one 
or more young man with the abovo disease, some of 
whom are os weak aud emaciated as (hough they had 
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to 
liave it. All such cases yield to the proper and only 
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are 
made to rejoice in perfect health. 
MIDDLE-AGED MEN. 
There are many men at the age of thirty w ho are troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad- 
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burn- 
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a man m the patient cannot account for. On examining the urinary deposits a ropy sediment w ill often be found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen 
w ill appear, or the color will bo of a thin milkish hue, 
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There arc many men who die of this difficulty, ignor- 
ant of the cause, which is the 
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS. 
1 con warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a 
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs. 
Persons, who cannot personally consult the I)r., 
can do so »y writing, in a plain manner, a description 
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will 
be forwarded immediately. 
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be 
returned, it deshed. 
Address: Dr. J. B. HUGHES, 
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle 
Street I, Portland. Me 
ty* Send a Stamp for Circular. 
Electic Medical Iiifirmacf/, 
TO THE LADIES. 
DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all laidies, wbc 
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5 
Temple Street, which they will find arranges! for tlieii 
especial accommodation. l)r. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines arc unrival- 
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all 
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and 
certain of producing relief in a short time. 
LADIES will find it Invaluable in all cases of oh 
structions after all other remedies have been tried in 
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in 
the least ifijurious to the health, and maybe taken with perfect safety at all times. 
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions 
by addressing DR. HUGHES, No. 5 Temple Street (corner oLMiddle), Portland. 
N. B.— Ladle* desiring may consult one of theii 
own sex. A lady of experience in constant attend 
*nce. jant.18G5d.lwly 
Half Million Dollars Worth 
TO BE DISPOSED OF AT 
ONE DOLLAR EACH, 
Without Iteyard to Value. JV’o< to he Paid 
for until you know what you are 
to receive• 
SPLENDID LIST OF ARTICLES! 
All to be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each X 
300 Musical Boxes, $20 to $130 each 
150 44 with Bells ami 
Castincts, 200 to 500 44 
500 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to 50 44 
500 44 Chafing Dishes, 30 to 100 44 
1000 41 Ice Pi cliers, 20 to 50 44 
2500 44 Syrup Cups, with Salvers,20 to 60 44 
500« 44 Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to 50 44 
I 3000 
*4 Castors, 15 to 20 44 
I 20(H) 44 Fruit,Card &CakeBaskcts20 to 5) 44 
5000 Doz m Silver Tea Spoons, 10 to 20 doz. 
10000 44 44 TableSpooua&Forks20 to 40 44 
250 Gents* GoldHmit’g-CaeeWatchesSO to 100 each 
250 Ladies’ Gold & Enameled H unt- 
ing-Case Watches, 35 to 70 44 
500 Gents* Hunting Case Silver 
Watches, 35 to 70 44 
200 Diamond Kings, 50 to 100 44 
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains, 4 to 30 44 
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets, 4 to 8 44 
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets, 6 to 10 44 
2000 Chatelaine Chains&GuardCbains,5 to 20 
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’ 4 to 10 41 
6000 Opal and Emerald Brooch* s, 4 to 8 44 
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine 
Eardrops, 4 to 8 41 
7508 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to 6 44 
40(0 California DiamondBrt ast-pin>2.50 to lo 44 
30C0 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to 8 44 
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,* 3 to 10 44 
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons, 
Studs, &c., 3 to 8 44 
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c., 4 to C 44 
10000 Minature Lockets, 2.50 to 10 44 
4000 44 44 magic spring, 10 to 20 44 
3000 Gold Toothpick?, Crosses, &c, 2 to 8 44 
5000 Plain Gold Kings, 4 to 10 44 
10000 Stone Set and Signet Kings, 2.50 to 10 44 
5000 Chased Gold Rings, 4 to 11 44 
10000 California Diamond Kings, 2 to 1C *4 
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and 
Gold, 5 to 15 44 
6000 Sets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo, 
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 13 4* 
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension 
Holders and Pencils, 4 to 10 44 
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted 
Holders, 6 to 10 44 
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Ext; nsion 
Holders, 15 to 25 44 
6000 Ladies' Gilt and Jet Buckles, 5 to 15 44 
5000 44 44 44 Hair Bars 
and Ball*. 5 to 10 44 
Certificates of the various articles ai e first put in- 
to envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when order- 
ed are taken out without regard to choice, and sent 
by mail, thus giving all a fait chance. On receipt of the certificate, you will see what you are to have, and then it is at your option to send the -Dollar and 
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain 
a Gold Watch. Diamond King, or any set of Jewelry 
on our list for One Dollar. 
Send 25 Ceuta for Certificate. 
In all transactions by mail, we shall charge for for- 
warding the Certificates, paying the postage and do- ing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclos- 
ed when the Certificate is sent. Five Certificates 
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15. 
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment, and in every Town and County in tlie Country and 
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every certificate ordered by them, provided their teiuii- 
tance amounts to One Dollar. Agent* will collect 25 
cent* lor evevy certificate, and remit 15 cents to us, either in Cash or Postage S amps. 
. BUY AN BROS. <£• CO., 
68 LltanySl., New York I lly. Nov 4—d3mos 
LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY. 
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s 
Hair Restorer and Dress- 
ing invigorate, strengthen 
and lengthen the hair. They 
act directly upon the roots 
of the hair, supplying re- 
quired nourishment, and 
natural color and beauty 
returns. Grey hair disap- 
pears, bald spots are cov- 
ered, hair stoj>s falling, and 
luxuriant growth is the re- 
sult. Ladies and Children 
will appreciate the delight- 
ful fragrance and rich, 
glossy appearance impart- 
ed to the hair, and no fear 
of soiling the skin, scalp, or 
most elegant head-dress. 
by all braggigif. 
Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N. Y. 
Maine*** ^ CO., General Agents lor 
Sept 27, 18G&—<1& wGm 
Try Trim! ant be convinced of their inperio i* tv over everything els* oi the kind ever cfl* re«l to 
thepublio h r Bronehitis, Coughs, Colds, Hatr*e. 
Sort Throat. Ca*arrh and induecza Num r- 
>a« testimonials irom the Clerjrr, and others, ac- 
companying each box. For sale by th»* prino ^al 
Druggists throughout the oity. mayZTeodU 
